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FALKLANDS Crime File: 
The latest Penguin News re

ports a distressing incident 
-in its Police notes, head
lined. “ Bird’s Beak Bitten in 
Bar ” It concerns a fight be
tween a soldier and a sailor 
in the Victory Bar. “The 
quarrel began,'*’ reports the 
paper. “ when the soldier 
picked up a toy fluffy pen
guin which had been bought 
by the sailor during the day, 
and then bit off its beak.”

No charges, thankfully, 
were preferred. This will go 
some way towards assuaging 
the worries of Mr Tam 
Dalyell, who has been voic
ing concern about the behav
iour of servicemen on the 

particularly those 
who are offensive to the na
tives. Penguin News report 
“wild times” on the SS 
Uganda's recent trip down 
south. when violence, 
drunkenness, and abuse, be
came so bad that an 11.30 
pm curfew had to be im
posed and five men were re-, 
quired to restrain an RAF 
man who became violent.

• Still, the islanders do not 
. take it all lying down. Three 

of them were recently 
charged with beating up a 
sailor, giving him a broken' 

a leg wound., 
requring eight stitches.

Footnote : The Grimmer 
family, just settled on the1 
islands from their UK home,- 
gave the “ quiet life ” as the 
reason for emigrating.
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TTia ftfrlirv OZ£3X JLJLC puill/j XC3 has been'no vote. And the reaspns for that
# — febrile,, trimming -treasons are^ all too

CAOtllKI 11T1 cl6ar. You can’t have a referendum unless
9\JpCHJrkx.lJLjg >MLyou frame a question.. You can’t frame a:

# - . question unless you.^e prepare^ to. disbuss
BIIHIO hltlATUT it: in the HouseVGtomons. ;^nd Jnohbdy
jLP L01J.&iniX^XX L has the heart for such a debate: The;^0 —

which consensually thinks the whole For
tress concept potty — is anxious to pre
serve later room for manoeuvre by avoid
ing decisions now. The MoD is content to 
spend and keep its head down. And the 
Prime Minister — fiercely protective of the 
islanders for as long as she lasts — shirks 
the task of seeking the cross-party support 
that would be absolutely vital if the ref
erendum was to be more than a fleeting PR 
gambit. The policy is inertia, variously pre
scribed. It is wholly negative. It asks., to be 
shot to pieces in every international debate. 
But no-one has the spunk to try anything 
else. -•

The Belgrano affair consuming hours 
of Downing Street time" and notepaper by 
the kilo — is all very fascinating. But it is 
not the main event. The war, two-and-a-half 
years ago, was about the future of the 
Falklands. That future, up for debate in the 
UN General Assembly again today, is in no 
sense resolved. And the cost of the hiatus 
— in cash by the billion, but also in 
honour — grows steeply more ludicrous 
month by month.

In New York today the benign social 
democratic government of Mr Alfonsin will 
ask the General Assembly to say that nego-

specifically 
should now re-

It is all desperately short term, and it 
cannot last. It cannot last economically as 
every fresh shift in fuel price and- dollar 
parities inflate the price of the Fortresfe. It 
cannot last diplomatically as a running sore 
between allies (including America). And it 
cannot last politically, since every Opposi
tion party is in some form or other com
mitted to unscramble it. Ancl the tragedy of 
such chronic instability is that the handful 
of people at the heart of the matter — the 
indigenous islanders — are the ones who 
will be betrayed yet again. They want the 
certainty which enables them to rebuild 
lives on the islands: or to build them 
somewhere else. Yet they are offered nei
ther self-determination nor certainty. They 
are merely strung along.

If Britain wanted to take the initiative 
today, there is a simple and honourable 
way. It could announce that self-determina
tion was — as promised — to be a reality. 
It could set a date — say June 1st, 1985 — 
for an internationally monitored referen
dum. One alternative to be voted on then 
would be a formula ratified by the British 
House of Commons after solemn inter-party 
discussions. In short, a formula for an 
island lifetime. The other alternative would 
be the best deal the .-.FO could get (on 
leaseback, or trust status) after careful ne
gotiation with the Argentinians. (Talks, nat
urally, preceeded by some resumption of 
civil relations.) We cannot merely drift, on, 
lobbing billions at the. problem. Especially 
are we foolish even to .try When a new, 
elected government in Buenos Aires, a gov
ernment manifestly anxious to cubb its mili
tary and resolve sapping international dis-

' tiations on the Falklands 
involving sovereignty 
sume. HMG, amid much frantic lobbying, 
will oppose the mention of sovereignty and 
seek to enshrine the islanders’ rights to 
self-determination. The issue itself is not in 
doubt. We shall lose heavily, as we have 
lost before. But this time, with France as 
the pivot for other Europeans we may be 
left even more ignominiously alone. That 
won’t necessarily change anything. Britain 
can sit on h,er Fortress for as long as she 

, is prepared to pay the bill. But a constant 
UN buffeting is no help to anyone : espe
cially when Whitehall flies in the face of 
every shred of diplomatic commonsense. If 
France, for instance, breaks ranks today — 
•er next time after that — v/e may expect 
much sound and fury from the FO and 
Downing Street. Any good that Mr 
Mitterrand may have done here last week, 
for instance, will slip away. Port Stanley is 
a potential, nagging wound to vital relation
ships. And yet Mrs Thatcher and her advi- 

• sers never go back to basics.
For where is the “ self-determination ” 

the FO has been bending so many UN ears 
.about ? It doesn’t exist. In the first few 
days of victory in 1982 both Mrs Thatcher 

S-' and her Foreign Secretary went on the 
.-*j record. The islanders were, of course, a bit 

shocked. They couldn’t be asked to take 
fundamental decisions immediately. But “ in 
a year or so ” they would have to be 
formally consulted about their future.

Two and a half years on there has 
been no hint of such an exercise. Mrs 

-Thatcher and Mr Pym were clearly talking 
abut a referendum. Mrs Thatcher and Sir

r

•putes, is in charge, needing all the help 
and understanding it can get. The abiding 
message of the Franks report was one of 
nervous frailty in the face of unpleasant 
choices. Unless, at last, we begin to redeem 

of the. 1982 pledges, , the next Franks
same grislysome .

will reach precisely the
conclusion.
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Falklands I 
! appeal:• 'Tv::.
to UN '

From David Julius 
in New York •

Two petitioners from the 
Falkland Islands put their case 
to the United Nations Decolo
nisation Committee yesterday 
on the eve of the General As
sembly debate about Britain’s 
dispute with Argentina 
the future of the islands.

Both elected members of the 
Falkland Islands Government 
Mr Lionel Blake and Mr John 
Check, launched their diplo
matic effort to convince mem
bers that the islanders should 
have the right to decide their 
own future.

Criticising the draft resolu
tion being circulated by the 

j Argentines before today’s 
opening debate in the assem-
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over

cr Leader comment, page 12

I bly, Mr Cheek referred to the 
clause calling for negotiations 
between London and Buenos 1 
Aires on the sovereignty of i 
the islands, something * Mrs I 
Thatcher has said is not up for I 
discussion.

“ Time after time, we hear 
the Argentines say that they 
are only interested in the 
transfer to themselves of the 
sovereignty of the islands, and 
the negotiations would only be 
a matter of considering the j 
timescale of such a transfer.” 
Mr Cheek said.

He added that the unani
mous wish among the islanders 
was to remain a dependent ter
ritory of Britain.

Mr Cheek admitted that the 
islanders had no desire to re
establish the links with Argen
tina that existed before the 
1982 war with Britain. But he 
called on the Argentine Gov
ernment to give permission to 
those Argentine fannies who 

, llad relatives buried on the is- 
land to be able to visit their 

! graves.

!

Mr Blake, , urging UN mem
ber states which intended to 
vote for Argentine’s draft not 
to do so, said that the island
ers did not need a new-found 
democracy, as “we have an 
old democracy, now strength
ened, and wish to continue 
with it.

“ If we could change the 
geographical location of our 
islands from 300 miles off the 
coast of Argentina to 300 miles 
off South Africa, would this 
body be demanding that Brit
ain hand us over to South Af
rica ? It would not. I ask those 
governments which intend to 
vote for the resolution to re
member this and justify this.”

Mr Blake said that any Gen
eral Assembly resolution would 
make the situation for the in-' 
habitants of the islands 

worse and not better.”
. “ Our people want peace, the 

nght to live their lives in 
their own way and to develop 
our islands for the benefit of 
all. We have seen nothing to 
convince us that Argentina has 
more to offer us than Britain.” j

:
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French holding key to 

UN battle for
Europe’s Falkland vote’

From Zoriana Pysariwsky, New York 
Britain and Argentina will and perhaps West Germany, Britain always takes pains to

play out their rivalry over the Belgium and the Netherlands to point out its desire for talks 
Falkland Islands in the United follow suit Although such an with Argentina on all matters 
Nations General Assembly outcome would be unlikely to but sovereignty. Emphasis is 
today, with the Government of convince Mrs Margaret also placed on the Argentine 
President Raul Alfonsin hoping Thatcher to change her mind refusal to declare formally a 
to gain the coveted European about negotiating on sover- cessation of hostilities in the 
vote and turn a military defeat eignty, it could become a tool at South Atlantic, 
in the South Atlantic into a the disposal of the Opposition. Although these arguments are 
formidable diplomatic victory. It could also give Argentina noted, Britain is seen as the 

With its newly found image the confidence to continue intransigent party which should 
as a democracy', Argentina is rejecting British overtures on be more magnanimous in 
hoping to win over the deliber- restoring diplomatic and econ- victory. The votes which it 
ately ambiguos Europeans who omic links. Although they do takes away from the Argentine 
have abstained in the past on not like to admit it, British Government have less to do 
resolutions calling for a resump- diplomats have been carrying with the merits of the argument 
lion of negotiations oh sover- out perhaps the strongest than with Britain’s ability to 
eignty. To the Argentines a sign lobbying effort against Argen- maintain its position as a 
of impatience _ with Britain’s tina at the UN since the time of formidable international player, 
uncompromising stand from its-, the actual conflict in the spring British diplomats do no* 
allies, such as';France or Italy, is' of 1982. expect to see any significant
worth more than censure from Negotiation, whatever the changes when the Argentines 
its more distant friends and foes circumstances, is considered an bring the resolution to a vote, 
combined. inviolable principle of the They expect that in the end the

The current Latin American- United Nations, and voting European countries will decide 
sponsored draft resolution is in against it is difficult. For this it is more practical to keep their 
essence similar to previous reason, Britain has always been support away from Argentina 

. measures adopted by the As- able to count abstentions as well The Argentines can expect 
sembly. The contest this year is as negative votes as victories, unconditional support from the 
largely a test of Britain’s ability Britain’s diplomatic offensive Spanish-speaking Latin Ameri- 
to keep its allies in line on has rested on three main can countries, while the Carib- 
issues of primary importance arguments: the paramount bean nations are likely to 
for the Government over the importance of the self-determi- continue to uphold the British 
need, as perceived by the nation of the islanders; the fact position. African countries will 
Europeans, to . give President that Argentina began the con-1 probably vote for Argentina, 
Alfonsin’s democracy a boost. flict; and the interpretation that while the Arab and Asian 

France holds the key to the the Argentine draft, although ^countries will be split down the 
European vote. A bold depar- seemingly innocuous, is nothing middle. The United States will 
lure from its pattern of absten- more than a ruse prejudging the once again throw its weight 
tions would be likely to outcome of negotiations on behind Argentina, 
persuade Italy, Ireland, Greece sovereignty. Leading article, page 13

j
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MORE VOTES, MORE TALKS, NO PROGRESS
In July the Anglo-Argentine genuine negotiations than what of Anglo-Argentine relations and
ESS or »ro“d “.IsSetf '''BSrto S« W «£&<£“»£.'the 8SS5 

Falklands sovereignty Today, wording signify a real increase.in Nations debates, with the vanity 
the United Nations votes on an flexibility, or just a desire to run born of hollow victories and the 
Argentine resolution that once up a better score? The latter cynicism ,born, of unreal defeats, 
again urges the two sides to find motive appears to be the most run the risk of being counler- 
a peaceful solution to this likely, particularly after Presi- productive. The. voting is the 
problem The wording of the dent Alfonsin’s September more meaningless because this is 
resolution has been somewhat speech in the General Assembly still essentially, .an Anglo-Argen- 
toned down being less explicit and his recent declaration m tine dispute, of little immediate 

the island’s “colonial” status Rome: sovereignty cannot be concern - .except to the two 
and less overtly indifferent to the discussed and an impossibly countries involved: neither one 
islanders' opinions Bilateral short span is laid down for lt .to of us has any passionate allies, 
exchange is now followed by the become Argentine; no one who To argue* tha’t, conversations 
multilateral taking of voles. understands the issue can have should now proceed to the

There is a certain inevitability any doubt about it. practical is not just to argue for
about both occasions. At the this is not the way forward to our own convenience and econ- 
time of the Berne meeting, anything. Anyone who under- omy. Th^mHilary balance in the 
President Alfonsin's government stands the issues knows that they area, the ^ fisheries, and the 
was heavily involved in nego- arc singularly complicated, and protection^zeine are all matters 
liations with both Chile and the all the more complicated for the which concern Argentina, “* 
International Monetary Fund, events of 1982. To recognize that which no progress can be made 
and the appearance of con- there arc two sides to the series while the present stand-ott 
cession of any sort towards Great of arguments that the South persists. President Alfonsin is ot 
Britain would have complicated Atlantic contains is not the same course his own best judge or his 
his position still further. That as to conclude which side s political position, and it is clear 
may account for a‘decision not arguments are right, and to insist that no Argentine government 
to let the talks prosper. The on the explicit inclusion of the can ever'renounce the essential 
United Nations debate is a .sovereignty issue in any nego- claim .or agreejo arbitration 
fixture on. tHe calendar. We will tiation- is simply to ensure that ;it. It is still not-obvious that a 
lose the vote - “to iiegojiate is-x such negotiations do. not ; take rigid intransigence over the 
good, not to Tiegotiate-.’is.bad” as place. One Berne need not do whole range of relations with 
Sir Anthony Parsonsihas written, any lasting harm - it may even Britain is popular in Argentina, 
Particular attention will be paid have done some ritual good - nor that Argentine democracy, as 
to the behaviour of our partners but a series of Bernes is some UN voters will have it, is 
in the EEC. But it is possible that inconceivable. And, for those best encouraged by suppoi ing 
this vole has less to do with really concerned with the future such a stance.
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Argentines iearnt anti-submarine secrets’‘•f

By Rodney Cow ton recovered from the sea, were Sonobuays are routinely All big military powers try to
V Defence Correspondent given to the Argentines on dropped in the sea by maritime get positive record* of the.noise
The Argentine Navy may board for study. Yesterday he patrol aircraft to detect and, signatures -,jof 'foreign ,submar-

have obtained British sono- told The Times: “My own identify submarine^ Jhey . are ' ines. it is ^possibjetf that the
buoys for detecting submarines information was incorrect. No tubes .about three feet long and RAE wUl.nut.know whether any

er the sea, while conducting buoys were recovered.” four inches in diameter,, which Songbuo>i‘#re [taken by the
M\s in the North Sea of a new The incident was not, how-- have hydrophones,, similar To Santa' Criiz,-because after they 
submarine built for them by a ever, denied by the British microphones,, attached to arms, have been m use for a pre-set
Wist German company. Ministry of Defence, which These pass the sound of. any period they sink to the sea-bed
7frhe submarine, the Santa would only say: “We do not submarine . to a transmitter and are not recovered.
Gfiz, is said also to have made discuss our operational flights, floating, on the.’ surface, Which
itffi’tional noise to prevent We never put out information then transmits it to the
RM Air Force maritime on them.” inoiiitortng aircraft,
patrol aircraft from obtaining The incident, if true, would ft is unlikely that the
an accurate record of its “noise be politically sensitive, because incident would have any critical
signature”. the implication would be that military implications for' Bn-

Dr Helmut Hucks, a fqi-jTter Germans on board had assisted , tain. Nations regularly recover 
director of the German com- the Argentines, with whom: eadi others sdnobuoys and one 
pany, Thyssen Industrie, which Britain has still not secured a source said yesterday that what 
built the submarine, told Jane's cessation of hostilities, in a. really mattered was the way the

which was unfriendly sounds were processed in the 
aircraft.

Defence Weekly that some of manner 
the sonobuoys, which had been to Britain.
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} ‘Falkland?1 wishes 

ignotdffl in UN motion
By MICHAEL KALLENBACH 

v: Uxjilec!. Nations Correspondent 
■PJESPITE Argentina’s last-minute changes to its 

draft'resolution, which will be voted on in the 
United Nations General Assembly,^ debate on j 
the Falklands today, British diplomats'.claim there 1 
has been no meaningful. change, andV the resolu

tion is;basically the 
same as tetefrei”

1 The final"version of the 
draft omits any reference to 
self-determination.

The resolution, which could 
he altered before the debate, 
insists 'BnifOafe must negotiate 
on >a transfer of sovereignty of 
the islands.

“ Again, there is no reference 
to the wishes of the islanders 
or the question of self-determina
tion,” explained one British dip
lomat who has been intimately 
involved in the Jobbving 
paign.

: .

7

■■

cam-

Asked about the possible ero
sion of support by certain mem
bers of European Community i 
countries which might vote ii\ 
favour of the Argentine draft, 
the diplomat asked: “What 
basis have they got for changing 
their vote?”

Britain has publicly adopted 
an amazingly quiet approach to 
this year’s Falklands debate, 
arguing that most people!,at. the 
UN‘are bored with tff/»'tissue, 
being the third time the Assem
bly will debate the crisis since 
the 1982 war. t

However, privately, ,,tbeir I 
campaign has been to persuade 
countries friendly • /tor; Britain 
not to vote in favour, of the 
Argentine resolution; 'adopting 
a slogan “a vote for Argentina 
is a vote against Britain,”

British diplomats add that 
countries which.‘‘ decide to 
abstain will not be.’ seen as 
going against Britai’n. 1 >

:

Peaceful solution .
According to the latest 

Argentine version of its draft 
resolution, obtained by The 
Daily Telegraph, the pream
bular paragraph refers to 
earlier Assembly requests for 
Britain and Argentina to 
“resume negotiations in order 
to find as soon as possible a 
peaceful, just and definitive 
solution to the sovereignty dis
pute ...” ' .Hi v. - !

In addition, the main para
graph has been changed to in
clude a reiteration that the two 
countries find a peaceful solu
tion to the . “ sovereignty j 
dispute and their remaining 
differences.” > .

Some European countries 
had tried, without luck, to get 
Argentina to remove • the 
“’sovereignty ” clauses and re
place them with ' self-deter
mination. *

I This, they believed, would 
change the entire diplomatic 

I posturing and might ltad Ifo 
j eventual, support by Britain. (*

j
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UK faces pressure

Backing from 

France at UN
on Malvinas?

United Nations Greece and Ireland would 
BRITAIN may face a split follow suit, diplomats said, 

in European Community President Raul Alfonsin of 
ranks on the Malvinas Argentina visited Paris last 
dispute when the issue goes week for talks with President 
to the UN General Assembly Francois Mitterrand, who 
today, diplomats said has already made a state visit 
yesterday. to Britain.

They said that France, Although 87 UN member 
which abstained together voted for a General 
with the other Community Assembly resolution last 
members in voting last year, November calling on Britain 
was considering whether to and Argentina to resume 
back a resolution drafted by talks on sovereignty, Britain 
Argentina which calls for drew comfort from the fact 
negotiations on sovereignty, that no fewer than 54 states 

Britain has refused to abstained, 
discuss sovereignty over the 
islands with the Argentines, Britain in 
who claim the territory and resolution, 
occupied it briefly in 1982 
before they were driven off Muftoz Ledo of Mexico is

due to introduce in the 
If the French voted for the General Assembly during 

new resolution, which was what is expected to be a one- 
tabled last Friday, there was day debate proposes that UN 
a strong possibility that Italy, Secretary General Javier

Perez de Cuellar take all 
measures to fine 

as possible i

Only eight members joined 
opposing the

A draft which Porfirio

in a six-week war.

Argentina has been eager 
to enlist Perez de Cuellar’s 
good offices, but the British 
have turned this down.

In a report to the General 
Assembly issued on October 
17, the secretary general 
called for “dialogue and 
con
measures’’ 
countries to restore normal

necessary 
“as soon 
peaceful solution to th< 
sovereignty dispute and the 
remaining 
relating to the question of the 
Malvinas Islands.

Diplomats said there was 
little doubt that this would 
get overwhelming support 
and that the number of 
abstainers this year might be 
smaller than in 1983.

Britain was said to be 
lobbying intensively among 
African and Asian members, 
hoping to reduce any erosion 
and possibly even add to the 
number of negative votes.

Through the intercession 
of Brazil and Switzerland, a 
brief meting between the 
British and Argentines was 
held in Berne in July, but no 
progress was recorded after 
Britain declined to discuss 
sovereignty.

differences
fidence-building

to help both> >

relations. , . .
“I stand ready to assist

both parties in this process, 
he said.

Argentina’s 
island is regarded by many 
Latin American countries as 

freeing of 
territory from

claim to the

the justified 
American 
European colonial control.

Britain bases its argument 
in part on the opposition of 
most islanders to any change 
jnjh^ir status. (Reuters)-------
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Kelpers scoff at Argentine 

democracy and inflation
Susan Coutts de Maciello, 

TWO FALKLAND (Mai- islanders” mentioned in the an islander who married an 
vinas) islanders scoffed at draft resolution and ask Argentine but whose parents 
Argentina’s
democracy” Tuesday and would be better off with an the committee, “My happy 
urged General Assembly re- Argentine government.

Firstly, there is a tine mainland.”

United Nations examine the “interests of the

newfound themselves whether they still live on the Malvinas, told< <

home is now on the Argen-
jection of a Latin American 
resolution calling on Britain language problem,” Blake 
and Argentina to negotiate said. “We don’t speak Spa- 
sovereignty of the islands.

4 4

.She rebuked Britain for its 
militarization of the islands, 
which she called “Fortress 
Falklands.”

It “ierrifies me and Britain 
has created with it a fearful 
situation in the South Atlan
tic” that made it “a potential 
theatre for international 
confrontation.

nish. Then there is the money 
Two other islanders now problem. Our inflation rate 

resident in Argentina said was under 10 percent last as 
only a solution to the so- against theirs of 400-600 
vereignty dispute that spar- percent.” 
ked a 10-week war in the John Cheek, another is- 
South Atlantic two years ago land legislator, congratulated 
will ensure “a peaceful fu- Argentina for its election of a 
ture” for the 1,800 islanders, democratic government.

The four addressed the “We in the islands also “Great Britain, for all its 
decolonization committee value democracy — a de- prattle about the well-being 
prior to a one-day debate on mocracy of our own choo- and style of life of the is- 
the issue today by the as- sing arising out of our right lands, never contributed very 
sembly, which was expected to self-detemination,” he much to them,” de Maciello 
to approve the resolution.

It is the third consecutive
said. (UP)said.

debate in the assembly since 
Britain took back the islands 
following a brief Argentine 
military occupation in 1982.

Lionel Blake, a member of 
the islands government, told 
delegates that Argentine so
vereignty would deny the 
inhabitants “the right of 
self-determination.”

“We do not need a 
newfound democracy we 
have heard so much about; 
we have an old democracy, 
now strengthened, and wish 
to continue with it,” he said, 

/•He asked delegates- to
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The Poppy girls whose giggles
left a comic looking bemused

, , ..................... &

^ i

WHO said fund-raising was a solemn 
business ?

Comic Jim Davidson had this little 
band of helpers in fits yesterday when 
he launched this year’s Poppy Appeal— 
even though he appears to have missed 
the joke himself.

The Poppy girls are the lighter side

of a campaign to raise £7,250,000 for the 
victims of conflict and their dependants. 
Jim, 29, a British Army-trained para
chutist who was the first star to enter
tain troop9 in the Falklands, said ! 
‘Young people now realise that war has 
happened in our lifetime.'

Picture: MIKE HOLLIST
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IPL Sill L
Tax-free salaries 

Male-status
For the second phase of the Falklands 
Airfield Construction, Grandmet urg
ently seeks the following experienced 
men for very good tax-free 14-month 

contracts.
* GENERAL ASSISTANTS (F26) 

•5*r Cook (F22) -k Baker (F23) 
-fa Storeman (F27) 

it Laundry Supervisor (F33) 
ic Head Barman (F36)
'k Hairdresser (F40) 

Fire/Security Supervisor (F43) 
'k Fireman/Guard (F44)
★ Handyman (F45)
★ Driver (F47)

Beyond having experience in your 
chosen area, you must be over 21, 
flexible in your approach—willing to 
deputise in other fields when neces
sary, and work long hours in a very 

harsh environment.
1 period of 2 weeks paid leave to the 

U.K. will be provided.
To apply, please telephone for an 
application form, quoting the appro
priate reference number, to: Jane 
Pollard,
Services Limited, on 01-741 8900 during 

office hours up to G.30 pm.

i"

il

Grandmet International

I
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Europeans emerge as key 

to UN debate on Falkland®
rase for sovereignty of the is- However, diplomats point 
lands and makes no mention out that the two-day assemby 
of the ouestion of self- debate may widen the gap be- 
ripterinination tween the parties rather than

Argentina’s campaign to aeiermiidl • , to narrow their differences.
dent British diplomatic efforts ££ adding^lie words The Argentines are pri-
during tomorrows Balklands .. and tbe remaining differ- vately believed to be annoyed 
debate at the UN General As- ences l0 be solved ” to their with the UN Secretary-General,
•semblv is focused on breaking draft, Buenos Aires opens the Mr Perez de Cuellar, who re-
semD ' v/av for the exclusion zone and cently issued a report on the

termination of the state of war Falklands to the General As-
to be the t0 be discussed at future talks, sembly and failed to chide

believes the draft is Britain for not heeding pastresolutions. This

I From David Julius 
in New York

v^. here

i
support among EEC members.

France appears
key factor. Once its position is Britain .. , . .

Irish Republic, will decide support in favour of Argentina, make headway during the Jin- 
whether to switch sides. Last successful Bern talks tn July.

| ;

year, when the Assembly voted tu^^eek’s1 Falklands debaters Britain will undoubtedly use 
A^enthia0isS1planning, all m° tte? to tS^eH^St /terns forTesum-

during this assera'

countiies may tiy to iew^rd Meanwhile, France is be- cussi0n, now or in the future, 
newly democratic Argentina, ^ d to be keen l0 mediate ..
with a vote to get London to between the tw0 parties. Diplo- The Argentine Foreign Min- 
resume negotiations with Bue- matic sources indicate that Mr ister> Mr Dante Caputo, yester- 
nos-Aires. Mitterrand might have given day arrived here to put the

British diplomats have been private assurances to the Ar- . touches to his UN
trying hard to persuade gentine leader, Mr Raul nnisnmg ^
friendly countries not to sup- Alfonsin, when he was in Pans offensive. He is accompanied 
port Argentina, arguing that last week that a French vote by the Argentine ambassadoi 
“a vote for Argentina is a needed an Argentine promise tQ parjS> Mr Carlos Ortiz de 
vote against Britain.” London to return to the negotiating who was previously ac-
-objects to, Argentinas draft table with London in the com 
resolution because it puts the ing months.

on a
one

Q

Credited in London.
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Flag waiver^ ’

A BUENOS Aires publisher 
has brought the rights io 
Raymond Briggs’ satirical 
book about the Falklands 
War, The Old Iron Ladiy 
and the Tin Pot General. The 
only stipulation is that both 
the Union Jack and Argentine 
flag should be replaced in 
the drawings by neutral 
coloured ones. Even so, the 

point will be difficult to miss.

©

'
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in ships
■•'a ■ ■ •' -Vr»;i; 4o- h?

Deficienaes
despmWalMqtm

•• v^f mri’-iaksot ju°r'' : ',p/,'oJ rwi:
DESMOND wMxfcRN Navfcl Cbritrfpndeni_; v

/CHANGES in warships’' -equipment, dictated by 
lessor leabhediin the"' Falklands conflict, are at 

last being introduced in profusion, but surprising 
and alarming deficiencies 
remain,.,
Nearly all ships now carry 

j enough ELSA sets to enable 
imen trapped by smoke do

By

which are still to be ordered, 
is completed around 1989.

This means that even in some 
of the Navy’s most modern 
destroyers and frigaLes many 
bulkheads dividing the ship into 
major compartments are pierced 
fpr too many electric cables and 

The ELSA sets are ernex.-. piping to make them fully 
gency breathing apparatus with! smoke-proof, 
eight minutes’ air supply.

0
,

escape.
!
:

G Escape hatches .Before the Falklands, it was 
I not unknown for some ships 
to have sets for less than ten ships in service or on order, 
per cent, of the‘crew. escape hatches and holes from

Similarly, enough survival the engine rooms are all placed, 
suits are 'carried for all mem- with one exception, down one

side which could maxc escape

In Boxer and her 15 sister

bers of warships’ crews to . , . , , ,,
the dangers of shock for those below -to the uppci 

deck extremely dUficult it, hive 
the destroyer Coventry in the 
Falklands, damage was edneen- 

on one side. Lieut-Cmdr.

overcome 
and hypothermia from jumping- 
into near-freezing waters.

On board some ships, like the trated 
two-year-old carrier Illustrious, Andy Soper, the Boxer's Marine 
curtains have been fitted on Engineer Officer, pointed out. 
many doors to - prevent the ° 
spread of smoke but in the 
year-old frigate Boxer, delivery 
of the curtains is still awaited.

One of the biggest problems 
is how to reconcile ships’ readi
ness for war with the Navy's rc- 

, quirement to' maintain smart
j While,all sailors in seagoing and clean ships that will mi
dships now,, have cotton . instead press visitors, particularly over- 
of man-made fibre working seas, in peacetime,

j vests to lessen burn injuries. r_,f1r c.TVknpr tN-
Inhering staff Mariuc Engineer Officer in Ills

, n;]h;3 fir1spaces"0'1''nS in maChinery cTnffia .he^ip? i3#mS&
s F ' 'T-1- kad beep, organised into wnal

‘ Smoke ’ cameras ' arc known- as “defence

led are those onpatrol off the fra,ninS '[ hef had. ‘l
Fa 1 klands. On their return home ars5j pa,lt ,° . Cd,^u nmior-ivP 
they hand them over to other J}™ d?ck 111 fwll pio.teclne 
ships going south clothing m a sealed compail-

„ p ment.
One of the important- 

advances introduced in the
Illustrious is the use of thermal
imaging cameras to enable the , . • „ „rQT.o
leaders of fire-fighting teams to comfort and appearance were 
see through dense smoke. , r creeping back since after all 

ic aIcn n1, , , . . . • the ship is home for her sailorsll is also planned to introduce *,.r „/*, mnnihs af a time” 
Clansman-type radios, originally - ..Sr C k Craddock
designed for army tank crews, fc^Hrst Lieutenant‘• ev 
to allow fire-fighting teams to {W&8 S Lieutenant, ,cx
communicate with each other !JiaV.p.a; . npa
when wearing thick protective f,r9’P : Pass?%£ defence
helmets and clothing. j moefsbves. jfe- rPaJonty_ 

6ther improvements include Agates sftms now
insulated . clothing fore men m
working m half-flooded, com- additional
partments, and breathing masks mainly .raamiajly-^per^ted frfa 
that will supplv air evea,0if a controlled 20 and 30mra _guns,

I firefighter’s face mask is and extra moftars to fire decoys 
damaged. against ratj^r-giiided and heat-

manges in'°sfip<i’ deSiSSil! ExS'-iD^’cms as many 

SBt be fully implemented until as six more guns have been 
The first of the Type-23 frigates, fitted.

I

111

■

G
and

Extra weapons
Inevitably concessions to.

:

:

Of

.. .
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Meat their match
The Argentines are an optimistic lot. 
Although diplomatic links with 
Britain • remain severed, they are 
offering cut-price beef to our 
embassies. In a letter addressed to 
“His Excellency Chef’, a Buenos 
Aires firm asks the British embassy 
in Vienna to “take advantage of the 
privilege to receive every month one 
of the world's best meat qualities”. 
The Argentines, I hear, have been 
told to hoof it.

;
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TSie right stuf f
READERS of Labour Briefing’s 
November national supplement must 
have been astonished to read that
the hard-Lcfl monthly has a lew nice 
words to say about Mrs Thatcher., 

Predictably the front page ; of 
Labour Briefing accuses the Prime 
Minister of sending “ terrorist police ” 
lo Northern Ireland and of dispatch
ing Belgrano sailors “ lo their dearths 
with a single phone call,” but amid 
this invective is included a sudden 
compliment to the Number One Class 
Enemy on her behaviour after tho 
Brighton attack.

“ Few of us can have been unim
pressed by the personal courage of 
those involved — including, yes, the 
composure and resolution of the 
Prime Minister herself.” The editorial 
goes further: “ If only the leaders of 

party could display courage like 
that.” A touch of pink in the workers’ 
flag?

r

our

■
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Feudal Falklands’ 

claims condemned
6

than, .share
By Paul Keel farming

1 afjr Mg £ § « 5«®yg 

£T-tcscheme’s architects. lt,n- . .v.„ •
Mr Ted Needham, an execu* The company initiated, a pi- 

live board member of Coalite, lot scheme along these lines, 
which owns the Falkland Is- but its present leasing- scheme 
a ids companv, defended its dc- has attracted criticism because 

cision to offer individual sheep 0f its tough conditions 
farmers profit-sharing rather Among them are. the com- 
t'nn salaries as “ good for pany will manage wool sale 
hem and good forms:’ and transport, taking 25 per
The company—which owns cent of profits , tenants must 

40 per cent of the Falklands obtain materials through the 
and-^employs most of its inhab- company and accept company 
hants—has come under sus- decisions on farming policy 
lained criticism for allegedly leases terminated ,il 
failing to develop the colony's suffered iong-terin i lness 

j wool-based economy. ' written permission requiied.if
j Lord Shackleton, author of tenants wished to take otnei 
! two reports on Falklands coo- work for more than a month.
1 nomic development, called the Mr Tam Dalyell. LaboOt AlP 
ishare scheme as “a classic for Linlithgow, said yesterday 
case of capitalist colonialism.” that he would ask Sir Anthony 
The Country Landowners’ Kershaw, chairman of the 
Association said the scheme Commons
amounted to “• contract ol ser- mittec, to look into the matter.

rather
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After the battle
SIR—In Santiago, Chile, today 
lives Maria Villaroel, 91, a
Chilean of German descent. 
She is at present the duenna of 
Miss Sandra Leche, daughter 

i of the late Sir John Leche, some 
time British Ambassador to 
Chile, having been taken on by 
Sir John as his youngest 
daughter’s nurse in the late 
1940s when he was en poste. 

j In 1914 Maria Villaroel was 
I employed by the German Am- 
i bassador to Chile as under- 
I nurse to his children, in 
j Santiago.

Tn 1914, after the Battle of 
the Coronel on Nov. 1 in which 
Adml Craddock was decisively 
defeated ofF the coast of Chile 

; by tthe German Adml von Spec, 
a great parly was held at the 
German Chiiean Club in Val
paraiso to celebrate the Ger
man victory over the Royal 
Navy.

Maria wilh her charges wit
nessed the banquet from the 

! gallery at this historic event. 
She told me (many years ago) 
that she heard the German Am
bassador say at the end of his 
laudatory speech “. . . and now 
1 ask you, Admiral and your 
officers, lo ‘drink to the damna
tion of the British Navy’.”

Adml von Spee in his reply 
said: “I’m afraid that we are 

‘not drinking to the damnation 
of the British Navy but to our 
own deaths.”

This proved to be only too 
true as von Spee having roun
ded Cape Horn was together 
with his two sons subsequently 
killed in the battle of the Falk
land Islands, when Ihe Royal 
Navy commanded by Adml 
Slurdee annihilated the German 
cruisers and rid the South 
American waters of these two 
raiders.

-

.

RICHARD BUCKMASTER i 
Radway, Warwicks.
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Argentina"' 
modifies UN 

motion on
Falklands

By Nicholas Colchesfer in 
New York

ARGENTINA HOPES to step 
up international pressure on the 
UK this week to resume nego- / 
tiations on sovereignty of the « 
Falkland Islands by modifying 
its motion before the United 
Nations General Assembly by 
the insertion of four words.

The change described by 
one Argentine official as cryptic 
but significant, is part of the 

j intensive'. dbbvrng undertaken 
I by both countries in the build- 
i up to Wee,nesday’s debate.

Argentina is trying to drum 
| up a mbite emphatic majority 
, than it achieved on the same . „

issue last November by claiming Al, l'st the tension over 
a new constructiveness and , Is debate might appear point- 
flexibility in -its approach. Sr .ss- Argentina will undoubtedly 
Dante Caputo, the Argentine ! r^peat its substantial majority 
Foreign Minister, has arrived in !, of' ,1983 ancI this vote will not 
New York to put the case. oblige the UK to alter its atti-

The UK delegation is led by in *nhy way:
Sir John Thompson, British | a ^ ^solutions provide
Ambassador to the UN It is 3 meafur®.of the international 
striving to convince any *’espctablll*y of Argentina’s 

Avaverers among last year’s -lm after Its disastrous 1 
•many abstainers that the re- inYasion- 
vamped resolution still calls for • , J- year eight -countries, ' 
talks about' a predetermined lncluclmS New Zealand, voted 

' transfer of the Falklands to wltJl BntaJn against the resolu- 
i Argentina in which the tlon’ but 54, including all EEC 
islanders’ wishes will not be countries, abstained. The soli- 
respecte'd.- darity of the European absten-

’ .Argentina, in efforts to sue- ti0n wi!' brnhe KeT test of 
• fest the call, for talks does not SUpport for Britain- 
‘hind the UK’s hands ip ad
vance has added, four words to 
a.key paragraph of the motion.

This now reads: “The General 
Assembly reiterates-its request 
to the governments of 
Argentina and the United King
dom to resume negotiations in 
order to find as soon as possible 
a peaceful solution to the 
sovereignty dispute and their 
remaining differences relating

1 {°ith^ qVx,st!on of the Falkland 
Islands (Malvinas).”

It Is by inserting the phrase 
about remaining differences " 
that Argentina hopes to convey 

‘ hat nothing iS:.made non-nego- 
tiable by the, wording of the 
resolution.

The phrase,-- however,, is 
cryptic for. the UK. British 

..diplomats insist...that to 
negotiate about sovereignty, -is 
to - concede - that sovereignty is 
negotiable.

They slress that a phrase in 
;the preamble “reaffirming the' 
!■need of the parties to take due 
i account of the interests of the 
• population of the islands ” does 
not provide for self-determina
tion. Who would deride what 
those interests were?

too
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• ii.Ministers m
spending cuts* over

pv rFOKGE TONES, Political Correspondent
By f arreol Treasury demands fo

HE Prime Minister and
' I the Cabinet-wil lwve Vo ,sel for i985-8b. benefits to be. paid every tw

in tervene next week to try Treasury is meeting Ts inslcacl of annually as at
to resolve an increasing > opposition across a broad front, prescnt.
biller battle beLween the py^t}cularlv from the Depart- Mr Ueseltme, Defence Secrc- 
Treasury and major spend- £ t 0f ‘ Health and Social { is arguing that the Cab-
T1? Ministers over the level security. Defence. Environment, . t will have to sort out Us
nl° A k f ivnenditure next Energy a"d Agriculture overall priorities before fina
of public expenairui e mr Fowler is undoubtedly decisions can be reached on
year. Tr f the Treasury’s main the level of public spending. He

Mr Lawson, the Chancellor, one lh is heafth and social wants £300 million more to fin
is meeting outright resistance targets,a 1 « n lorm the ance higher pay. and increased

jart-Tiwi,? «**••*-» - a* & tx ssrp as s;fi «“hS86 "£**<**,>••■4%.prices higher prescription and £750 imhinn to-Iinancc *Government* defence
health charges, cuts in social than-expected cl a mis fo commitments, including
security benefits, housing and ployment and 0 million defence of the FalUlands.
urban aid. and a new clamp- ynd wants ano he. PllUi°r? X Treasury is also pressing

- down* on defence spending. for «hcHealth Sen^ agricultural sup-

st B&sMr* ” S' ,rrsbc refused to home improvement grants.

the

Sefcre^ryWl°is' understood to 
•have blocked Treasury demands
tor big cuts in the Lzt:2 b111011 
social"security budget. He is 
seeking wider Cabinet support 
lor his stand of slicking to 
Government commitments on 
benefits of the Health Service.

‘ Star Chamber V
Ministers in ttafcd so-called 

“ Star Chamber, which is, try 
arbitrate between -the 

Treasury and spending depart
ments, acknowledged last W«,ht 
that thev were unlikely tol%ch agreement. The_ Prune

^Minister and the full Cabinet, 
Meeting probably a Week on 

; Thursday, will now farm the 
“ final court of appeal.

It is now generally acknow- 
ledgctl in Whitehall that this 
autumn’s public spending re
view is the most painful that 
the Government has so jar 

- faced. The Treasury is Wtoj 
j little headway in cutting.... c 

remaining £1-5 to £2 b'llion 
needed to bring overall ex

ile has already

ing to

—,—
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any’Ilease^Falkland comp
lacked as "act of slavery

*-

vtoT /
THE cOirtpanV which owns half the 
Falkland islands; employs most of the 
population and1'dominates the colony’s 

\ economy 'has been accused of exploiting 
farmers 10 maintain its grip on the islands.

Critics of the Falkland Islands Company, tenant 
owned by the''Derbyshire-based Coalite incapacity. ....
group, are led !by Lord Shacklcton, who @ Written permission would be required intervene and prevent further agreements 
chaired a government committee ap- frorn thc company if the tenant wished to being signed. 

f pointed to plan the economic development on other work for more than a month
of the islands after the war with Argentina a^ a time, 0r to buy or sell livestock, 
in 1982.

03 the company insisted I purchase conven
tional fencing, costing four times as much.” ^

Four other farmers have signed the 
u 4 , ;r leases. But now, a Bradford-based represen-

@ The lease would be terminated il the tal,ve Qfthe independent Falkland farmers 
cnant suffered long-teim illness or ^ p^^oning both the Foreign Office and

the Overseas Development Agency to

by Brian Wilson

“The leases arc an act of slavery,” says 
Colin Smith, who acts as the independent

^0111 hcr uv,ng• an

Company lo share its vast farms - 1.5m and a radio, essential for ooth common,- 
acres, in all -.with independent farmers, cation and safety on the remote Falkland
expressing the hope that such action would farms. leases. The company, lie £
giv£ islanders better prospects, boost their One islander who signed the lease and exploitative advantage^,o 
fiaggirig iriorale and attract pioneers from took over Swan Islands farm, spread over position in the jsianas . -I

- 25 islets between the two main Falkland could call it classic c^2
Butr the r company, while p*>viding land masses, says he ws given just 24 hours colonialism. t?i!

farmhoyses;-and/some items of capital to read, accept and sign the lease. Shackleton invited the ch.K^^l adviser
equipment,; jias been accused of an “act of “it was another turn of the clamp around to the Country Landowners-AS 
slavery’-i; in -offering leases to would-be Gur necks,” said Robin Goodwin, who is comment on a copy of the leas ; f
tenants which-lay.down that: now terminating his lease with the share-farming agreeme. ,
© The company will manage the sale and company. “Share-farming is only good for service, t c awyerconcu , .,

- transport of wool, decide the selling price one party, the owners”. A spokesman for the Coalite‘group
and take; 25% of the profits. Goodwin cites an example of the that only its chairman, ^aw y,
• 'The terfant must obtain materials for company’s monopoly over the ^an £?ri™*r 3 He \vas’° unavailable; despite^gagsg&£;x3aiur, s»"‘ ^ ^ _

Shackleton says he is “angered’* by the
is Staking 
dominant

i
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SIR,—Two weeks have'elapsed that Hoggart is wholly accurate.
Out of fairness to Mr Clivesince Simon Hoggart wrote in f .

The Observer on 14 October Ponting, should not the former 
that Mr Heath ‘ spent the whole Prime Minister volunteer to tell 
week at the Conference, enter- the Bailey what he told 
taining journalists to expensive Y^r journalistic colleagues at 
dinners in Wheelers’ fish res- Wheelers 
taurant, and explaining how MPs cannot be summoned to 

i Mrc ThntrViPr’« court 111 such circumstances.
They can volunteer. The DPP 

behaviour had ^ been m e CQUjd hardly refuse to hear a
Belgrano affair. former Prime Minister, even if

For all his wit, Simon Hog- js most reiuctant to have me 
gart does not invent such court 
stories out. of riiin air. Indeed,
I. learn from other sources

Tam Dalyell, 
House of Commons

.
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$*M changes 

tack over 

course of 

grano
i

By Richard Norlon-Taylor
‘The Prime Minister has ad- 

i mitted that the original report j 
from the submarine, HMS Con
queror, which was transmitted 
shortly after the Argentine 
cruiser, General Belgrano, was 
attacked on May 2, 1982, did 
contain information about the 
Belgrano's position and course 
when it was hit'.

Mrs Thatcher’s statement — 
in answer to a parliamentary 
question from Mr Tam Dalvell 
Labour MP for Linlithgow — 
directly contradicts her letter 
earlier this month to the 
Social Democrat leader, Dr 
David Owen, in which she said 
that the course of the cruiser 
did not come to the attention 
of ministers until November
1932

In’ that' letter to Dr Owen 
she also said that the Conquer
or’s original report provided 
the basis for the first state
ments by ministers to the 
Commons about the attack. | 
The Conqueror informed Lon
don that the Belgrano reversed 
course towards the Argentine 
coast II hours before it was 
torpedoed.

Tint information was { in 
front of ministers when Air 
John Nolt, the then .Defence , 
'Secretary, told the Commons j 
on May 4 1982 that the cruiser 
was closing on the task- force . 
when it was attacked. In her 

i earlier statement '.o MPs on the 
same dav Mrs Thatcher made 
it clear that she knew what Mr 
Knott was going to say.

Further evidence that Mrs 
Thatcher’s letter to Dr Owen 

misleading is provided by 
the Commons official report, 
which records that on Decem
ber 16. 1982 the Prime Minis
ter .old Mr Daly ell that the 
Government also knew the dis- 

i tance between the Belgrano 
• and the nearest British surface 
[.vessels at the time the Argen 
. line cruiser was hit.

The Conqueror, first .located 
the Belgrano about 20 hours 

I before it attacked the cruiser, 
and sent rcgualr reports to 
London.

The Commons, foreign affairs 
committee has asked the De
fence Secretary, Mr Michael 
Ileseltine. to give evidence in 
public on the Belgrano contro
versy when he appears before it1 
on November 7. '

The committee is also ex
pected to ask ' Lord Lewin, 
chief of defence staff during 

j the Falklands conflict, to give 
evidence. • 7. •

1 The foreign affairs eoiiimit- 
! tee completed its reportf on the 
future of the Falklarids-bn 

•Vr j

t

was

I Wednesday.

-rr-
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Mitterrand hedges
Falklands vote

H»> s“h»-
written answer last night, said 
she had told the President that 
Britain was not prepared to 
negotiate with Argentina over 
sovereignty but remained ready 

work for more normal

on
By

President Mitterrand yestcr- 
commit hisdav refused to 

Government to support Britain 
in-next week’s Falklands debate
at the United Nations.;

At a final press conference at 
the end of his stale visit, he said Jo
he first wanted to see the The President tried to dismiss 
resolution, adding'that we-were »unforlunatc misunder-

all involved in the lhc incident in which
diplomatic phase. Bui his |l‘bo^bgdisp0sal expert planted 
equivocation must be infurial . -ves in the French Ant
ing for Mrs Margaret Hiatcher e garden M Mutcr-
who emphasized the import' ^ did nol think it would 
ancc of the vote to Britan an Anglo.French relations, 
during 90 minutes of talks in narn^ s ^ jn perspcctive
Downing Street three days aga Wb m Mitterrand was at

and other EEC J c . Guildhall, he had to
had previously ab- Lo > thc statue of the

annual UN Wellington.
asked if this did not seem to
re licet an unfortunate approach 
bv the British, and replied, ins
the same for an Englishman 

in who visits Napoleon s tomb n 
Paris, then comes to see me in 

Elysee palace and walks 
through rooms decorated by 
Napoleon 111 "

The press sang 
Birthday” to the President^.vho 
was 68 yesterday. Merci 

. bcaucoup", he beamed.
Alfonsin adamant, page 4

now

France
nations
stained at the
confrontation, M Mitterrand 
said, but a number oi questions 
remained, including whether 
sovereignly of the islands *as 
negotiable. 1

He asked ol no 
particular whether Senor Javier 
Perez de Cuellar, the UN 
Secretary-General, might be 
able to bring Britain and 
Argentina
discussions held before the

consider ns

He was

one
the

“Happy
resume 

war.
closer to

France had to .
relations with both countries 
and Latin America as a whole.

. •
■.f •
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V)Falklandsnlike tSie
to theI A FORMER Governor of the ^'th^the PSuggestion put

Examiner yesterday, strong y d 8 ,g wegk that Argentina may use b„k
in ^ or the

Irish author Adr.an J. FaIWand islanders are of on the school s prucg^ 8 
English said the memory of (he greatest importance. day. Among t s ^
l ooO Argentine dead gjr Cosmo, who is uished gathering ,
1,00° second Anglo and has lived in Church of Ireland Bishop
Argentine conflict virtually Cork fol- the past of Cork. Cloyne and Ross,
inevitable within at most 10 ™ of years. Most Rev. S. G. 1 oynU.
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to trynuclear weapons
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makes a

years, failing 
malic solution
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lo the prob-
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Hasguardseems

Sir Cosmo
Governor ofl®F“kifndasforsi*,ears 

1970, said yesteida> it 
true that noup to

was probably 
living Argentine has not at 
school absorbed the idea 
that those islands belong to SOVEREIGNTY

beyond disputeArgentina.
something they 

with. But he
It was

President Raul Alfonsm

‘5&2&WSS •
lands) who can hrfX 
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0^fa°r a sovereignty is
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conference m Rome•
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of the islands.
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government
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been better
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Alfonsin refuses
to badge on

Falklands after
talks In Rome

From Peter Nichols, Rome
President Raul Alfonsin of Parliament 

Argentina, clearly pleased with Argentina and the Community 
the outcome of his visit here, had applied sanctions. Now, 
nevertheless remained intransi- with the return of democratic 
gent on the issue of the Falkland government in Argentina, the 
Islands. European Parliament's require-

Asked if any fresh suggestions ments were being met. 
had emerged in the course of his Asked whether talks here had 
talks with President Pertini or resulted in specific Italian 
Signor Beltino Craxi, the Prime commit ment to act in Argen- 
Minister, Senor Alfonsin said: tina’s interests within the 
“I do not think there can be any Community, Senor Alfonsin 
new alternatives to the pro- was vague. A debate on the 
posals that have already been Falklands was imminent in the 
made. The problem of sover- United Nations and Italy’s 
eignty cannot be a matter for position would be clear when 
discussion.” the vote was taken.

This reply covered as well the. He said he was 
question of whether he was satisfied” with the reception he 
prepared to take the issue to the had been given here, and with 
International Court of Justice in Italian proposals for helping 
The Hague. He said no one who Argentina face its economic 
understood the issue could have emergency. These include the 
any doubt' about Argentina’s promise of direct investment 
sovereign rights to the islands. Italy has in the past suggested 

The Falklands dispute has to the British Government 
particular importance here some form of mediation on the 
because the Argentine President Falklands issue. Mrs Thatcher’s 
stated clearly that he regarded reply several months ago was 
Italy as a bridge between his very clear, to the effect that 
country and the European “victors do not deal with the 
Community. vanquished,” a phrase which

He said that, during the deeply impressed Italian lead- 
armed conflict, the European ers.

had criticized

“truly

— -
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October 26th, 1984

Falklands
man

appointed
ALASTAIR CAMERON 
(below) has been 
appointed the Falk
land Islands' govern
ment representative in 
London.

As the official spokes
man, Mr. Cameron deals 
with the UK government, 
parliament, the press and 
the public.

He was born in Stan
ley, Falkland Islands, in 
1951 and educated in En
gland. He began working 
for the Falkland Islands 
government as an assis
tant secretary in 1983. In 
June this year, he be
came acting representa
tive of the Falkland Is
lands government. He 
was officially appointed 
London representative 
on October 1.

IL
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Public Belgrano scrutiny callTW'

By Philip Webster, Political Reporter
Mr Michael Hcscitinc, the public and then later go into eighty of the islands cannot be 

Secretary of St.atc for Defence, private session. ruled out.
has been asked to.givp evidence The request has been passed It has accepted that, given the
in public when.* he appears to the Ministry of Defence. Mr present stale of relations

| before the Commons all-party Hescltinc has yet to respond between Britain and Argentina
! select committee on Foreign because he is abroad. Com- the latter has still not declared a

Affairs next month to be miitec members believe that forma! end to hostilities, such
questioned about the sinking of although the request seems talks arc completely out of the 
the General Bclgrano. certain to cause some erribar- question

Since Mr Hcscltinc agreed to rassment in government circles But the Conscrvalive-domi- 
bc questioned about.the sinking jt unlikly to be refused. nated committee has apparently
of the cruiser on May 2. 198-. Ivlr Hcscllinc is expected to concluded that it is -in the 
during the Falklands conflict. be questioned on November 7. islanders' interests that tnere.be 
the understanding has always and a report on the Belgrano negotiations at some future date 
been that he would be seen in affair published before and some options are referred 
private because of the sensitive Christmas, 
nature of the material. _

to.
Meanwhile, the committee The findings will prove to be 

But at a meeting this week, has completed its main inquiry embarrassing to some in the 
members of the committee, into th future of the Falklands Government, including Mrs 
chaired by Sir Anthony islands, and for the second time Margaret Thatcher who has 
Kershaw, (Conservative MP for appears to have come to the repeatedly insisted that dis- 
Stroud). decided to ask Mr conclusion that negotiations cussions on sovereignty cannot 
Hescltinc to appear first in

..

with Argentina over the sover- be countenanced.

L
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> ' '
Colour blind

'During the Falklands war the Post 
Office maladroitly painted the anti
car bomb barrier around its Ulster 
head office in Tomb Street, Belfast, 
light blue and white - Argentina’s : 
national colours. Republicans in the 

: city and perhaps the Argentines too 
, were heartened bv this apparent i 
evidence ol suppbit for Argentina’s ' 
Mats iiias claim. Now the barrier lias-' 
been repainted - in .the bright red, 
yellow-red sandwich of the Spanish 
bag. launch unconnected. I dare 
say. to Spanns claim;to.ti.ii.biiiliar.

■ I.'1. •
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1
Mr *he

Clive Pontine the senior Min- senior Law Officer, to whom with Sarah-. S(\m<; istrv ofLefenee civil servant the duty of restraining con- others.” :;MiS^^Mfpleadcd 
racine omefal Secrets Act tempt is entrusted, can only guilty toVgivin^aHnents to 
charges yesterday sharply re- serve to increase public dis- the Guardian last^eai. Mr 
bukedtheAttorney-General. quiet as to \he fairness of the Ponting-- who Will p ead not 
Sir Michael Havers for making Government’s conduct in this guilty at his Old Bailey trial 
‘•clear and categorical” state- matter,” Mr'Raymond .says. — is accused of. seeding docu
ments about issues which he Mr Raymond referred to an ments’lo an-MP about govern- 
said the Crown had yet to interview with Sir. Michael on ment . attempts tp. puslead the 
prove according to the normal BBC Radio 4’s Law in Action Commons about the*,.Belgian . 
rules of evidence at trial. programme last Sunday, when Fundamental isues of fact in

Mr Brian Raymond, in a let- he said, in relation to Mr case were matters for the 
ter to Sir Michael, also accuses Ponting: ‘ In this P^'ticulai' ■ t the UlSii Mr Raymond 
the Attorney-General of mak- case, it was simply, a question WW « V"B “ : ■ in/rview
in? “the auite unqualified as- of a very senior civil servant added. In the BBy, interview se?tion " that mauers were dis- who had disclosed matters Sir gdiiS .alsojpWKgdtp 
closed by Mr Ponting which which, I say, that he had no ^gest t at s0m6 mim^o s 
Mr Ponling had no right to right to disclose. ° 1
disclose. In the same interview Sir prosecution. y

Ponting lawyers rebuke Attorney-General

Clive Ponting >- His case 
I ‘fits with Sarah Tisdair
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Alfonsin 

gets cool i
i

M2A [j

From Derek Brown 
in Strasbourg

\ plea bv President Alfonsin 
of Argentina for European 
help with his country’s trade 
and debt problems, yesterday 
drew a chilly response from 
Britain.

Speaking to the European 
Parliament, lie studiously 
avoided anv reference to the 
Falklands, but his call for 
closer cooperation between the 

America, 
though warmly received by a 
majority of MEPs, has already 
been implicitly rejected by the 
UK Government.

“ We hope that President I 
Alfonsin’s visit to Europe will 
confirm to him that his prede-J 
cessor’s brutal invasion of the 
Falkland Islands cannot be ig
nored,” said a British spokes
man “ The way ahead is for 
him to declare a definitive ces
sation of hostilities and to 
work on a realistic basis for 

normal relations with

EEC and Latin

more
Britain, acknowledging that, 
like the people of Argentina, 
the Falkland islanders also 
have the right to live under a 
government of their 
choosing.”

Britain had criticised the 
Parliament’s invitation to the 
Argentine President as ” inap
propriate ”. London's main con- j 
corn now is that widespread 
^European sympathy for the, 
/democratic government in Buc- 
jnos Aires, and its formidable 
economic problems, docs not 
develop into support for i 
Argentina's continuing claim to 
the Falklands.

The president’s speech, • in 
-fact, was a model of tact, verg
ing on banality.

. Most of the speech was de
voted to the need for closer 
international cooperation on 
debt — Argentina herself owes 
$45,000 million (£37.000 mil-, 
lion) — and on trade. He ap
pealed for measures to reduce 
protectionism, and for Europe 
to allow greater access to its 

! markets.
Most of the British MEPs 

'stayed out of the chamber dur
ing the address.

own

L
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Steel urges 

Argentine 

contacts
By Henry Stanhope

Diplomatic correspondent
Mr David Steel, the Liberal 

leader, is calling on the Govern
ment to seek an early resump
tion of talks with Argentina, 
which broke down amid mutual 
recriminations almost as soon 
as they opened in July.

He is “cautiously optimistic" 
that discussions of the wider 
issues dividing the two coun
tries would lead to a settlement 
of the Falklands dispute and 
would be in the interests of both 
countries.

Mr Steel, who is crilicial of 
the political groundwork pre
ceding the abortive talks in 
Herne, will see Sir Geoffrey 
Howe, the Foreign Secretary, at 
his own request tomorrow to 
discuss his recent meeting in 
Panama with Argentina's Vice- 
President. Senor Oscar Torrcs- 
Avalos.

Mr Steel .will also report to 
Sir Geoffrey on his visit to 
Nicaragua, where he urged 
leaders of the Independent 
Liberal Party to slay in the 
coming elections, despite diffi
culties it experienced. • It has 

i. subsequently pulled out. 
r He returned from his trip 

highly critical of American 
1 policy in Nicaragua. It is. 
designed to bring stability to the 
region, but is having exactly the 
opposite effect, he said.

i
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^Britain 

rejects 

Aifonsm 

aid plea
The speech’, was essentially a 

plea and a warning.' If the new 
democracy in.his country was to 

• survive, there had to be 
international help to rebuild the 
economy.

A Foreign Office statement 
said that progress 
Community was certain to be 
hampered because Argentina 
still had no diplomatic relations 
with one of the I0 member 
slates and still refused to declare 
an end to hostilities.

It was “a source of great 
regret and frustration” to 
Britain that the Argentine

.. , , , Governmentuhad broken off the
avowed any menuon of ; Bcrnc,la# July which

the islands, a though the Pres,- mcam to: Establish rc-
dem pointedly explained lhat I ,.llionshl n&tual beneficial 
pcacelul international coraist- i P‘c5kletfi ,*lfonsin had
cncc could be settled diplomat,- . „ sak| ih x0,vv()rk that ltd 
cally as had been proved in % ; lhc islands being
negotiations with Chile ove, ,.clurncd l0'Argentina. This, the 
sovereignty ol tc eag e slalemcnj said. was obviously

He"also souehl to draw a '"compatible with progress to
lesson front the way in which 'C'BrjtaiChopcd the President's 
the European Parliament had IJ!‘, r Hoped me Kresiacnis
been created among nations » Eutopc«° Id infirm
which not so verv long ago . , , r,. rr0u.io.-,^i
were tearing the old continent 7‘a ,nvasion or the Falkland
apart”. It had been created from •,slands ca ,n0J ba '°rcd' 
a lasting compromise, he said. "7a'7d 15 f°r h'mr ° S'" 
and there was no reason whv a dal"'llc cessation of host,I, ,c
that type of compromise should i!nd 10 worK on a rca lsl'et bas * 
not be taken beyond the £>f more normal relations with 
confines or Europe. ' Bn,am. acknowledging that

After advice from Downing ika |K' People Argcn ina. he 
Street, about a third of British Fa kla'ld sla,Kk‘rs,als0 havc ,hc
Conservatives MEPs boycotted nS|u lvc unde,r a 60*crn-
thc speech, while others went ° their own choosing
into the chamber to listen with Wh,lc aklnS a, hard ,linc 
the intention of protesting if the w,al " .dcscr,bfd as
word “Malvinas” was uttered. 1rcside.m Allprism smapp.op.t-

No British Conservatives alc v,su 1 1 ar ianacn1' ll c
attended the lunch .offered bv Fo,c|Sn OI1,cc sllli l\> '^ 10 
the. Parliament in honour of the ma,fa/n “PJf .sorl ol. C om' 
Argentine President... although I he United Nations'Gcncral 
Uvo Danish members of the Assembly is due to vote next 
Ccmsei vauve group did attend month on an Argentine motion .

'Scnpr;. AKonsin did win OIj i|lci islands, and Britain is >
support fi'Qni Conservative .trying to head otT the danger -
mcmbeis during his speech ihat Italy. Greece and even
when , e aftac^cd the common Prance mav vote to'support it.
agricultural policy and the 
“terrible effect” it had on the 
EEC budget. Not only did this 
weaken Europe, he argued, but 
the- gap was taking away 
Argentina’s agricultural export 
market.

■ •:

From Ian Murray 
Strasbourg

President Alfonsin of Argen
tina pleaded with the European 
Parliament for financial help 
from the EEC. but Britain 
immediately made it clear there 
could be no such thing until he 
declared an end to hostilities 
over the Falklands.

The half-hour speech care-

with the

i
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Robert Fox '
Beyond the Falklands
Robert Fox
With vast maritime and mineral resources, 
the great continent of Antarctica could 
become the Klondike of the twenty-first 
century as more and more nations join the 
race to explore and exploit But how will 
such development affect the environment? 
And will the fragile international harmony 
of the Antarctic Treaty be shattered by 
conflict between the rival nations7

In this remarkable book Robert Fox tells 
of his voyage around the Antarctic 
continent and islands aboard the ice 
patrol ship Endurance, and his 
subsequent travels in the Falklands. He 
examines the British role in the Antarctic 
and South Atlantic and discusses the 
political and ecological implications of 
opening up the world's last great 
wilderness. He also questions whether 
Britain's Fortress Falklands stance could 
jeopardise the long-term prospects for 
peaceful development in the Antarctic 
192 pages 228mm * 155mm Casebound 
November
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Alfonsin wins
over British

The Foreign Office, apprehensive that 
Alfonsin was seeking to isolate Britain from 
the other nine EEC countries, had said his 
visit to Strasbourg was ‘inappropriate’. And 
Tory Euro MPs, reflecting the policy that 
Argentina should first declare a formal 
cessation of hostilities, also made strenuous 
attempts to stop the invitation.

After much agonising on whether to 
attend, the Tories split, with 30 attending and 
15 boycotting Alfonsin. But even they 
acknowledged Alfonsin behaved ‘like a gentle
man’ by adhering to a prior agreement not to 
refer to the Falklands. Most of the 33 Labour 
members were present.

From A^T ROY in Strasbourg

BRITISH politicians warmly 
applauded President Alfonsin of 
Argentina when he addressed the 
European Parliament in Strasbourg 
yesterday.

The occasion was historic, the first time 
the British have seen fit to cheer the head 
of a country which is still technically in 
armed hostility with Britain.

In his 40 minute speech, which 
clearly moved the Common 
Market MPs, Alfonsin spoke 
of the urgency of safeguarding 
Argentina’s fragile democracy 

He appealed for greater under
standing of Argentina’s attempts 
to repay the country’s staggering 
£37 billion debt accumulated by 
previous military juntas and 
argued that if Argentina could 
not strengthen its economy, the 
democratic institutions he was 
seeking to build might collapse.

%

Repression
There seemed to be only an in

direct reference to the Falklands 
when he said: ’The peaceful 
resolution of a long-running dis
pute with Argentina’s neighbour 
Chile over the Beagle Channel 
ought to provide the blueprint 
for other international conflicts.’

To a rapt audience he spoke 
as the voice of Latin America, a 
region seeking to throw off the 
burden of military repression.

Indeed, judging by the 
response of even his British 
ciitics, the role of Latin Ameri
ca’s new Kennedy is one that 
suits him.

Paul Howell and Les Huckfield, 
Tory and Labour Euro MPs, who 
had earlier nearly come to blows 
over the miners’ strike, were for 
once united. ‘I was pleased I was 
there to hear him, Mr Howell 
said : ‘It was an extremely states, 
manlike speech.’

.......... .&..........
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THATCHER 

FIRM ON 

I FALKLANDS '
By'BAVID ADAMSON 

Diplomatic Correspondent
Mitterrand'President

and Mrs Thatcher dis
agreed sharply over the 
Falkland Islands.yesterday 
When they met for 40 
minutes.
The French leader, who saw 

Argon tinethe
Alfonsin on Monday, made it 
clear that lie does not accept 
the islanders' right to self de
termination and sees an even
tual transfer of sovereignty to 

! Argentina as Iho. only logical 
out come of the dispute.

President

The British position is that 
! only the islanders have the 
right to determine the future 

’ sovereignty' of the Falkiands. 
Mrs Thatcher's view is that pas- 

I sions caused by the conflict 
need time to cool, particularly 

• as the Argentines have not 
1 formally declared an end to 
! hostilities.
1 M. Mitterrand's stand is a 
! pointer to a Erenhe vote in 
1 favour of an Argentine resolu
tion calling for resumed talks 
which is due to be debated in 
the United Nations General 
Assomblcv next week.

Mrs Thatcher raised the 
question of no-passport excur
sions to France and pointed out 
that under the new, more re
strictive arrangements intro
duced by France there had 
been a sharp decline in pas
senger traffic.

%

‘ NEW DEAL’ PLEA
Alfoiisin speech

Aran Osborn- reports front 
Strasbourg: President Alfonsiiv 
called yesterday lor a new 
deal between E K C countries 
and Kalin -America.,

He..told, tihe European Parlia
ment that Latin America needed 
technologv and investment 
while the EEC sought raw 

(materials. There were the 
I makings of a deal.:

k
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Alfonsin’s speech steers 

clear of the FaUdands

■

ir

..»!
BY QUENTIN PEEL

THE ARGENTINE President. Sr recent settlement of his 
Raul Alfonsm, yesterday country’s dispute with- neigh- 
addressed a ceremonial session boiiring Chile as “ah example 
of the European Parliament in and prbof of the attitude with 
Strasbourg, in spite of British which we are tackling and shall 
protests at the invitation. continue to tackle our inter- 

Iiis speech went ahead national-problems.'. 1
although British Conservative Sr Alfonsin called for closer 
members of the European Demo- relations between the European 
cratic Group in the Parliament “ Community and Latin America 
objected that Argentina has hot but criticised' the effect of the 
ended finally hostilities with * common agricultural 
Britain, since the abortive in- >>?IlC'Y on major food -exporters 
vasion of the Falkland Islands, hke Argentina, 
land diplomatic relations be- _was. ,weJc°med. to tae 
tween the two countries remain ParliamentJw the president, M 
cpvprpfi Pierre Pflimlm, as., “ the man

- T ' _ . .... who brought freedom and
However, President Alfonsm democracy back W. Argentina.” 

studiously avoided any jn hjs response, however, the 
reference to the Falkland? in Argentine leader' warned that 
his speech, although he insisted hjs country’s democracy could 
that his Government wanted to be threatened by the degree of 
resolve international controver- economic adjustment ' being 
sies “by peaceful and diplo- required of if? in order to 
matte means.” resolve its international debts

Hq referred instead to the of some $45bn.

'

I
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FALKLANDERS 

OPPOSE MOTION
Two Talk Iannis councillors i 

ilf^ve Port Stanley this week 
.] on a diploiuidic mission .that 
i will take ithoni to the chambers i 
I of * the United Nations and 
j into verbal combat with the i 
; Araenl iue GflVcr.nmc.nT.
I 'Mr Jobih Creek; and Mr Tim 
! Blake, who have 'both repre
sented ttv* Falklanjis at iriter- 

knatioual forums ip The past, i 
.will oppose The . .Argentine- ! 

j; .inspired .General Assembly 
UnoLion expected to! be. debated ■ 
'at the end of rbepjcvUh urging 
( Britain to return to- negolda- 

1 foils that wili produce a 
! definitive solution to’the Falk- 
| lands dispute.

h
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| Endurance’s 

helicopters 

win award

j

:

By Air Cdre G. S. COOPER 
Air Correspondent

[RECOGNITION of an un
rivalled history of in

ventiveness and dedication 
to flight safety in 
Antarctica over more than 
30 years has won for the 
Fleet Air Arm’s Helicopter 
Flight of Endurance, past 
and present, the Sir Barnes 
Wallis Memorial Trophy.
The Trophy is awarded annu

ally by the Guild of Air Pilots 
and Air Navigators for excep
tional contributions to aviation. p*. •

Lieut-Cdr John White and 
Lieut Gary Hunt received the 
trophy last night from Prince 
Philip, Grand Master of the
Guild, at the annual presenta- ____
tion of the guild’s awards and 1 
trophies in London.

The main task of the Flight, 
which now has itwo Wasp heli
copters, is to support the 
scientific and Naval survey par
ties in the 'gruelling conditions 
of the South Atlantic down to 
the Southern Ice Cap, flying 
from the ice-fpatrol ship Endur
ance.

The citation says that for 
many years Antarctic survey 
teams have been regularly 
flown by single-engine helicop
ters of considerable age in con
ditions that would normally be 
deemed marginal and would 
therefore attract the greatest 
public acclaim were they flown 
from shores at home.

The Royal Flying Doctor 
Service of Australia also re
ceived an award for operating 
in remote areas, winning the 
Guild Sword of Honour. The 
life-saving service, which 
started in 3928, won the award 
for an outstanding contribution 
to General Aviation.

i
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One of Endurance’s two Wasp helicopter* flying near the ship in Antarctica.

Guild of Air Pilots and Air 
Navigators

The Duke of Edinburgh, Grand 
Master of the Guild of Air Pilots 
and Air Navigators, presided at 
a court meeting held yesterday 
at Merchant Taylors’ Hall and 
afterwards at the trophies and 
awards dinner. Marshal of the 
RAF Sir Michael Beetham, Air 
Chief Marshal Sir Alasdair Steed- 
man. Air Commodore F. 0. 
Barrett. CaDt. Vaughan Howell 
and Mr William Scull were 
admitted to the livery.

Awards were presented by the 
Grand Master to Mr Christopher 
Yeo: Mr Clifford Gaskell: the 
Royal Flying Doctor Service of 
Australia; Mr Brian Beeps; Mr 
Robert M. Pag£; the H M S Endur
ance Helicopter Flight; and to 
Petty Officer Aircrewman John 
S. Coleman. The Grand Master, 
Mr P. A. S. Blomficld, Master 
of the Merchant Taylors’ Com
pany, and Capt. Kenneth Blevins, 
Master of the Guild, were 
speakers.

I
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iUK upset by Alfonsin’s Strasbourg request
!

BY OUR DIPLOMATIC CORRESPONDENT

BRITAIN HAS reacted sharply 
to the decision to allow Presi
dent Raul Alfonsin of Argen
tina to address the European 
Parliament in Strasbourg today.

A Foreign Office spokesman 
yesterday described the Argen
tine request for Sr Alfonsin— 

^currently on a visit to France 
—to address MEPs as “inap
propriate.”

“Not only does Argentina not 
have any diplomatic relations 
with one of the member states 
of the Ten (Britain), but it has 
still not declared a definitive 
cessation of hostilities with that 
member state,” he said.

However, the Foreign Office 
has not protested to the Euro
pean Parliament directly.

i. .f.
r—1 as Italy and Greece, and pos

sibly France, might vote-£or the 
• Argentine resolution^ tfcte. UN,

PRESIDENT Raul Alfonsin troubled United Nations ^
of Argentina yesterday made agency which was still striv- spoilsman •./i
a strong attack on what he ing yesterday to find a com- jt appealed ends-”
claimed was growing pro- promise between Opec and hbt to piirsue'¥7^aMi'c obieS-
tectionism by Western in- OECD member countries over tiyes. It nlso: ei'prlssecU the
dustrialised countries, writes funding its activities for-* thatSr Alfofisiri^.y.isifho • 
Paul Betts in Paris. 1985-87. ..Europe would- confirm to '^'rm

Speaking during his visit Sr Alfonsin has also been that his predecessor’s brutal
to France, he renewed his discussing with French invasion of the Falklands could
call for a more equitable bankers and monetary officials .not be ignored. ;
“international economic the rescheduling of Argen- - • ‘‘. / -* -
order.” He added: “While tina's debt with the so-called . *• - oayrw;,?f
our requirements of foreign Paris Club of Western ' ^en!lne
exchange to pay the service creditor countries. .
of our debt are increasing, He claimed he had not on I realistic baLl;for
the difficulties wc confront to asked President Francois normal relations witH Britain,
sell our products abroad are Mitterrand to mediate with He"' Should acknowledge' thatw£"”ng m°rC aDd m°re *}rs J.Ia1^are,t Thatcher on the'Falkland islanders', like the

Clearly anxious to win the acwte* tJle Falklands during the Argentine people, also ’had :the:
support of the other Community He was addressing the French leader's current state right.ta live under the govern-*
meber states in the vote on the session of the governing visit in the UK. He renewed ment of their own choosing. ?
Argentine resolution on the council of the International his intentions to seek a
Falklands due-todakc place in Fund for Agricultural diplomatic solution to the It is highly probable that Mrsv 
the*- United - Rations General -Development, the financially issue. Margaret Thatcher, the Primes
Assembly -mionth; the_____________________________________________________ Minister, will raise the ques-
Foreigp Off%be miaise.d the EE.Q «on of the EEC member states
for-}-/its :cqn$i$J$ntly:i ; “/realist governments for the normalisa- taken the initiative to achieve attitude towards the Argentine
approach” veto . the Falklands tion of economic and commer- more normal bilateral relations, resolution on the Falklands,
problem. cial relations with Britain, it the spokesman added. It which has still to be finally for-

Qn several occasions the said. Britain itself had wel- remained ready to do this. mulated, in her talks with Pfe-
European Community Jiad made corned the return of democratic But the fear in London that sident Francois Mitterrand or

^proposals previous Argentine rule in Argentina and had one or tivo EEC members such France in London'today.

ATTACK PROTECTIONISM
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1 Thatcher’s ‘no comment’ 
on Belgrano signals

Bv Richard Norton-Taylor cepting Argentine signals at 
The Prime Minister has re- the time, possibly with the 

fused to comment on whether help of the US. 
the war cabinet-.of the naval The Conqueror’s belief that 

: fleet headquarters at the Belgrano Was still afloat 
Northwood. outside London, on May 3 — which proved to 
learnt about Argentina’s orders be mistaken — was shared by 
to its ships to return to base the Argentine Government in 
during the early'stages of the Buenos Aires.
Falklands conflict. > Whitehall sources yesterday

• Sv!lerUPi1ni? also backed up recen^ remarks
p'irliaSeSar,6 answer <

to Mr George Foulkes, a La- :Mrs Thatcher’s statement in a
man, who'afkedwhen thePGoV ,Ietter to Dr David Owen, the 
eminent knew of the message.
She also refused to comment 
on why the crew of the sub
marine Conqueror, which tor
pedoed the Belgrano .on May 2,

, 1984, believed that the Argen
tine cruiser was still afloat the for Linlithgow, has asked the 
following day. i- Prime Minister whether the

According to Argentine mil-'Conqueror’s report of its at- 
itarv sources. Admiral Juan tack on .the Belgrano sent to 
Lombardo the naval com- London on the evening of May 
man'der. signalled to his fleet 2 —. whip she says was com- 
to return home during the eve- muniefrted to the Government 
ning of May 1. It is widely— also contained information 
assumed in Whitehall that about the position and course 
Britain was successfully inter- of the cruiser.

Social Democratic leader on Oc-1 
tober 8 that ministers were not 
told of the Belgrano’s change1 
of course away from the task 
force until November, 1982.

i

Mr Tam Daly ell, Labour MP

i

b
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Argentine court orders 

eX-President’s arrest
Aires (AP) - After- bcr ended nearly eight years of

eral RoheL9 VrVdrm °Cn' mililary rule- ordered the 
hours'^f0r ei?hl ProscclUiPn of the nine mem- 
abuse hv W human -,:!ghts bcrs of.ttree military juntas that 

py ,;thcformer mili.iary ruled after a 1976 coup ’

&stsU9ggi »*»ss3rte 

•raasf'jg^g' S1**1 a.mmedtatc woTd rwhenWsuchna: wTtd "T
decs,or.would be mad" h ^d'n‘

President Raul Alfonsin. Jo^gc Anaya and foenpra! 
whose inauguration last Decern- Basilio Larm Dozo!'V : ‘

m

iral

k i xaft
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Buenos Airies Herald 
23rd October 1984

Argentina was wrong
by Horacio Mendez Carreras jr

ARGENTINA’S first demands with re
gard to islands to the south of the Beagle 
Channel were in 1902 when Picton and 

$Jueva were claimed in an official map that 
purveyor Francisco P. Moreno prepared for 
%he arbitration of the British sovereign.

Since then Argentina has tried unsuc
cessfully to expose dozens of theories which 
jarould assign the islands to us. However, 
she Chileans have always stood fast by the 
jlause in the agreement which says that the 
islands south of the Beagle Channel to 
tape Horn are Chilean, 
fe However, Argentina has repeatedly over 
phe years tried to twist, reshape and distort 
jtbe mouth of the Beagle Channel. As this 
didn't work it tried to fool everybody with 
t&e bio-oceanic principle in the 1893 treaty. 
(However, this bi-oceanic principle only 
applies to the mainland and not to the 
glands. The latter are governed by the third 
Clause of the Treaty of 1881.

If the Protocol of 1893 had modified the

clauses in article 3 of the Treaty of Limits, 
granting them to Argentina simply because 
they were in the Atlantic, there would have 
been no need to advance secondary consi
derations invented by Argentina, like ar
gumentations about the eastern mouth of 
the Channel.

In 1902 Argentina claimed only Picton 
and Nueva, recognizing that Lennox was 
Chilean. However, in 1915 the claim was 
expanded to include Lennox too.

In 1938 Argentina claimed that “the only 
controversy between the two countries was 
over ownership of the islands...”. Then in 
1960 we again rescinded our claims over 
Lennox and other islands to the south as 
far as Cape Horn. In 1959 a claim was 
tentatively made but allowed to die as the 
Chileans protested loudly.

When both countries agreed to go to an 
international court for arbitration, Argen
tina did not claim the islands further to the 
south, only returning to this question when 
the arbitration went against us.f."
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j Argentina to break up 

key First Army Corps
BY JIMMY BURNS IN BUENOS AIRES

ARGENTINA’S radical govern- Over 75 per cent of the 70,000 
ment has announced the dissolu- conscripts who began their 
tion of the country’s crack First military service earlier this year 
Army Corps, based in Buenos will be allowed to return over 
Aires, as part of a series of ihe next few weeks to civilian 
measures aimed at democratis- life, welll before the usual one 
ing the armed forces. year training period has

I Traditionally the corps has elapsed, 
been a key player on the Argen
tine political stage with its A ^ ,
infantry and artillery regiments ta^s 111 ^aris yesterday with 
often deciding the fate of French bankers and monetary 
governments in coup attempts, officials on the rescheduling of 

The bulk of its 15.000 troops $2.5bn (£2.1bn) of debt owed 
will be redistributed to the pro
vinces. leaving only a military 
academy and the largely cere
monial presidential guard, “the
granaderos.’ff fully operational? He is also likely to use his 

Other measures announced by French visit to outline a soften- 
the Government over the week- ing in his country’s position 
end include a substantial reduc- the drafting of a United 
tion in the country’s conscript Nations resolution on the 
force.

© President Raul Alfonson held

by his country to the so-called 
Paris Club of Western creditor 
nations.

on

Falklands.

■
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Ministers ‘worried 

by Ponting case’
By a Staff Reporter liked to have advised me an-

Sir Michael Havers, the At- ot jjg Insisted that no one ad-
lorney-General, appeared to vjse(j i^im. an^ that he had not
suggest last night that some c0nsulted ministers. *
Cabinet ministers are unhappy The ponting case. Sir Mi- 
about the decision to prosecute cjiaej sapj was simply a ques- 
Mr Clive Ponting, the senior ^ion a very senior civil 
Ministry of Defence official, servant 
under the Official Secrets Act. 41 disclosing matters 

which I say he had no right to 
Asked on BBC Radio 4’s disclose.” This question and 

Law in Action whether there what he referred to as a 
political advantages for “breach of trust” would be 

the Government to go ahead the basis of the prosecution 
with', prosecution, Sir Michael case. -I Un
said : “ Well, I’m not sure. Mr Ponting ii acdused of

“If you read all the com- sending documents;to" an MP 
ment and criticism that has relating to Government plans 
happened since, it may be that to mislead Parliament about 
the decision to prosecute is the sinking of the Belgrano. 
one that if considered by the He will plead not guilty to 
Cabinet or bv certain Cabinet charges under Section Two of 
ministers (ttiev) would have the 1911 Official Secrets Act.

were

A
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Debt is 

Alfonsiii’s 

major 

priority

:

From Jeremy Morgan 
in Buenos Aires

j Argentina's $45 billion 
/ (£37.5 billion) foreign debt is 
l expected to dominate President 
VAlfonsin’s visit to France and 
\ltaly this week, although he 
,\vill be doing his best to re
build traditional links with 
Europe.

Even before today’s talks 
with President Mitterrand, the 
Argentine leader will already 
have met French bankers owed 
an estimated $900 million 
(£755 million).

Mr Alfonsin will press the 
French Government and, later 
this week, President Pertini of 
Italy, for help in refinancing 
more than $6 billion owed to 
the Paris Club of creditor gov
ernments in the leading indus
trial countries.

More than $1.5 billion (£1.3 
billion) of that total is esti
mated already to be in arrears, 
but the Argentines are likely 
to be told that little can be 
done until they have subjected . 
their economy to an austere' 
programme agreed with the In
ternational Monetary Fund.

Mr Alfonsin said on leaving 
Argentina that he hoped to 
find the “ necessary echo" as 
he and his team worked for 
“ universay justice.” But a re
port last week suggested that 
he might be asked by Mr . 
Mitterrand on judicial proceed
ings a great deal nearer to 
home.

Mr Mitterrand is expected to 
voice concern about the con
tinuing liberty of an Argentine 
navy captain, Alfredo Astiz, 
more than nine months after 
the Government took office, 
promising to prosecute those 
responsible for human rights 
crimes under the military 
regime.

Captain Astiz, who appar
ently earned the nickname 
“Blond Angel” during the re
gime’s violent repression in 
the 1970s and returned to the 
news by quickly surrendering 
to British forces on South 
Georgia in the early days of 
the Falklands war, has been 
linked to the disappearance of 
two French nuns, but has not 
yet been detained, much less 
charged.

Mr Pertini may also express 
doubts about Mr Alfonsin’s 
cautious approach to the hu
man rights issue.

Mystery surrounds why Mr 
Alfonsin will call in on Presi
dent Chadli Bendjed^LjkAlge- 
ria on his wayJ^^^^BMltj 
Friday.

'CZ*

I
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British flurry at U.P|* 

over Falklands voteX?

By MICHAEL K ALLEN BACH at ths Unit'd RariwM 
T>RITAIN has embarked on an intensive diplomatic 
13 effort to thwart Argentina in its campaign to wn 
supportf.at the United Nations General Assembly-ehead 
of the debate on tiieJFalk-'r 
land Islands next wfeek. |
Three senior ' British 

ambassadors in New York , 
have been charged with I 
putting acrqfcs ’ Britain’s 
objections to the latest 
Argentine draft resolution 
calling for the resumption of 
talks between London and 
Buenos Aires over sover
eignty of the islands.

They are Sir John Thomson, 
the Head of Mission, Mr Peter 
Maxey, his deputy, and Mr i 
Oliver Miles, formerly Ambas- 

i sador in Tripoli, and now in 
| charge of General Assembly 
I Affairs.
! Britain is worried in parti- .
; cular about an erosion of sup
port among the other members 

! of the. European Community 
i which, all abstained on a simi- ,
] lar resolution last year.
I Calls from Thatcher
| Besides Greece, which Is 

likely tp throw its ’support 
behind Argentina this time,
Britain is unsure how Italy and 
France will vote. Ireland is 
expected to reconsider its vote, 
should Italy- an,d Prance swing 
towards. Argentina.

This week Senor Raul Alfon- 
sin, the Argentinian leader, will 
be leaning on Italy and France j 
to support his case. But once 

! he returns to Buenos Aires, the 
, two governments can expect 

a personal telephone call from 
Mrs Thatcher.

Nevertheless, British diplo
mats privately admit they have 
a problem convincing most non- 
aligned countries that their 
cause is a worthy one.

The Argentinian draft is 
similar to last year’s resolution.
Although watered down, it calls 
for direct talks between the 
two parties on the question of 
Falklands sovereignty.

Language softened
Argentinian diplomats in 

New York have gone out of 
their way to reduce the harsh 
language of their draft resolu
tion. Their campaign centres 
attracting even more support 
than last year when they, won 

I eighty-seven votes to nine“, with 
54 abstentions.

The United States, which 
backed the resolution last vear, 
has told the Argentines 'that 
once again it can count on 
Washington’s support.

Britain claims it is still look
ing -to resume full diplomatic 
relations and restore oilier links 
with Argentina without entering 

; the sovereignty dispute.

l

on
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Argentina seeks $5.45bn
Buenos Aries (AP) - Argen- a committee representing 320 

tina has asked private foreign private banks, 
creditor banks for an additional 
$5.45 billion (£4.5 billion) and a 
new schedule for repaying its 
$45 billion foreign debt that 
would extend for 14 years 
beginning in 1986.

The proposal was presented 
by the Central Bank president 
Senor Enrique Garcia Vazquez, 
representing Argentina at talks 
on refinancing the foreign debt.

- Senor Grinspun said the
Senor Bernardo Grinspun, negotiation stage of talks would 

the Economy Minister, con- not be reached until “probably 
firmed as correct the details of a November”, and that “there are 
published report concerning an many problems of technical 
Argentinian proposal presented character” that must be re
in New York on Wednesday to solved

I!

!

*
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Chile twice accuses 

Argentina of 

Beagle shelling
Santiago (Reuter) 

yesterday alleged twice that 
shore-based Argentine artillery 
had fired shells into the water 
near a naval base on the day the 
two countries agreed to resolve 
their border dispute over the 
Beagle Channel.

The Chilean Defence Minis
ter. Sehor Patricio Carvajal, 
dismissed an Argentine denial 
that the shelling occurred and 
said: *‘li is puerile to try to hide 
something which happened at 
midday and was witnessed by 
hundreds of residents and 
dozens of uniformed person
nel."

Chile ~W:

ARGENTINA"
£ ^25=3*6* Beagle:i

( K rtl

Chile said ministers of the 
two countries had been in direct 
contact to clear up what it 
referred to only as “incidents 
which occurred in the Beagle 
Channel off Port Williams".The Chilean Defence Minis

try said that Argentine shore in Buenos Aires, an Argen- 
baltcrics fired eight shells into tine intelligence source said, in 
the Beagle Channel on Thurs- a comment that could not be 
day at Puerto Williams, a naval confirmed, that there 
base at was no

the tip ol South shelling but submarine charges 
America. were set off by Argentine

Representatives of the two officers disgruntled bv 
countries had met in the 
Vatican hours earlier to sign a 
protocol saving thev had agreed • NOME: The Pope yesterday 
to the text of a treaty resolving expressed his “profound joy" at 
the dispute. * ,llc accord over the Beagle

Earlier the two countries had Channel (AP reports).
He said the final treaty, once

the
agreement.

sought to soothe friction, the 
Chilean Foreign Ministry saying ial|hed. would definitively put 
the incident was closed and an end to the controversy. 
Argentina saying it desired Tllc PoPe Hiaclc the remark 
“harmony and peace" in re- during an audience for Chilean 
lations. bishops.
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Row on BA troop deal
VICTOR SMART reports on the Falklands air link controversy

contract through competitive tender. The 
airline was able to announce winning the 
charter deal three weeks ago although the MoD 
admits it has still not agreed the basic terms.

Shadow Transport Secretary John Prescott 
is tabling a Commons question on the contract 
tomorrow. He said : ‘ This is a plum contract 
apparently given to BA as a favour to keep 
City investors sweet in the run up to 
privatisation.

Despite being a close ally of the Conser
vative Party, BA chairman Lord King was 
recently forced to hand over routes with 
profits of £18 million to the airline’s rival, 
British Caledonian. This was the only major 
outcome of the abortive shake-up of airline 
policy begun by Transport Secretary Nicholas 
Ridley. The Falklands contract was announ
ced simultaneously.

British Caledonian, which also tendered, 
has yet to be officially notified that it has not 
won the contract. Virgin Atlantic said that

THE award to British Airways of a highly 
lucrative contract, to begin twice-weekly 
troop flights to the Falkland Islands, is to 
be attacked in Parliament this week.

The cost to the taxpayer of the three-year 
deal with BA—soon to pass into the hands 
of private investors—is expected to be at 
least £60 million.-

Troops and supplies are to be taken on 
twice-weekly round trips of 16,000 miles from 
RAF Brize Norton in Oxfordshire, via 
Ascension Island to the new Falklands airport 
due to open late next spring. Either,747s or 
Tristars will be used.

At the moment, the Falklahds garrison is 
supplied from Ascension Island by sea and by 
flights of up to 13 hours in RAF Hercules 
transport aircraft.. The jumbo jet plan is 
central to the Ministry of Defence’s strategy 
for fast reinforcement of the Falklands during 
a crisis.

BA, which way have to buy more plases for had it been invited to tender, it would have 
rcGte, dess set ggps&y to hav® wea ths eaasMtred baying

%
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Falkland oil search 

deal for Firstland
report by the end of the year. 

Mr Beck said that this would 
A tiny oil and gas explora- be the first time since 1922 

tion group whose shares were that a petroleum geologist has 
first listed on the London visited the Falklands to carry 
over-the-counter stock market out a geological study. “ ur 
in July this year, hopes to be- objectives are a high potential 
come the first company to return coupled with a limited 
strike oil in the Falklands.

By Andrew Cornelius

\
financial risk.”

Firstland aims to join forcesFirstland Oil and Gas, which ... , .. ,.
has exploration leases in Texas w. °.?e ?/ t“e oil compa- 
and Oklahoma, has won the ni€S ^ 1JS exploration pro
right to explore 200 square gramme shows any potential, 
miles of the land in East Falk- resu *s °r ai? mi^ia^ s^tel- 
lands. Mr Paul Beck, the chair- J}te Slj<rvey of *he araa £av?been ^encouraging,” Mr Beck 

said.

1
man, and 10 per cent stake
holder in Firstland, said 
yesterday: “ The Falklands
could certainly be as big as 
the North Sea.”

!
Firstland is backed by a 

group of 300 small investors.lt 
has strong links with leading 

„ , , . oil companies like Petranol
Firstland is sending an ex- and Conoco, Mobil and Sun 

ploration team to the Falk- Oil, which takes gas from 
lands next month and expects Firstland’s 
to receive its first exploration Texas. development in

M
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Science report /
?•Russia blamed over the 

depletion of fish stocks
By Tony Samstag

Commercial fisheries in An- Japan are the main fishers of 
tarctica are on the verge of krill, with annual takes in- 
collapse, according to the 
World Wildlife Fund. The 
decline in many species may 
be as high as 90 per cent, with 
stock abundance dropping 
from one million to 100,000 
tonnes.

Over exploitation is almost 
certainly the reason for the 
decline, the fund says. “From 
one season to the next, the 
USSR increased their catch of 
the most abundant species of 
finfish (Antarctic cod) from 
2,000 
tonnes.
further depleted by two add
itional heavy seasons.”

Scientists are also con
cerned at the increased com
mercial interest in krill, a 
small shrimp-like crustacean 
that swarms in its billions and 
is thought to be the single 
most important unit of the food 
chain in the Southern Ocean.

; (At night, adds the fund, the 
swarms of krill “light up 
forming shoals of living blue- 
green fire”).

Krill, which feed on phyto 
plankton, arc eaten by squid, 
finfish, six species of seal (two 
thirds., of the world’s total), 
great whales, and more than 
50 species of bird. The Soviet 
Union and to a lesser extent

creasing during the past 10 
years from less than 3,000 to 
nearly a million tonnes.

The depletion of baleen 
whale stocks, which once 
accounted for 200 million 
tonnes of krill a year but now 
take only about 50 million, 
may heip to balance the 
increasing Russian and Japa
nese catch. But American 
scientists on a research trip 
earlier this year were alarmed 
to see little or no evidence of

to 430,000 
stocks were

tonnes
The

krill where three years pre
viously “super-swarms” six 
miles wide, 12 miles long and a 
quarter of a mile deep had 
been recorded.

Natural factors such as the 
aberrant El Nino current, 
which brought several degrees 
of unwanted warmth to the 
Southern Ocean, may well be 
responsible, the fund said. Bat 
the findings emphasize how 
little is known about the 
ecology of the krill; even its 
life-span, it is now suspected, 
may have been underestimated 
by 200 to 300 per cent, an 
error that would make current 
sustainable yield estimates for 
the species totally unaccept
able.
Source: WWF News, no 30 
World Wildlife Fund.
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Beagle
Channel treaty 

initialled!

By James Buxton in Rom?
CHILE and Argentina yester
day initialled 
treaty which should
•)"er (h,URir !>,lrIll'r depute 

,r the Beagle Channel.

X

in Rome a
Put an

Delegations 
countries met in 
,n the Vatican 
approve the 
treaty, which 
after the

of the 
J a pavilion 

Cardens to 
leather-hound 
was drafted

agreement foUowhig8siTvems 
inchuUnn "".nllv the Vatican.
rtZL ‘Z?Tods

two

!
hy

The treaty is believed tn
grant sovereignty or' '° 
p l disputed islands- 
atlleen 3 and Lonnos-c?rs.?,'r^!?e>vrt
around 0ft„^ri'"i;al is"’atrS
'-.ieved to'provide "or Te 

f™'le °f 3 "ne between 
Horn an the South Pole 

which would divide the 
countries’ e

the

■

•T>

„ two
areas of eontroi,
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Falklands cashi
i

!

IN ISSUE 605 OF THE NEWS, we carried a story on page one about the phasing 
out of the Falkland Islands’ LOA and what forms of compensation Servicemen will 
receive. There have been a number of queries on the latter and we hope that the 
following information will clarify the situation.

There are no food or 
accommodation charges for 
personnel serving unaccompa
nied.

Separation allowance of 
£1.95 per day is paid to 
married unaccompanied 
personnel.

Hard-lying money is paid to 
RAF personnel on certain sea
going duties.

Subject to Service require
ments at their parent location 
personnel will be granted post
tour leave after unaccompa
nied tours of four months in 
theatre (five months including 
travel). This leave consists of 
seven days disembarkation 
leave plus 11 days accumulated 
leave (eight days for Corporals

and below) plus six days 
aggregating 48-hour passes 
and public holidays, totalling 
24 days (or 21 days for Cor
porals and below). Some indi
viduals may have taken all 
their privilege leave before the 
tour or their remaining annual 
leave entitlement is too small to 
allow for accumulated leave. 
In these cases, the appropriate 
amount of leave may be antici
pated from the next leave year.

leave away from their normal 
duty station. Servicemen who 
take advantage of this conces
sion and who retain an 
entitlement to UK leave 
rants surrender one UK leave 
warrant in lieu; servicemen 
attached from Germany or 
other overseas locations 
render one of their local leave 
entitlements in the overseas 
stations from which they were 
attached.

war-

sur-

A local travel concession has 
been approved whereby a 
limited number of personnel 
may be granted, once during 
their tour, a flight on Falkland 
Island Government Air Service 
(FIGAS) aircraft to spend

The number of servicemen 
who can participate in this 
concession is controlled by 
CBFFI within a financial ceil
ing. The concession applies 
only to destinations on the 
Falkland Islands.

:j
:

v
>
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More contracts 

for Falklands
p

m oj at, *

V - '

NEW contracts will be placed shortly for more construction work in the 
Falkland Islands to enable the garrison to be concentrated at Mount 
Pleasant.

r Am -■

The Property Services Agency will be placing contracts with the 
Wimpey/Taylor Woodrow- Consortium and the Lamg - Mowlem - 
Aimev Roadstone Construction Joint venture The value of the work to

r'

>•
•Ma be done under the contracts, together with the costs of sub-contracts 

and shipping is about £119 million, and funding will be found from 
within existing defence provision. The contracts will provide working 
and technical accommodation together with storage and a port at Mare 
Harbour as well as some living accommodation.

The bulk of the living accommodtion required has already been 
included in the airfield contract. These additions together with some 
changes in detailed requirements and increases in electrical and other 
services have increased the value of the airfield works to about £250 
million against the £215 million announced in June 1983.

The "Defence Ministry stated that the further constructon work, 
and the increase in the cost of the airfield works, did not reflect any 
change in the size of the garrison, nor its purpose, which remained 
exclusively to defend the Falkland Islands against any possible future 
attack.

Matt Sisw Birowm fA

You don't have to have served in The
Falklands to be served a great pint at 'The 
Falkland Heroes But if you have, and can 
show documentary evidence, wed be 
privileged to have you sign our special 
Falkland Heroes' visitors’ book, and enjoy a 
free pint with us1
A warm welcome awaits all Forces 
personnel at the Falkland Heroes, where you 
can relax in friendly company enjoying the 
famous Matthew Brown traditional beers 

Cask Lion Mild and Bitter and John Peel 
Bitter, award-winning Slalom Lager and 
Slalom D Pils Lager — voted the best lager 
in the world at the 1983 Brewex 
International, in competition with 126 lagers 
from 30 countries'
You can also tuck into a really tasty selection 
of hot or cold lunchtime bar snacks 
Call in and join us soon
THE FALKLAND HEROES
Tanterton Village, Ingol, Nr. Preston
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Agreement 

on islands
From Jeremy Morgan 
in Buenos Aires

Chile and Argentina yester: 
day moved towards settling a 
century-old territorial dispute 
at the extreme lip of South 
America, when officials signed 
an accord under the eve of 
papal mediators in Rome.

Under the accord, Argentina 
will formerly recognise Chilean 
sovereignty over three islands 
in the Beagle Channel, south 
of Tierra del Fuego. Chilean 
possession of the islands was 
first established in a treaty 
signed in the early lS80s, but 
many Argentinians have re
fused to accept the fact.
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r
! M P seeks 

Falkland 

war facts
i .

By Richard Norton-Taylor
Mr George Foulkes, MP, a 

Labour foreign affairs spokes
man, yesterday asked Mrs 

j Thatcher for a complete list of 
| changes in the rules of engage- 
, ment agreed by the war cabi
net during the Falklands war.

| Mr Foulkes has also put . 
down a Commons question, 1 
due to be answered next Mon- 

I day, asking why a change was I 
not sought immediately the 1 
Belgrano was sighted on May

J In a letter to Mr Foulkes 
last week, the Prime Minister 
said that a general warning 
given to Argentina on April 23 
1982 met Britain’s obligations 
“with regard to the attack on 
the Belgrano.”

However, a leaked Ministry 
of Defence document refers to 
a further change on May 2 to 
allow the Belgrano and other 
warships to be attacked.

The document says that 
“ the appropriate warning ” for 
the May 2 change was not 
issued until five days later.
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Senor l■"S^d^hand: The chief Argentine negotiator, 
Marcelo Delnech (left) his Chilean counterpart, Senor 
Ernesto Videla, and Cardinal Casaroli after the sigm g. f

Vatican hails Beag 

Channel agreement
> -

r
From Peter Nichols, Rome

A^irtd csr:
yesterday'signed StA «^E4^

at the soulhermosi lip. ot South '-oun^oi ju: u -. of
but Argentina rejected

^ tesamS

t^Sss^sat 

E#Ss

1071 to help lo

over.
« RIJENOS A IRKS: The

The negotiations began about a -iriumph for reason,
five years ago when the Pope * Iomacy and for peace," 
offered his mediation m a the Argentine Foreign Minister, 
dispute which has brought the e A 2>d^[q Capul0> said (AP 
two countries close to war on ,
several occasions. A British reports).

niacy.
:
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r
Sinking of Bismarck
From Mr Roy Walker 
Sir, I vvas in the audience at a 
cinema in Leicester Square when the 
first newsreel pictures of the sinking 
of the Bismarck were, shown, to 
cheers, whoops and other audible 
manifestations of general approval.

Then, a few rows away, a 
working-class woman cried out 
involuntarily, “Ah. but' that's an
other thousand men will never go 
home to their wives". An eloquent 
and becoming hush of shame settled 
on the house.

Of course, most of the several 
hundred young conscripts who 
drowned with the Belgrano at a lime 
when no British blood had been 
shed were probably both loo poor 
and too young to be married, which 
rather upsets the parallel of your 
ironic correspondent Mr John 
Measures (October 16).
Yours truly.
ROY WALKER,
9 Falcon Street,
Ipswich,
October 16.

m
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Falklands 

optimism 

by UN chief
New York (Reuter) - Senor 

Javier Perez de Cuellar, the 
United Nations Secretary- 
General. said yesterday that
confidence-building
and dialogue could help Argen
tina and Britain to resolve their 
dispute over the Falkland 
Islands.

In a written 
General Assembly, due to take 
up the question on October 3 L 
he said it was “a positive sign 
that both nations had their first 
direct contact since the 1982 
conflict when they met recently 
in Berne. Switzerland.

“I'am also heartened by the 
desire, repeatedly expressed by 
both sides, to seek a way to 
resume their dialogue, as wcll.as 
by their avowed commitment 

to resort to force in 
connexion with the dispute*
Senor Perez de Cuellar said.

He repeated his offer to help 
both sides

measures

report to the

not
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fCOUNCIL SINKS 

belgrano 

POSTER
! A poster by Gerald Scarffe,
I thp cartoonist, showihg 
Thatcher ih sufrotod^y 

^hosts of the General Bel 
" has fallen foul of Brad- 

coOncil’s art depart-
the
grand 
ford city
mThe poster, advertising jp 
month-long tfhfMttto «t Bu
ford’s Cartwright Hall was 
scrapped after a complaint 
from Councillor Ronnie Farley, 

city’s Tory leader, who 
escaped unhurt from the 
Brighton bomb blast ...

Mr Robert HcPPer^C^ 
Arts Officer, said; We .took 
the decision from a Profcs5l.W}. '• 
point of view because we (Bdn t 
think it had the right image. 
The poster has been. replaced
by one of President Reagan.

the

k
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HMS GLAMORGANL

Falkland ship 

is damaged 

in storm 

collision

A BRITISH destroyer and a Ger
man frigate collided in a Force 10 
gale yesterday as autumn storms 
swept the country.

Navy personnel and tugboat 
were praised for preventing serious 
damage to HMS Glamorgan—which 
survived an Exocet missile attack in 
the Falklands war—and the German 
ship Bremen as they drifted help
lessly during a four-hour drama in 
Portland Harbour, Dorset.

The incident began at midnight 
when the Bremen dragged her 
anchor and became entangled in the 
Glamorgan’s anchor cable. In tne 
ensuing collision both ships’ sides 
were damaged and the Bremen s port 
propeller was put out of action.

Eventually the Glamorgan crew 
cut their anchor cable and left the 
harbour to ride out the storm, while 
two tugs succeeded in getting a lino 
aboard the Bremen and holding her 
away from a rocky break water for 
the rest of the'night. No one was 
hurt.

men

The Bremen was expected to 
return to Germany under her own 
power while the Glamorgan . con- 
tinned with the exercises in which 
both ships had been taking part.

The high winds caused chaos in 
In Tuffley, Gloucester-

injured when a double-decker bus was
blLast °nfght the London Weather 
Centre said the gales were expected 
to continue over the weekend.

T
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Holiday
respray
Happy with another job ■ 
successfully completed are ■ 
airmen of the Mechanical ■ 
Engineering Flight (MEF) at ■ 
Stanley. However, the task I 
was slightly unusual In that 1 
very few Painters and 1 
Finishers can claim to have I 
repainted a Civil Cbmmis- | 
sioner's Car.
; The Officer Commanding 
MEF, Fit Lt Richard 
Walkerly, was also some
what surprised when he 
received this particular 
request from Mr R Bucket!, 
the Mechanical Superinten
dent at the Public Works 
department in Stanley.
\ Whilst Sir Rex Hunt CMG

',norUKRA^

maroon coloured paint for 
the task. Pleased to oblige, 
the airmen completed the 
task in three days to a 
standard that certainly 
complements the original 
craftsmanship of 
Austin/Rover.

€

Taking a pride in their craftsmanship are the men who restored the Commissioners car to Its 
former glory. They are, left to right: SACs Furnell, Redman and Loudon, and CpI Gour.

(Photograph by CpI Battye).1

STAMPED
© The ubiquitous Here seems 
to get everywhere — in paint
ings and now on a postage 
stamp.

The stamp is to commemo
rate the recent 19th conference 
of the Universal Postal Union 
which provides guidance and

policy for National Postal Ser
vices. It is issued by the 
Falklands Islands and depicts 
the original postal vessel to
gether with the current air 
supply provided by one of the 
Lyneham-based Hercules.B Philatelic Hercules.

n:
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By Ian Aitken,
! Political Editor
! The Government vesterday 
I denied that the Prime Minister 
had personally ordered the 

| sinking of the Argentine 
cruiser, General Belgrano, in a 
direct message to the com
mander of the submarine HMS ■' 
Conqueror. Nor had she known ! 
the vessel’s precise position or 
course at the. lime it 
torpedoed.

The denial was made in the 
Mouse of Lords by Lord 
Trefgarne. a government 
spokesman in the upper house,' 
who told Lord Hatch (Labour) 
that the documentary evidence 
showed that Mrs Thatcher had 
not received any report of the 
Belgrano’s course, verbally or 
otherwise.

The issue arose because of 
remarks in a radio interview 
by Lord Lewin, the admiral 
who was Chief of Defence 
Staff during the Falklands 
war Lord Lewin said it was 
highly likely that ministers 

jhad received a verbal report 
j that the Belgrano had changed I 
l course just before she 
attacked,

was

was

Jii
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N IS FOR Mott, Sir John. 
Midway through the Falk- 
lands War he is said to have 
told colleagues that he had 
to nip back to his Cornish 
home to look after his daffo
dils. Or so it claims in Mr 
Tam Dalyell’s third book on 
the subject — a booklet, ac
tually — “An A-7 of Hip 
Falklands.” A is for 
Alfonsin, B for the Belgrano, 

course ; C is for Cost . .
K is for Helpers, with a side 
swipe at Sir Rex Hunt 
( that strutting little Gover
nor . • • a malign influence

Th, V J, is ,for Thatcher ( The Falklands was HER 
war She alone has bene
fited.”). X cheats slighllv bv 
being for Xtinction, while Z 
is for Zoology - gentoo pen
guins and so forth.

)
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Lord Lcwin’s 

Belgrano 

claim denied
ALLEGATIONS of 

stant 7 
over-up over the sinking 
of the Argentine cruiser 
General Belgrano during 

i the Falklands conflict were 
reiterated by Lord HATCH 

; of LUSBY (Lab.) at Ques- 
! tion Time in the Lords 
i yesterday.

Lord TREFGARNE, Under'-, 
Secretary for the Armed ‘ 
Forces, dismissed the recent., 
claim by Admiral of the -Fleet* 
Lord Lewin, former Chief*'of; 
the Defence Staff, that Mrs 
Thatcher probably knew the 
Belgrano’s position when it was 
torpedoed and that it was 
highly likely that Ministers 
knew of the cruiser’s change of 
course just before the attac.

Lord BOSTON of FAVER- 
SHAM (Lab.) pressed him to 
agree that whatever the merits 
of arguments that it was neces
sary to sink the Belgrano, 
because of the threat it posed 
to the British Task Force, “this 
issue could not be brushed 
aside.”

The Government should have 
been more forthcoming with 
information much earlier than 
it had been.

Lord TfcEFGARNE told him 
that Lord Lewin’s reference 
had' Been according to his 
memory. “I have to say the 

l documentary evidence does not 
support that.”

H,e^ agreed with the EarF of- 
KIMBERLEY (C.) that when 
warships, carried missiles, with 
a range of over 300 miles it 
made not the slightest differ
ence which way they were 
steaming.

a con- 
Government

!•
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Why the Attorney-General should be brought 

.before Parliament’s Committee of Privileges
ft

ifUMHiiXSs TO MS AS AN ( 
0m OFPoSmort Mr 
'■is® IF AMD NHBN *T

lAAolSeZiSf ^ELQROVS.
/WNlglE&fX

Sir—There is one aspect 
of the Ponting prosecution 
that has not yet received 
public attention. This is 
whether the bringing of the 
case involves a breach of 
Parliamentary privilege, or 
contempt of the House, by 
the Attorney-General.

Erskine May, the proce
dural - Bible ” of the House 
of-Commons, says that any 
act of omission which ob
structs or impedes either 
House of Parliament in the 
performance of its lunctions, 
or which obstructs or im
pedes any member or officer relevant
of such House in the dis- guiLt or innocence on ..
charge of his duty or which Jriminai charge is now a ^inmlgm
has a tendency, directly or matter for the Judge and slia‘n- , suggested bv
indirectly, to produce such ■ Bul it is for the House ?nNifln1 ^ Henderson it is

. results may be treated as a ]of commons to decide Sir Nicholas Henderson, n^s
Treeless to information therC haS beCn drawal from the EEC. for

cerr*'is^alf1 obviousb precon- p "KV^reV^ing ifoif^rvant might disagree.
dUim for MPs. and Parlia- Pf'^emp? has been made In the Belgrano affair. how-
ment as a whole, to T would venture to suggest ever, the point is that tne
discharge properly their that the House would be per- leaked documents raay have
function of scrutinising the lforming a useful service by exposed dishonesty by mm
work of government. That is looking very closely at this isters m the information
why it is given protection by uestion. The last few years given to Parhament. •
Parliamentary Privilege gave seen a steady weaken- Now whilei a servant

Mr Ponting sent informa- . in the willingness of may be expected to cany out
tion to Tam Dalyell MP, who Sefect committees to insist the policies of an elected
passed it to the chairman of on being givcn the informa- government whether agreeing
the relevant Select Commit- °ion thefy need, while there with them or not, it is quite
toe. Although the actual doc- . vidence of growing con- another matter to condone
uments were returned to the cern by civn servants at the ministerial deceit of Parlia-
TJinistry of Defence, several jn which ministers are ment — a manifestly anti-
members of the Select Com- Strolling the How of in- democratic act —•. in vursu-
Xnittee have expressed a wish rormation to Parliament. ance of those policies. This
to discuss the information in rcturn oT Parliament Government is f trying to
them; the disclosure was October 22 provides th,e forge a spurious link be-
clearly therefore relevant to nDnortuniiv for this matter tween the two forms of loy-

’!\ic Select Committe.es work. ,PIb referred to the Com- ally: the next Labour gov-
Plainly the prosecution can niittee of Privileges and I ernment’s policies may well
lie seen as an attempt to ,d urge that MPs who prove much more unpalat- •
vunish Mr Ponting and deter ™0Ult * s for able t0 somc in the higher
others from disclosing in- be done.—Yours echelons of the Civil Service,
formation in similar circum- 11 jthf n but’ unless it follows the

one ot tbc docu‘ ja&sr* k&wes ~:Sa&cashW -v morder
full support of the Civil Sei- 
vice. — Yours faithfully,
Tony Young.
22 Wesley Street,
Glossop. Derbyshire.

A

U
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the two types ofbetween 
situation in which that loy- 

under
to Mr Ponting’s

the come

-lances.
ments was a draft of a reply 
hv the Defence Secretary to 

series of questions from 
■ Dalyell. Counsel for the 

prosecution of Mr Ponting 
' as also conceded in court 

„*riat there was no breach of 
laiional security.

Whether these points are

Sir, — In his article about 
loyaltyservants’civil

(Agenda, October 12) Rich
ard Norton-Taylor does not 
make clear the distinction

j■
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Troops hurt in 

Falklands blast
SEVEN soldiers were in
jured in the Falklands 
yesierday when a petrol 
stove in a field kitchen 
exploded as they prepared 
lunch.

All seven were taken to 
the nearby Port Stanley 
civilian hospital, suffering 
from burns.

From there they were 
evacuated by helicopter to

the better-equipped mili
tary hospital.

When the accident hap
pened they were cooking in 
a Nissen hut on the Stan
ley race-course.

Both ends of the corru
gated iron building were 
blown out and the wooden 
lining caught fire. The 
blaze was put out with 
portable fire extinguishers.

:
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7/ Sinking of Bismarck
From Mr J. B. Measures 
Sir, Now that a number of 
Conservative Party members have 
joined with the two opposition 
parties in calling for an inquiry into 
the sinking of the Argentine vessel 
Bclgrano, it seems to me to be an 
appropriate time to renew the 
demand for the much-postponed 

into the sinking of theinquiry
German battleship Bismarck, with 
all the grievous loss of life amongst 
German sailors that that entailed.

After all, it is not as if the 
Germans had actually walked into 
and occupied any of our territory as 
the wretched Argentinians had done 
in the Falklands. (One discounts, of 

the minor affair of the 
which really

course,
Channel Islands, 
belonged to the Duchy of Norman
dy, and were thus a part of France.

Besides, the Bismarck was way 
out in the middle of the Atlantic, 
many miles away from the War 
Zone, and actually steaming in the 
opposite direction to any fighting. 
She was deliberately avoiding 
contact with the British fleet, and 
had been so doing for a long while - 
.no doubt so as not to provoke us.
‘ All in all, one might have ,said 
‘without too much exaggeration that 
a state of war barely existed. In these 
circumstances who knows, Sir, what 
delicate peace negotiations might 
have been taking place that were not 
severely prejudiced by this irrespon
sible act?

One asks oneself, who actually 
gave the order for the sinking? And 
at exactly what hour of the day (or 
perhaps night) was it given? Was the 
War Cabinet directly in contact with 
the commander on the spot the 
whole time? If not, then why not? 
These and many other important 
questions need to be answered, I

:

feci.
Yours truly,
John Measures,
The Keeper’s Cottage, 
Deane Down, Oakley, 
Basingstoke,

. Hampshire.
October 9.
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Peter Kellnery :

When ignorance 

is amiss
when they were told. So everyone 
retreats into the last and shabbiest 
foxhole: it was “not important”.

We have been here before: “No 
one took the view that it was 
important at the time”. Those were 
the words used by Harold Wilson in 
the Commons on November 7, 1978 
to explain why he knew nothing of 
the deal that Foreign and Common
wealth Office officials had cooked 
up a decade earlier, when lie was 
prime minister, to undermine oil 
sanctions against Rhodesia.

In essence, the deal meant that the 
French oil company Total would 
take over Shell and BP's Rhodesian 
sales while, in return, Shell and BP 
would take over an exactly equal 
share of Total's South African 
market. This “swap” arrangement 
allowed the Smith regime to survive, 
and made a mockery of almost 
everything the British government 
said publicly about oil sanctions in 
the late 1960s and early 1970s.

The crucial document, outlining 
the “swap” arrangement, was a 
minute of a meeting presided over 
by the Minister without Portfolio, 
George Thomson (now Lord Thom
son of Monifieth). This minute was 
sent to 10 Downing Street. In 1978, 
when the scandal of sanctions- 
busting broke. Thomson used this 
fact to say, like Lewin. that the 
Prime Minister was told. In the 
parliamentary debate that followed, 
Wilson agreed that the minute was 
sent to No 10; but: “it was not 
marked to me. There is no record of 
my seeing it .... This particular 
document was not marked urgent or 
highlighted in any way.”

Wilson did at least have the grace 
to admit that an error of judgment 
had been made; however, as is the 
way, he denied that the misjudg- 
ment was his. The failure of 
communications over oil sanctions 
then bears an uncanny resemblance 
to the failure of communications 
over the Bclgrano. In both cases 
embarrassing information came to 
light that had a crucial bearing on 
government decisions; it would look 
bad if the prime minister’s office 
was kept completely in the dark; 
nevertheless it was vital to sectional 
interests inside the government that 
their plans should not be disturbed. 
So, in both cases the prime minister 
was theoretically “informed” but in 
practice kept in the dark.

Some people may have lingering 
sympathies for both Harold Wilson 
and Margaret Thatcher I do not. If 
they allow the machinery of 
government to drift into a state of 
such self-deceit it is their fault. As 
Winston Churchill commented on 
Britain’s lack of preparation to 
defend Singapore against the Japa
nese in 1942: “I did not know; I was 
not told; I should have asked". .
The author is political editor, of the; 
New Statesman.

There is something peculiarly 
British about the Bclgrano scandal. 
In Washington it takes a petty 
burglary to pul the head of 
government on the rack; in Paris 
bribery by an African head of slate;

I in Rome threats by the Mafia. We 
! behave differently. Our scandals 
I lend to be subtler. As a result we 

tend not to notice them until it is 
too late.

Only now is the true character of 
the Bclgrano scandal becoming 
clear. It is not just about the merits 
of sinking the ship, or even the fact 
that Mrs Thatcher has kept changing 
her story about what happened, 
although both things arc appalling. 
At the heart of the matter is 
something more enduring than the 
deceptions that ministers have 
practised on the public: it is the way 
ministers themselves were deceived.

Mrs Thatcher claimed recently 
that she was not told until five 
months after the Falklands war 
ended that the Bclgrano was sunk 
while sailing towards home. To 
forestall the obvious question - why 
was she not told? - she argues that 
the ship’s precise course was 
“irrevelant.” The next day Lord 
Lewin, Chief of the Defence Staff 
during the Falklands campaign, 
partly contradicted her. He said that 
ministers were told verbally of the 
change of course, “but because it 
was not important it did not sink 
in.”

As any aficionado of Yes Minister 
I knows - and Mrs Thatcher claims to 

be the programme's greatest fan - 
the key to the relationship between 
ministers and their advisers is the 
flow of information. When Sir 
Humphrey Appleby persuades the 
luckless Jim Hacker not to be 
bothered with some fact because it is 
“irrelevant” or “not important”, the 
viewer knows something fishy is 
happening.

In the case of the Bclgrano, the 
fishiness turns on the Commons 
statement by John Nott, the Defence 
Secretary, two days after the 
Bclgrano was sunk. He said the ship 
needed to be attacked because it 
“was closing in on elements of our 
task force”. That this was untrue is 
no longer in doubt. What is at issue 
is the justification for that untruth.

There are two plausible defences 
that could be offered. Either: “We 
knew at the time it was untrue, but 
to have told the truth would have 
meant revealing too much about our 
intelligence-gathering abilities; so, 
regrettably, we had to lie.” Or: “We 
firmly believed at the time in the 
truth of what we were saying; it was 
only afterwards that information 
came to light showing that, in fact, 
the Bclgrano was heading home.”

Neither defence can now be
sustained, for it transpires that some
people knew and others did not, and
that confusion now reigns as to who
precisely knew what, and hovy^and 
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Operation Enterprise 

in Falkland new town
By OUR PORT STANLEY CORRESPONDENT * 

rpHE fledgling Falkland* begin production befora Mia 
1 Development Corpora- cnc^ °f J'ear* 
tion, with a budget of £4-5 Mr CockweU, who , 
million and a few deter- large sheep i^ch 
mined men and women, ,, £
set to bung about one of j.j1c project with his 
the most important social Grizelda for several years, 
changes for many years. They have sunk much of 
The team, in one of the more their capital Into the project 

Isolated parts of the islands, is and have received finanonJ 
working to establish a new assistance and a great deal of 
town at Fox Bay on West Falk- encouragement from the Deve- 
lancI lopment Corporation.

The little village of nine Much of the reconditioned 
houses, bought by the Falk- second-hand machinery for the 
lands Government from the
British-based company which aad J°itS55
until recently fanned the area, the mill. builduig itself
has become the focus of a rv.-.tu
development initiative which
could soon become the first real Scottish College of Textiles in 
success in the current drive Galashiels will arrive, soon to 
towards social and economic kejP during the initial stages

and two young immigrants
from the Cotswolds. Carol and
Martin Cant, are already em
ployed by the CockwcJls.

man*«©d 
until it

.progress.
All the houses are now occu

pied or will be shortly, many 
having been bought bv the 
settlers. Four new houses are 
soon to be built. Trade encouraging

Grizelda said they would be 
recruiting more local people 
soon, and would look to the 
Falklands Government Office in 
London for more British immi-

The Falklands consultant 
architect has drawn up a plan 
of the village as it should be 
developed, the residents have 
formed a Town Council (Mr

• Richard Cockwell describes him- £r?,uts; f „ ., •„ ...
self as the spokesman rather 1 rad® • f?r ut]lu °
than the chairman, as the latter encouragmg, both locally and
“sounds too bureaucratic”), oveS?cfs* Gr ze,da. .S K™ 

land a co-operative store is to predicts a good market for jarn 
be ODened soon and knlttm£ kits, and hopes the! oe opened soon. military will take to the finished

items of clothing from her fac
tory.

. , , , , . , A local councillor suggested
formerly housed the single recently that the troops might 
labourers on the Far has now like to buy “ Benny hats,” the 
been refurbished and is to be warm headgear worn by many 
leased to an individual who will islanders as well as the “ Cross- 
operate it as a guest house.

Services for hire
“ bunkhouse.” whichThe

_ . , , roads ” T V character from
The former farm workshops whom the islanders have gained 

have been taken over by an their military nickname, 
enterprising young mechanic 

! who will hire his services
m Already the Fox Bay Mill has 

_ _ , received orders from Britain
i Fox Bays major significance worth almost £50,000, a pleasant 
i is that it will be the first surprise, as Cockwells have car- 
i settlement other than Stanley rjc(] 0ut no publicity campaign.
1 which does not belong entirely “ We have been approached 

to a company, and does not bv about 20 shops from the 
exist solely for the support of provinces, mainly sports out- 
a sheep ranch. fitters. I hope we will be able

Other settlements, such as to grow into a London market,” 
Goose Green, are completely sajc] Grizelda. 
owned by British-based con- The Fox Bav Mill will produce 
cerns, and houses are tied to simple, attractive designs-, in 
employment on the farms. natural colours, using wool long 

At Fox Bay the make-up of recognised bv international 
the community will be much traders as exceptionally good- 
more diverse, and it will be- The raw material has such 
come an alternative to over- attractive texture arid sheen 
burdoned Stanley as a home for that it is often sold in Bradford 
those seeking a living and an to manufacturers who blend it 
independent rural existance._ _ with wool from other countries

The Development Corpora- to upgrade their products, 
tion’s general manager, Mr The Cockwells expect their 
Simon Armstrong, also points jumpers and cardigans to reflect 
out that “the opportunity, to this quality, and to retail in 
start from scratch and develop Britain for between £30' and 
self-confidence and self-reliance £40 
is rather special.”

Several labour - generating 
enterprises are planned for Fox 
Bay, including a pilot inshore 
fishing industry by the Grimsby 
firm Fortoser, which may pro
duce crabs and other shell fish 
for export to Europe.

There is also to b« a pro
gramme of grassland research.
However, the most important 
enterprise will be the Fox Bay 
Mill, a, small wool processing 
plant which is expected to 4I
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The Falklands: a 

possible way forward
Michael Stephen

relate only to the Falkland Islands themselves and not 
to South Georgia or the South Sandwich Islands. The 
latter need not form part of any settlement with 
Argentina, and are a quite separate legal and political 
issue.

The following alternatives are apparent: first, to refer 
the question of sovereignty to the International Court 
of Justice; second, for both parties to grant 
independence to the Falkland Islands; third, for Britain 
to acknowledge Argentinian sovereignty and to accept 
a lease-back; fourth, for Britain to sell its interest to 
Argentina, full compensation being paid to the 
islanders; fifth, for Britain to cede West Falkland and 
retain East Falkland; sixth, to establish a 
condominium, between Britain and Argentina; and 
seventh, to place the islands in trust, whereby no 
nation would have sovereignty.

The advantage of the first would be an independent 
resolution of the question of sovereignty as well as 
promoting the general principle of resolving 
international disputes by adjudication. The 
disadvantage lies in the fact that Argentina is unlikely 
to agree, and might through dissatisfaction with the 
result repudiate the judgement, especially if there were 
important dissenting opinions, as can realistically be 
expected from the Latin American and Eastern bloc 
members of the International Court of Justice. In any 
event, whatever the legal position is, the fact that so 
many years have passed since the establishment of 
British people in the Falkland Islands, has turned the 
question into one which needs to be settled at the 
political level.

The second alternative would resolve the dispute, but 
Argentina is again unlikely to agree, since the majority 
of the inhabitants are unsympathetic towards 
Argentina, nor are the islands viable as an 
independent State, being incapable of defending 
themselves.

I

r
TT is clearly not in the interests of Britain, Argentina, 
J.or the western world as a whole that a serious 
dispute continue between nations with so many 
common interests, ties and concerns. The time has 
come to begin to create a workable, long-term solution 
to the Falklands question. It will be a very long time 
before the British people forget the sacrifices made by 
their soldiers, sailors and airmen and their families in 
the cause of freedom, and it is only because of those 
sacrifices that the British government is able to 
negotiate from a position of strength. Our armed forces 
have done, and continue to do, their duty.

It is now the task of the politicians to ensure that no 
more lives are lost in the South Atlantic and that the 
people of that area can live their lives and develop their 
resources in peace. An opportunity has been created 
by the return of Argentina to democracy, and the 
desire of President Alfonsin to diminish the influence 
of the armed forces in Argentine politics. The objective 
must be to find a modus vivendi without the loss of face 
or the vital interests of either side; to provide a 
mechanism for the orderly resolution of future 
disputes concerning the islands; and to safeguard, so 
far as possible, the strategic and economic interests of 
the West.

:

|

1

The third would again settle the sovereignty question, 
but would mean subjecting the inhabitants to total 
political and cultural control by Argentina on a fixed 
date in the future. For that reason, it would probably 
be unacceptable to the British Parliament, 
notwithstanding President Alfonsin's offer to give the 
islanders a special position guaranteed by statute. An 
Argentinian statute, even if backed by referendum, is 
only as good as the political power which underlies it, 
and it is too early to say whether the era of political 
instability in Argentina is over.

The fourth would also resolve the sovereignty 
question, but is unlikely to be accepted by Argentina 
because it involves tacit admission that sovereignty is 
Britain's to sell. Although there is precedent, it is an 
unattractive proposition where significant numbers of 
people have established themselves over a long period 
of time.

/

Before any agreement can be concluded, however, it 
will be necessary for Argentina to renounce the use of 
force. It is also essential to safeguard the principle of 
self-determination. The islanders are not mere agents 
of the British State; they are private individuals who 
have freely settled there, and as such are entitled to 
determine their own future in accordance with the 1960 
United Nations Declaration on Decolonization, and the 
1966 International Covenant on Human Rights. 
Accordingly, no settlement should be reached until the 
inhabitants have exercised that right. But if, as seems 
likely, they choose to be British, they would like all 
other British people have to accept any decision that 
Parliament might make in relation to them in the 
interests of the British people as a whole. No such 
decision would be made without fully consulting the 
representatives of the islanders.

The proposals for settlement outlined in this article

i

Britain should reject the fifth alternative because with 
an Argentine presence on West Falkland, the defence 
of East Falkland would be impracticable should 
Argentine attitudes change. Moreover the likelihood of 
frequent 'incidents' in the Falkland Sound is 
considerable. The idea is unlikely to appeal to the 
British Parliament or the (admittedly few) inhabitants

!
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Four happy soldiers serving with the British Forces in the Fnlklnnds earlier this year. Michael Stephen argues that while the 
army is continuing to do a fine job, lasting peace can only be achieved by the politicians of Britain, Argentina and the United 
Nations. photograph by Topham

of West Falkland. The development of such resources would provide
funds for the purpose of the trust, but insofar as funds 

The sixth would not work since most of the inhabitants were insufficient, the trustees would have power to
regard themselves as owing allegiance to only one of seek external financing by way of loans or grants,
the condominium powers.

This is, of course, only the bare outline of a trust. The 
parties would have to settle by negotiation a wide 
variety of questions, not the least of which is whether 
either government would be free to promote 
immigration so as to change the whole character of the 
island community and its way of life. Trusteeship was 

of the alternatives thought to be worth further 
study by the Commons Select Committee on Foreign 
Affairs.

The islands should not be committed to United 
Nations trusteeship because neither the Security 
Council, the General Assembly, nor the Trusteeship 
Council can be relied upon to be impartial. It is an 
unfortunate characteristic of multilateral organizations, 
and the UN in particular, that the islands would be 
likely to become a mere factor in the game of 
multilateral politics.

In any settlement of the Falklands question, the 
strategic and economic interests of the West cannot be 
ignored. No one at the present time really knows how 
important the economic resources of the South Atlantic 
and Antarctica may become, nor can anyone foresee 
the circumstances in which the islands of the South 
Atlantic may be of strategic importance. It would be 
foolish for Britain to deny itself forever the use of the 
islands as a military facility, and in view particularly of 
the vulnerability of the Panama Canal, the United 
States may wish to co-operate with Britain to create 
and maintain a suitable facility on the same basis as 
Ascension Island. It would be preferable if such a 
facility could be established on South Georgia, but if 
not it may be necessary to retain a sovereign base on 
one of the Falkland Islands, for which precedent exists 
in Cyprus and Cuba. This would, of course, be an issue 
of great sensitivity in Latin America and would need to

I regard the seventh alternative as the most 
constructive because it could realistically solve the 
sovereignty question and provide an agreed legal 
mechanism for solving future disagreements. It does 
require Argentina to abandon its sovereignty claim but 
this need not be insuperable since abandonment 
would have to be mutual. Both Britain and Argentina 
would convey all such rights as they have into trust 
under a charter, the terms of which would be 
negotiated between them, but neither party need 
admit that the other actually had any rights. There is 
no doubt that negotiations would be long and difficult, 
but not impossible. The charter would set forth the 

and mechanisms of the trust under

one

purposes
international law in articles capable of judicial 
determination.

The trust would be administered by internationally 
respected individuals 
appropriate number, maximizing efficiency whilst 
minimizing the importance of individual personalities. 
One trustee might be elected by the islanders and one 
might be selected by each of the two countries, with 
the others to be appointed by mutual agreement. The 
trustees would make by-laws for the administration of 
the islands consistent with the charter, and would 
appoint their own small civil service. They would be 
obliged to consult fully with the elected representatives 
of the inhabitants.

seven is probably the

The trustees would be under a duty to safeguard and 
promote the interests of the inhabitants, and to 
conserve the natural environment. So far as consistent 
with these purposes the islands might be used for the 
development of natural resources by both Britain and 
Argentina, preferably in co-operation with each other.

7
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be handled carefully. Although Latin Americans are 
conscious of their regional integrity, they are 
nevertheless more and more inclined to the view that 
they have a long-term identity of interest with the 
West. principle, to be acceptable by way of compromise' If 

however, no sensible settlement can be reached 
Britain has the capacity, by means of a small number of 
properly equipped forces, using the airport presently 
under construction, to deter any further aggression for
V{r,Sie?'e future- Fortress Falklands is a policy 

which I believe the British public will continue to 
support but only if they are satisfied that all 
reasonable alternatives have been explored.

Not only is a sovereign base desirable to protect the 
long-term interests of the West; it is necessary, at least 
in the short to medium term, to guarantee the trust 
because the trustees would have no forces of their 
other than own

a small police force. The mainland of 
Argentina is close to the Falklands and if Britain were 
to withdraw its forces the security of the islands could 
not be maintained.

* *
Accordingly, in the short to medium term British forces 
would still be required, though not in such strength as 
when a state of hostilities exists. The main purpose of 
this proposal is therefore to def

Michael Stephen is a barrister who has served 
delegation to the United Nations. He is Se 

fhprnnf|. , - , t F°reign Affairs Standing Committee,
the conflict and put parliamentary candidate.

as a member of the UK 
cretary of the Bow Group's 

and a Conservative Partyuse

Novel links with 

developers give arts 

institutions a boost
SPECIAL ARTS ISSUE
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Robert Guenther I MUST THK ARTSIf it’s nol 
in London,
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All this is fairly remarkable given the fact that tax 
money for the arts is being sliced ever thinner. Bui the
Amtt 1sSoekmUSeUT'S naShy nCW h0me' d«igned by 
Arata Isozaki, isn t the product of a mammoth fund
raiser or government largesse. Rather, it's being built 
fret of cost to the museum by Bunker Hill Associates a 
team of private developers that includes Cadillac- 
Fairview Corp and Metropolitan Structures. The $?0 
million museum is the price that the citv charged lor 
the right to develop the 11.2-acre California PI
project that is supposed to produce $1.9 billion ofUffice ^ Cln’,otcti '/,c MnV iss"o of the Mayflower Digest to the 
space, hotels, apartments and retail space over the next °fZndU"^ W* this
dtC3de- 2 l ’efeel " ,s '"tercstmg to see how the United States

is toping with a similar problem. We therefore reprint Robert 
uenthers article which appeared in the Wall Street 

Journal earlier this pear, describing liow a private’ 
consortium has funded a new museum of art.
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^t8°,°„d for'^e °f the Museum of Contemporary Art 
isn t an isolated instance. Forced by economic 
necessity to be more resourceful, arts' institutions 
increasingly are turning to real estate developers for 
solutions to their chronic money problems In Dallas 
New York; St Louis, Pittsburgh Ld C^veland r^i 
s £ tc projects are playing important roles 

vitality of arts institutions.

who'Is d1reL-he futun;- according to Harold Snedcof, 
Urban I m -I f stlRiy of such developments for the 
the Arts In Ute,and,thC National Endowment for 
lone Hthh f, 8 the art instIt“tion that stands 

v!ableV he :hysnanC,a"y “ - no longer
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More haste ... his ship’s cruising speed was 18
hvm the Director of The Maritime rale of steam ing^^aboul oneTim^of
‘'us{ lull power.

Yours etc.•Sir, In Mr Tam Dalyell’s Icllcr 
(October 9) he asks where Lord BAYLY, Director,
Lewin got his information that the /'^Maritime Trust,
General Bclgrano was capable of 30 i?,,Ebu,*y Street, SWl.
knots. Jane's Fighting Ships shows °Uobcr 1 '• 
that, as the USS Phoenix, her design 
speed at full power was 32.5 knots.
Steam turbine-driven ships should, 
if properly maintained, be able to 
produce lull power throughout the 
life of the ship.

From Captain D. Bromlcv-Martin, 
RN (retd)
Sir, Jane's Fighting Ships. 1937 
edition, page 499 - 32'A knots. But 
25 knots would have met Lord

The speed “over the ground” is Ecw,n * 
affected bv other factors such as Vours faithfully, 
loading, the sea state, cleanliness of ^tB^°^1L/,EY-MART1n-
Hie ship's bottom and the effect of L-Ser 
surface currents. oosnam Hoe,

Mr Dalyell may have been misled Sussex^' 
bv the Bclgrano’s captain saying that October 10.

j
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Colonel H’s 

padre is the
Eton hot-shot
MAJOR David Cooper, the Paras’ 
padre who performed the burial 
service for Colonel H at Goose 
Green, has taken up a surprising 
new post.

The man who shocked the Establishment 
with his blunt barrack-room style sermon 
in Port Stanley Cathedral at the end of the 
Falklands war is the new chaplain at Eton.

But the military skills picked up by Padre 
Cooper during his 12 years in the services will not 

to waste at the college where Colonel H was 
educated. As well as instructing pupils in 
Divinity, he will help run the Cadet Corps and 
coach the shooting team.

No-one could be better qualified for such a task. 
Despite being the only member of 2 Para who 
went through the major battles of the Falklands 
from Goose Green to Port Stanley without 
carrying a gun. Cooper was one of the best shots 

in the Army.
He still wins important 

rifle shooting competitions 
at Bisley. and would have 
given the Argentine troops a 
shock had it come to the 
crunch.

‘I would have picked up 
any weapon available to me 
and used it if I had had to,’ 
he says.

His avuncular style was 
first publicly manifest at 
the cathedral ceremony to 
celebrate the victory. In a 
stirring televised sermon he

reminded the troops dra
matically of those they 
thought about when facing 
death on the battlefield.

‘It may have been your 
wife, your girlfriend or . . . 
your dog,’ he told them.

Much as it may have 
fitted the occasion, the brass 
hats at home were not best 
pleased. ‘Some senior padres 
were very unhappy about it.’ 
I was told by one senior 
officer in the congregation.

‘I’m not surprised he de
cided to leave the Army, but 
it is a great loss. He was the 
sort of padre soldiers need. 
They could relate to him.’

Major Cooper decided to 
leave the Army because ‘I 
did not think it had any
thing else to offer me. I had 
gone as far as I could go.’

Cooper does not envisage 
any problems in his new 
post. 'I'll just be ministering 
to a different congregation.’

go

Black mark for 

Trooper Tam
he then was.TAM DALYELL. the Labour Greys, as 

MP who has gained notori- Dalyell was serving with the 
ety for his persistent cam- regiment — founded by his 
paign to discover the truth great-grandfather — in the 
about that recent piece of early 1950s when he was 
military history the picked up by MPs of a non- 
Belgrano affair, has some- Westminster variety.

•He had a quarter of a 
name pound of coffee in his suit- 

in Army case obviously destined for 
the black market.’ remem- 

as bers Edward Berry, an old 
Belgrano — but the incident comrade in arms, 
did lead to a seven-day The MPs took Dalyell to 
confinement to quarters for the CO who gave him seven 
Trooper Dalyell of the Scots days. Perhaps the incident

helps explain why Tam. 
an Old Etonian, failed 
the officer cadet course.

thing of a black mark 
against his own 
tucked away 
records.

Nothing so serious

1
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$ 9Call Mr Heseltme
by DAVID LEJGH
THE defence in the Clive proceedings last week, his would not be prosecuted. 
Ponting secrets case wants to counsel, Mr Jonathan Caplan, Mr Richard Hastie-Smith, a 
have the Defence Secretary, Mr told the court that Mr Heseltine Deputy Under-Secretary at the 
Michael Heseltine, called as a should give evidence, but ‘ I MoD, told the court that he had 
prosecution witness in the Old can’t force the Crown to call been asked to hand the resigna

tion letter to MoD police, along 
with a statement about his

Bailey trial, now expected early any witness. ’ 
in the new year. The Director of Public Prose- 

But the Crown is unwilling to cutions, Sir Thomas Hetherin- discussions with Mr Ponting. 
put the Minister in the witness gi0n, was last week studying But they were not included in 
box. disclosures during the commit- the Crown’s evidence.

As an MP, Mr Heseltine can tal proceedings that a letter of Mr Ponting has been charged 
invoke parliamentary privilege resignation had been accepted with breaching thd/, Official 
and refuse to give evidence, from Mr Ponting by his Secrets Act by sending docu- 
This can be overruled only by superiors before he was arres- ments about the sinking of the

ted and charged. The defence Argentine cruiser General Bel- 
At Mr Ponting’s committal claims Mr Ponting was told he grano to an MP.

Parliament.
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Argentina to lift 

British sanctions
by Mx^ignoI° n* ws____ JJUenos Aircs embargo on trade between the

“ lvvo countries. Sources in
BRITISH assets in Argentina, Buenos Aires suggested last 
which have been blocked since week that this could be a 
the opening shots of the Prelude to a. -restoration of 
Falklands war, will be unfrozen diplomatic relations with Bri- 
laterlhis.jrionih. lain. .'
A&Zs fiS"* canlb^ K^'^

pressure, from the country’s ? buy Bmu*'Products....
numerous creditors in lifting the smnneTi^own't™^' Bh'ta'n 
economic sanctions, according . PP™ IIS °"n trade embargo 
to a highly-placed source in F^hnrt." n*1.‘h* *nd of lhe 
Buenos: . Aires. Dcbi-nddcn Falklands “"dtet.

nor

Argentina owes nearly £36 
billion.to more than 350 banks, n01 consult Britain 
many of them British. deciding to unblock the assets.

British involvements. •• in nnrincr thlifcjfu*' j Argentina are estimated, to be militarv:5tin&^Sn2rt V£?r* thr 
worth more than £318m. seizing Sh°rl 0

Alfonsin is expected to an- prominent
K’?o FranceTocrdber ^
lor. talks with President Fran fobaccQ3’ pla^?s; refinenes and

The Alfonsin government did 
before

1 •
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Thatcher J
accused of

Belgrano9 By Stephen Goodwin

■ I he statement,- • by Mrs Margaret JhatcLr thi;s week on
the sinking of the General 
Belgrano had revealed 1 •Prime Minisier t^'^rSr
Tam Patycdlr. Lab'oUr lMp! for 
Linlithgow,.alleged Ihst night.

On the Prime Minister’s own 
admission she knew about the 
change in the* course of > the 
Argentine cruiser- six. months 
before she asserted -during a 
television interview that it was 
steaming towards Britain's Task
S rhen il was.-'sunk by 
f*MS Conqueror on Mav ?
in Ang^ Da,yeM l°,d 3 mectin8

I „Mrs Thatcher' disclosed j
snpri t0w Dr Pavid °wen, 
SDP leader, that ministers were 
not told until November 198? 
that the Belgrano had reversed
before ^shV**131 vvas sf* months

Mrs Thatcher^- had this 
dragged 'out' of fher after 23 
%0I}lhJ ^'hecssant questioning 
»n the House - of Commons 
during which1 the Tory tactic 

i was to ridicule me as a political I aerosol”, Mr Dalyell said

n a
the

*

oi ms V <x iyi** v-
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THE CONSERVATIVE,-/party 
conference in Brighton,; lips 
week presents a number./(pL 
paradoxes. The party is copi-. 
fortably placed in the opinion, 
polls, yet there is an under
lying nervousness that the; 
figures do not mean what they; 

and that any Tory leadsay
could be quickly eroded.

There is a good deal of talent 
not toorthe Cabinet, yet 

jrihch evidence that its members 
talk to one another. Ministers 
have been coming out with all 
sorts of promises of legislation, 
yet are ready to entertain the 
charge that Mrs Thatcher’s 
second administration has run 
out of steam.

The Opposition is divided, yet 
the Government can scarcely 
believe Us luck. Mr Francis 
Pym, the former Foreign Secre- 
tarv, who said at the last 
general election that the Tones 
did not need t0° lar&c a 
majority and who has been 
critical'of the Government on 
some issues, now agrees with 
the proposition that, it is pei* 
feclly possible that they will be 
returned next time with around 
n'00 MPs. out of a House of 

total of 650 members, 
in shorti" seems 

between

- «« <=,y: Mr wal er>
MembersCommons 

The party
uneasily poised .
1 riumoh and disaster, and is . r ^nWc through the thousand pickets weie to scuncertain which way it will go. remarked, he would never have creation of jobs XhiMfrU int0 a pitched battle with an

Two factors overshadow the dared to make such an empty enhancement , out-numbered police, fdree, the
conference' the miners’ strike speech to the International has not vet }e. p • „ consequences could be untel- 
anci unemployment. The Monetary Fund from which he Even ‘ttratth creation -- <&&& '# is sometimes a ques- 
Government’s approach to the has just returned. the great i>P.hrase of the week t4e. Hom.e spffiec simply
miners is conciliatory. It wants N t t0 laj-e the conference —has not sh&vn that it P icejepi9g.yr.4i5 fingers, crossed
a settlement. Mrs Thatcher m scrioLlslv is also a basic mis- duces jobs on \eh s^&i(!all woi^t.i&pppiungs.
her speech today is unlikely to reaciing of the modern Totv dmredand w general j -lo^RhduGoventmefft is^-trying to
bb provocative and threatening The composition of the timetable oi a four voarsi strengthen the law in all sorts
anything like the denationalisa- £on/erence has changed over election in less than four of wa8ys> and notmst on .Indus-
tien of the pits. the years. There are trade So the talk is llir"e j-jj trial relations?'Blit The real
•But the Government also unionisls herc, who are not the preservation of the socia debaet is more subtle,than that, 
knows that it may have to sit Unole Toms and who have fabric and the ru e ° a ; Ministers havevheard : the left-

the strike, for a long while experience 0f the coal face. Social fabric is ^ot w»at it •» ^ jibes abblll Tory laws and 
There can be no question phrase “one nation” is witness the attack:5 . ' T orv judges, Vet they also know

totally giving in or totally Orally 4t because of its Government by the ^^0Q\ ^ prfSE* right ,
iwiig up. Otherwise, there -cenciation with the Tory wets, Durham and the Aicnbnh an-'s-tessTW* sra%wJ%
„a s|%*&ssassss& ifssriiXtS -
remain.- What is to fb. Tories • ; becoming the £eing criticised by the Church, ofitwich
about the still ming n-timbe > ^ational party” which can of England, as another exajnpfe; ... aftfcual
of people-out of work. Late. rise above sectarian debates. o£ the antics of-.an <>utdateA. ofhbitib§u‘eijn9e'mtive
unemployment, figures hove h awesome sense of respon- °slabiishment. She did actually, t^p.^sg^ehi'yes-
the Government hard. Qtite the yg* seems l0 g0 with it. ®fvaD..at the start of. Jier■,
biggesfi-&8jiSS%rtt£k -TVtftit if the Tories get the pl:emiPrship that she wanted to, MiSfe^er^;T(ini:-was
has °^: smaller things right yet urn P£%ng?m ,
rhanceljWjj^cw^tfisej:;-.employment goes or‘ Thc rule of law is another Wfroni

»“ «* gsaSB >« g ® p'“,B ’P^ent Tory theory of fte hnes

out

of
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which an individual without to the offensive on the issue of 
authority is often able to govern the abolition of the Greater 
those who are his equals or his London Council and the metro- 
superiors by the knowledge of politan counties and achieved 
their temper and a judicious the rare feat for a junior 
management of it . . . The minister of winning a' standing 
temper of the people amongst ovation at 5.30 on Wednesday 
whom he presides; ought there- afternoon 
fore to be the first study of those regards him as* one of her star

Mrs Thatcher• !
appointments and ;on local 

Those words about judging government at: least,.it looks as 
“the temper of the people " go c?rner has been turned,
to the heart of the Govern- TT ^’^wise on the National 
ment’s problems. Has it got health1 Service. Mr Norman
that judgment right? Is it fowler, the Secretary of State
possible to govern by. a mixture fo.r Social Services, seems to be 
of reform and consent during a *1? ^rgll|!nePt t^iat „
period of intense technological NHS is safe in his hands. He
and social change? made the samAs5eiCh as- lasyear, with updated figures and 

All one can give-so far is a th econference lapped it up. It 
preliminary answer, together does seem that here there have 
with the negative point that been reforms rather than cuts, 
there is no particular evidence Extensive amendments to the 
from the opinion polls to sug- social esrvices will be promised 
gest that the bulk of the elec- the Queen’s Speech next year, 
torate thinks that any other .__ ..
P Mns Thatched second ad-
ministration seems to have re- Jnvitetd 'to fa meP,ing’ot the 
covered from the banana skins Nalional Anglo-West Indian 
of its first year. It has^used Conservative Society, not know- 
the summer well. The minis- ing what it waSt 6ut turning up
tenal reshuffle looks good. In ancj going down very well, 
contrast to Labour in Blackpool Thc preSs on the whole has 
last week, the Brighton confer- decided not to admire the con- 
cnce has been cleverly man- ference performances of Mr 
aged, yet without giving the Michael Heseltine, the Defence 
suspicion of being all public 
relations.

Neither the Labour Party nor; 
the SPD-Liberal Alliance would 
have thought of the idea pf 
holding a major debate on drug 
abuse. Yet it is a subject which 
potentially affects all people; 
as an issue, it is neither left 
nor right, nor class-based. The dnstry Secretary, had a vision

of th° miners* strike being the 
They have also learned a lot last kmk ot a dying horse— 

from their opponents after the rather like the feud.^l barons of 
debacle earlier this year over the nasi-rand of Britain 
the reform of local government. pe.ac!*p,’,nv and prosperously into 
Mr Patrick Jenkin, the Environ- th^ t990s. 
ment SJjfh^ary, who not long The Tory part yis not with- 
ago seemed a political disaster, out its, characters or contenders 

back strongly this week f0r thc succession. Yet it co™*s 
to announce a fundamental re- back to two points: first, Mrs 
view of the complete system of Thatcher still has a long wav- 
local government finance. to go before the war for the

At the same time, he got the leadership breaks out; second. 
Government off the hook on per- even she is going to have to do 
petually promising thc abolition something about unemploy- 
of the domestic rating system ment.
without knowing what to put in In her speech today she 
its place. Present local govern- could probably get away with 
ment reform is now seen only reciting the Ten Cqmmand- 
as an interim measure. The ments and the Sermon on the 
results of the review will be an Mount and adding a few jokes, 
integral part of the Tory mani- But the message from Brighton 
fosto at the next general elec- is that a lot of people know 
tion. that the promised land, though

Mr Kenneth Baker, who is Mr obtainable, could still prove to 
Jenkin’s new deputy, went on be elusive.

statesmen.”

fT

Secretary, 
however, thinks otherwise and 
he continues to go down like a 
bomb—this time for giving a 
forthright defence of the deci
sion to sink the Argentine 
cruiser Belerano during the 
Fpiklands war.

Mr Norman Tebbit, the Tn-

The Conference.

Tories took it on.

came

J
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Ministers 

4 damaging

By Richard Norlon-Taylor
Ministers are promoting a 

campaign of whispers to under
mine the reputation of Mr 
Clive Ponting, the senior Min
istry of Defence official ac
cused of sending documents to 
an MP about the sinking of 
the Belgrano, Mr Des Wilson, 
chairman of the Freedom of 
Information Campaign, 
yesterday.

“ Ministers wish to load the 
dice in their favour by reduc
ing a trial that should raise 
major issues of public concern 
to what they would like to 
appear to be just another 
shabby and sordid little leak 
case.”

Ministers were saying that 
Mr Ponting repeatedly- denied 
the leak and that he allowed 
colleagues to come under sus-1 
picion. said Mr Wilson. “ This 
was suggested by the Crown 
during the committal proceed
ings and will, I know, be 
denied. :

However; the ' justice or 
otherwise of the allegation 
be assessed by the jury. What 
is more difficult for Mr 
Ponting and others concerned 
about such prosecutions is to 
combat the clever campaign of 
denigration being undertaken 
out of the courtroom.”

Mr Brian Raymond. : Mr 
Ponting’s solicitor, said" yester
day that the trial, at which’he 
will plead not guilty, seems 
likely to lake place early next- 
year.

Mr Tam Dalyell, Labour MP 
for Linlithgow, to whom Mr 
Ponting is alleged to have sent 
two documents about the sink
ing of the Belgrano, said yes
terday that ministers and 
senior civil servants were en
gaged in “ systematic deceit.”

said

can
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Sanctions 

‘to end’
Buenos Aires, (AFP)-Presi- 

dent Raul Alfonsin of Argentina 
will this month announce the 
end of the remaining economic 
sanctions on British interests in 
his country imposed during the 
Falklands war, the Argentine 
economic daily Ambito Finan- 
ciero reported yesterday.

r\
• i
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Films from Argentin 

-a story of haste
THE ORGANISERS of the 23th 
London Film Festival may have 
been over-hasty in announcing 
four Argentine productions — two 
of them set during the Falklands 
conflict — for its programme 
which opens on Nov. 15.

Since 1982 the Department of 
Trade has enforced an almost total 
ban on goods imported from Argen
tina. The exceptions are newspapers, 
news film and, a recent,concession,
“ hooks not for resale.”

The Festival line-up of more than 
140 films from 40 countries includes 
two of solely Argentine origin: “Los 
Chicos de la Guerra (Children of the 
War) ”, made after the fall of the. 
Junta, and “ Runny Dirty Little War ” 
set in the list years of the Peron 
regime. The'.other two, “ Argie,” set 
in London during the conflict, -and 
“ Camija.’V-are co-productions with 
France ai)Q Spaih respectively.

.gefore fifesLcnj}ay’s official 
announcement, **me DjfX h«id begun 
inquiries into vdipFc jwic prints of all 
four films were.madVand from where 
they arc to be imported. Meanwhile 

.an uncharacteristically reticent 
Anthony Smith, diretor of the. British 
Film Institute, could only tell me: 
“ It’s a situation which we are watch
ing with some care.”

C' ,

Even

/
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7 Argentina in fresh Falklands initiative
BY JIMMY BURNS IN BUENOS AIRES - in Rome before October 20^ to

ARGENTINA has embarked on —— _ cTFEL the Panamanian President. initial the

F-im SsSErSBuenos Anes yesteidaj . Government in Panama the Foreign Minister and Is , \vnn uv nie Government bystfBjr-srau sMSWi-.*•
for an early resumption of talks fr0™. S who has been ment is seeking for a ^final agreement with
on the issue or sovereign* "^eral Inter re-establishment of normal Jrthth^finaUg»ent^
under the auspices of the Li meeting in the relations between Britain and f' .... nie uN Aigentine
Secretary ?e“e™1vilh® Nicaraguan capital Managua, Argentina, and why the pre- ‘hlope lhal lhc stage will
is roughly in line with what was (o travc, 0n t0 Panama for vious talks between the two o ^ for a ncw round of talks 
presented in the Geneial Assem J inauguration today of Sr countries broke down m ^ Britain early in 1985.
'^However?'diplomatic sources ^s^rd^Hc,t1_!L__B!rnc;:---------------------------------

has6 been^substanUafly £&2 ambaSsad.r to Argentina, has Novembersn™ inter- in reccj,. weeks Alger;Une offl-
SO as to placate Britain’s Euro- recommended that France vote national ^ re-establish an “open
pean partners, France. Greece, in favour of the revised motion side red p . flexible” dialogue with Bri-
West Germany and Italy. which is regarded as much more policy. „ that Argen- ?ain.

This would substantially en- digestable than last year s Hna’s recent agreement with the The Alfonsin Administration
hance the vote in favour of the A final push to win over the pn?^?*^ia^netery Fund still believes that the most “im-
Argentine motion at the UN French vote to insure* d and the settlement in principle aginative” way out of the dead-
which in previous years has effect on the others—s expected and tn Channel Dispute lock is for both sides to fudge
centred on Latin America and to be made by President Raul o ChU* hM restored the the issue of sovereignty in an 
the non-aligned movement. Alfonsin during his country’s image as a responsible initial round of talks.

Foreign Ministry officials Paris on October 23. democracy committed to non- Argenlina still is insistent on
denied speculation that the The UN has histoncallj been vetjjgerence linking the resumption of tiade

had removed all dismissed by Britain as an ade- cr Dante Caputo Argentina’s and diplomatic relations to a
“colonialism” or quate forum for discussing the « Minister’ and his discussion of sovereignty but is

Fahdands issue. However Arg- Foreign Sr Jaime prepared to be flexible on speci-
in eai-ly del Valle, are expected to arrive fic timeframes.

new draft 
reference to 
“ sovereignty.”

Nevertheless, 
that M Antoine Blanca, France s coming

it is believed entine officials see 
debate—due

i
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MORE THAN AN OFFSHORE ISLAND
One of the many questions 
raised by the draft agreement on 
the future of Hongkong is its 
likely effect on relations between 
China and Taiwan. Mr Deng 
Xiaoping and other Chinese 
leaders would like it to be seen as 
a blueprint for an agreement 
between Peking and Teipci. This 
much was evident from their 
National Day speeches in Peking 
last week, which appealed to 
Taiwan to come to terms and 
described the Hongkong settle
ment as a suitable way to solve 
problems “left over by history”. 
Mr Deng and his supporters 
have repeatedly called upon 
Taiwan to become a Special 
Administrative Region of the 
Chinese People’s Republic, just 
as Hongkong is to become in 
1997. And they have tried to 
make this offer more attractive 
by being even more generous 
towards Taiwan than they have 
been towards Hongkong, saying, 
for instance, that Taiwan 
keep its own armed forces if and 
when it rejoins the motherland. 
But these gestures of friendship 
have cut no ice in Teipei. The 
authorities there remain ada
mantly opposed to any direct 
dealings with Peking; and this 
week in his only National Day 
speech President Chiang Ching- 
Kuo - son and heir to the late 
Chiang Kai-Shek - denounced 
the Hongkong agreement

fraud and the Chinese Commu
nists as liars and traitors.

Chinese Communists and 
Nationalists thus remain as 
bitterly divided as they were 
when civil war between them 
first broke out more than half a 
century ago. It is easy to forget 
that but for events elsewhere this 
civil war would have come to an 
end many years ago. Only 
President Truman’s decision to 
protect the Chinese Nationalists 
on Taiwan at the outbreak of war 
in Korea in 1950 prevented them 
front being overrun by the 
Chinese People’s Liberation 
Army. Had he not taken this 
decision Taiwan would have 
been absorbed into China, just as 
it had been absorbed into China 
by the newly-established Man- 
chu dynasty in the 1 7th century.

As it is, Taiwan has developed 
into a prosperous modern state 
with American help and protec
tion. while China has had to 
weather the storms of Maoist 
radicalism. As a result the two 
sides are now further apart 
culturally and economically than 
they have ever been. Nonethe
less the sense that China is one 
nation, and that its division into 
two entities should one dav be 
brought to an end, 
strongly imbued in Chinese on 
both sides of the Taiwan Strait - 
though not, it must be added, in

those native Taiwanese for 
whom Chinese Nationalism is as 
alien a creed as Chinese Com
munism.

Still, it will be many years 
before Taiwan modifies its 
present hostility to the Commu
nists in Peking. The agreement 
on Hongkong, it is true, may 
help sway opinion in Taiwan; 
but only after it has worked and 
been seen to work - in other 
words, well into the 21st Cen
tury. In any case, it will take far 
more than the Hongkong agree
ment to convince Teipei that the 
Chinese Communist Party will 
not break its promises to Taiwan 
just as. say. it broke its promises 
to Tibet in the 1950s. For 
degree of trust to be re-estab
lished the new generation of 
Chinese leaders now emerging in 
Peking will have to assure their 
counterparts in Teipei that 
China is set firm on a course of 
political moderation, and that 
Peking no longer regards 
national reconciliation as a 
pretext for Communist domi
nation. These would be hard 
assurances for a Communist 
parly to give at the best of times. 
After what has happened in 
China during the past two 
decades, no leader in Peking will 
be able to give them credibly or 
convincingly for decades to 
come.
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Treasury will dominate 

spending ‘Star Chamber’
BY PETER RIDDELL, POLITICAL EDITOR, IN BRIGHTON

coming to an end, he argued. 
1-Ie noted that the fall in coal 
output had been equivalent to 
nearly 1 per cent of gross 
domestic product, but said he 
expected a bounce back in 1985 
to the sort of growth, over 3 
per cent, seen last year.

It hoped that “ the major 
of tax reduction 

started
spring would be carried further 
in next year’s Budget. “ Tat 
reform is not a substitute for 
lax reduction. We need both.”

Mr Lawson’s speech received 
a restrained reception compared 
with the enthusiastic ovations 
given to other ministers. Mr 

aUMininsters in Brighton for the suspect that Mr BilTen may have EdwardI Heath.former Conser 
conference believe the Star become more sympathetic to vative Prime Master, wno s 

. Chamber committee faces the the problem, of certain spend- s,mnf. on platform fo^h.

of “ 'onaT spendfng" being Ch?m^°wiH“ h»e narrowed

a matter of just candle ends prices to be decided by he lolh®entlatesl bUlgG
but of real cuts in some pro- full Cabinet, ahead o. the ^ever only a limited job 
grammes^ to get back to the ereS package looks like
Treasuiy s target. . w_nn sajri “The being announced later this
chaired 'by’Tord Whitelaw! main cause of high unemploy- autumn,' minimal cost in
Leader of the Lords. Its other menl in Britain today^ is the ’’“C onference was otherwise 
members will be Mr George determination of monopolist c me conie e e 
Younger, Scottish Secretary, trade unions to insist on levels «01"^“Ica ts
Mr Peter Rees. Chief Secretary ofQ P^, thatthe"“There was no generally subdued debates con- 
to the Treasury, and Mr Rees s work altogether there was no * . impression of
two predecessors, Mr Leon es^aP'nS ‘hanceUoi- painted a broad unity in the party. 

S this ^estlm Treasury
^aTePsainnlheadcoSn^h ^ Unemployment can tiona, theatricaiity, even by hts

CURRENT OR former Treasury 
ministers will dominate the so- 
called Star Chamber committee 
of the Cabinet which will start 
work next week on resolving 
differences in Whitehall over 
future levels of public spending.

This became known at 
Brighton yesterday on the day 
that Mr Nigel Lawson, Chan
cellor of the Exchequer, used 
his speech to the Conservative’s 
annual conference to highlight 
the Government's view of the 

. link between pay increases and 
jobs which will be the theme of 

campaign of 
speeches

Other announcements
® Ministerial committee to 
review entire system of local 
government finance and func
tions over next 18 months 
(Back Page)
© Trident cost now estimated 
at about £9bn.

Maximum
programme 
and reform ” thispenalty for 

trafficking drugs like heroin 
and cocaine to he raised from 
14 years to life imprisonment. 
© ‘300,000 more inpatients 
and over 850,000 more out
patients treated at hospitals 
in the past 12 months.

O

a concerted 
ministerial this

C?
and

r
Treasury Continued from Page 1

during the Falklands War, munity decision making, in par- 
claiming that when th'e decision ticular the appropriateness of 
was taken no one in London the Treaty of Rome, resulting 
had known that the was a Peru- from the enlargement of he 
vian peace initiative—contrary Community with the inclusion 
to claims made by the Govern- of Spain and Portugal.

'
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Steel to seek new 

Falklands talks
Mr Martinez 

who is President
President,
Raimonda,

Mr Alfonsin's closest adviser.
David Steel, is to make an ef- If the meeting does go 
fort to restart talks between ahead it will be the first time 
Argentina and Britain over the a British politician has met 
future of the Falkland Islands, senior Argentine ministers 

Mr Steel, who was an Mana- since the Falklands war in 
gua for a meeting of the Lib- 1982. _ .
eral International, announced Sources say that the Foreign 
that he would be going to Pan- Office has expressed concern 
ama for the inauguration of about the initiative. The Lib- 
the new president, Mr Nicolas eral Party believes that the 
Ardito Barletta. While there, sovereignty of the islands 
he said, his talks "could in- should be open to discussions, 
elude discussion with those a suggestion which has reso- 
who come from the Argentine lutely been turned down by 
on a bilateral basis.” . the Government.

British sources believe that Eailier this year, an attempt 
Mr Steel is set to meet the to start talks in Geneva col- 
Argentine Foreign Minister, lapsed almost as soon as they 
Mr°Dante Caputo, or the Vice- started.

From our Correspondent 
in Managua

The Liberal leader,

__
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Heseltine applauds 

Thatcher over 

: Belgrano sinking
By Ian Aitken, 
Political Editor

Her absence may have been 
deliberate, since it would have 

Mr Michael Heseltine, the been more embarrassing for 
Defence Secretary, told the Mr Heseltine to heap praise on j 
Conservative Party conference the Prime Minister in her j 
yesterday that the evidence in presence, 
favour of sinking the Belgrano Mr Heseltine rated the 
was overwhelming and that Belgrano affair as worthy of a 

' any other decision would have substantial chunk of his I 
, provided grounds for investiga- speech, though his main target 

tion into failure of duly by the was Mr Kinnock and the 
Government. * unilateralist posture of the La-

1 He received massive ap- bo^J'
1 plause from delegates when he . Tbe Defence Secretary in- 

said that the Prime Minister sJstecl it was false to claim 
deserved praise rather than that Die Belgrano had been

sent to the bottom in order to 
scupper the prospect of a 
peace settlement based on the 
Peruvian proposals.

He said unequivocally that 
no-one in London knew at the 1 
time when the Belgrano dcci- ! 
sion was reached that there 

„ mu . u ... were any proposals for peace
Mrs Thatcher was not sitting such as those advanced by the 

on the platform during the President of Peru. That was 
— annual ritual of Mr Heseltine’s why the commander of HMS 1 

speech, .which ended with the Conqueror had been right to 
i. equally ritualistic standing ova- ask for permission to sink the 

1 ll?n /or the man known to ship, and why it had been 
J fiends anci enemies alike as right for the war cabinet to 
cl Tarzan* give him the permission.

£7

Leader comment, page 14

; blame for carrying out her 
i central responsibility, which 
* was to protect the lives of ser

vicemen. It would have been 
unforgivable to do otherwise.

b
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Unforgivable’ not to have sunk
as a proportion' of a defence

the Belsrano ,..No responsible government 
r,„fAYV T rinru would abandon the insuranceBv WILLIAM WEEKES ami AIMHO!N\ LOOCH policy that js our last resort

' pviqtent The War guarantee against nuclear
'ACCUSATIONS that the agreement was, im- blackmail.”
' Prime Minister sank ^ae^iatc, and any other decision Labour pcrhaps hopcd that 
the Argentine cruisei Would have been unforgivable. thc Unjled States would still 
General Belgrano during Prime Minister had to protect this country with her
the Falklands war to ‘tecct the lives of British nuclear deference based on the
undermine a^the Peruvian |r~n, ^ «

“ absurd ” by on that issue. itself.
Defence “What curious morality is

Right decision this? American people in
Secretary. , .. “The Prime Minister took American cities expected to
Nobody m London knew a decision, she took it carry a responsibility for

the time there was Mich an =h? “ lime, anrf she <te; protection that we will not carry
initiative, he said in a stron» a^the "?dil for w),at she did ” ourselves.
attack on Mis Mr Heseltine declared in a “ our Socialist leaders would
C,,t.Tt nnlv one inquirv speech which won him a stand- laim loudly in nuclear-free

There ** °“1' °,dc conteni- ing ovation. London and nuclear-free Staef-
11 b*cl,Cle„ 'Vi lor native in quirv A motion urging the Gov- field that lhey had opted out in plate—the aUcrnamc in t t0 continue its real- th hope that the Americans

isdc defence policy and strong ™\ld Spt in.
iected Pthe advice she was support for Nato was endorse ^ „ No American government
ojvcn The inquiry that n said the cqnferenc could tolerate that situation,
would have followed if the equally, supportive of Goveni Britain could never stand
Belsrano had subsequently ment initiative to ?"coura^e aJJairrst a soviet threat because 
attacked our fleet and British detente between Last ai nQ g0vernnient would resist
lives had then been lost.” West. . _ the. "threat of nuclear .black-

The commander of the Mr Heseltine was scat!mail. That is where Labours 
r,T|ch Task Force believed the about Labours commitment to poljcies Woutd lead
Bel gran o was a threat and a" Vecklest gamble. ’ “ Wheu we realise that-the
asked permission to sink hu. callin^ - . freedom of our people and the

Mrs Thatcher was advised He conceded lhat the cos r dcfervce of our nation might
bv the Government’s most Trident, the depend on these policies, there
senior military advisers to sink replace Polaris as Britain y I -s r(JOm only for the bitterest 
hor^md that British lives were of rejection of tins reckless

“The evidence was over- about £9 bdbon-^ nearlv The Labour -leader ignored
whelming, the advice cate- and ^should be seen the Warsaw. . Pact’s huge
*oric the counter-argument 20 years, ana snoum arSenaL and the threat, which
° was real enough to every

Labour government, had 
apparently disaopered now they 
were in Opposition.

peace 
missed as

Heseltine,Mr
our

us.

Support for Nato
Mrs Angela Browning (Tiver

ton) successfully moved a 
lution urging the Government 
lo continue “ its realistic 
defence policy and strong sup- 

The resolution 
of the

reso-

€P
port of Nato. 
also urged equal support 
Government s initiatives 
encouraging detente between 
East and West.

There was applause when Mrs 
Browning said that while Brit
ain should strive for negotia
tions to reduce nuclear weapons, 
the onlv wav to ensure reduc
tions that did not undermine 
our security was to have simul- 

ba la need reductions by

m

taneons 
East and West.

The Very Rev. Gordon Reid* 
provost of Inverness Cathedral, 
supporting the motion, saiu. 1 
also want to say as a Christian 
priest that I deplore the 
repeated assertions by GNU 
supporters that they speak tor 
all real Christians.

“This is rubbish. I m . 
that the vast majority of Chris
tians in this country repudiate 
the aims of C N D. which would 
leave Britain helpless in the 
face of Communist aggression.

sure
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Ponting sent 

for trial on 

leak charges
Defence Ministry 
secretary Olive Ponting was 
yesterday-sent for trial at the 
Old Bailey on secrets charges. 
|ife; .'is charged with leaking 

government documents about 
the sinking of the Argentine 
cruiser General Belgrano, in 
the, Falklands fighting, 
Labour MP .Tam Dalyell.

The trial, under the Official 
Secrets Act, is unlikely to be 
heard for several months. Mr 
Pouting said he would plead 
not guilty.

assistant

f-

to

-T

L
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Ponting to stand 

trial on
secrets charges

f&r
Clive Ponting, the senior 

civil servant accused of leaking 
papers on the sinking of the 
General Belgrano during the 
Falklands conflict in 1982, told 
the police he sent the docu
ments to an MP because 
ministers wanted to protect 
themselves politically and 
would not answer legitimate 
questions, Bow Street magis
trates in London were told 
yesterday.

The statement was read out 
when Mr Ponting. aged 38, and 
an assistant secretary at the 
Ministry of Defence, was 
committed for trial at the 
Central Criminal Court ac
cused of a breach of Section 2 
of the Official Secrets Act. He 
is alleged to have sent two 
papers to Mr Tam Dalyell, 
Labour MP for Linlithgow, last 
July.

By Stewart Tendler, Crime Reporter
court was told that the memor-. 
andum, included an appendix 
with a draft memorandum for 
the House of Commons Foreign 
Affairs Committee on changes 
in the rules. The appendix, 
amended by Mr Michael 
Heseltine, Secretary of State 
for Defence, was given to the 
committee.

The second document sent to 
Mr Dalyell was a draft of 
answers to . questions Mr 
Dalyell had himself submitted. 
The replies were drafted by Mr 
Ponting as head of a division 
dealing with naval matters.

Mr Amlot said the draft 
dealt with the Belgrano's 
movements, the type of weapon 
used, messages between the 
submarine, Conqueror, and 
Britain. But Mr Ponting had 
not received permission to pass 
on information and was “in 
breach of the confidence in him 
as a Crown servant”.

Mr Dalyell had written to 
press for answers to questions 

Continued on back page, col 1

4?

t
Mr David Hopkin, the chief 

stipendiary magistrate, was 
told that after questioning by 
Ministry of Defence detectives 
Mr Ponting was cautioned and 
said of the leaks: “I did this 
because I believe that ministers
were not prepared to answer 
legitimate questions from an 
MP about a matter of consider
able public concern simply in 
order to protect their own 
political position.”

At the beginning of the 
committal proceedings, the 
court was told that revelation of 
the two documents had not 
damaged national security. 
Reporting restrictions were 
lifted.

Mr Roy Amlot, for the 
prosecution, said one was a 
memorandum from Mr Legg, 
representing a division in the 
Ministry of Defence on rules of 
engagememnt against Argen
tina in the South Atlantic.

The paper was addressed to 
Mr John Stanley, Minister for 
the Armed Forces, and was 
classified as confidential. The

Mr Ponting yesterday: 
“Legitimate questions”
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Continued from page 1
in May and Mr Ponting has Mr Hastie-Smith said: 
sent a memorandum to Mr “When I took the letter I did 
Ileseltine urging the questions not know whether it would be 
be answered. He told the accepted.'" He denied having 
Secretary of State that Mr told Mr Ponting that everyone 
Stanley, after consultations in the ministry thought the case 
with 10 Downing Street, sug- did not merit the Official 
gested that questions including Secrets.Ac^o*s,o'/.yr.v^v-i

Mr Gapiari called a'-second 
military prosecution witness

; Richard Mottram, private 
Mr Ponting, Mr Amlet said, retary to Mr Heseltine. Mr 

had told Mr Heseltine there Mottram told the court that 
was no reason for withholding questions about the Belgrano 
information adding that “there had been raised by Mr Denzil 
are already sound and tactical Davies, the Opposition spokes- 
reasons for answering Mr man on defence, in March and 
Dalyell rather than letting Mr Ponting was asked to draft 
information come out piece- 1 replies, 
meal”. Mr Mottram said it was

Answering Mr Dalyell would correct that Mr Ponting was 
“let us give a better picture” of . asked , to draft two different 
events such as the limitations 
of reaching Conqueror in the 
South Atlantic.

parliamentary questions should 
not be answered on Mr
grounds. sec-

replies on the sinking of the 
Belgrano for Mr Stanley. One 
said the.ship was detected and 

The documents became the sighted before May 2. the other 
centre of a search for a leak in did not give the date, 
the ministry after Mr Dalyelf ( Mr Mottram said a meeting 
had passed them to the Foreign ! had considered a reply- to 
Affairs Committee chairman, questions on whether the 
Sir Anthony Kershaw, who 1 Belgrano had been sighted 
returned them to Mr Heseltine; before the day it was sunk. He 

Mr Jonathan Caplan, for Mr said;.i“Tliere emerged at that 
Poriting, asked Mr Richard ; meeting a general view that 
Mastic-Smith, deputy,, under information should 
secretary, at the Ministry r of • reVealed.” , v
Defence responsible for civilian • iMr Ponting prepared draft 
staff, why he had taken a letter ! replies for questions ' from 
of immediate resignation from ’ Dalyell but Mr Heseltine did 
Mr Ponting on the day he made i not use the draft and gave no 
his statement to the police j information. Mr Ponting had 
when it was normal for a civil included details that the Bel- 
servant in such a position of grano had changed course and 
possible prosecution, to .be had spent 11 hours heading for 
suspended. | Argentina when it was sunk.

be

■
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Lord Lewin 

challenge j 
on Belgrano

By Richard Evans 
Lobby Reporter

Admiral of the Fleet Lord 
Lewin, Chief of Defence Staff 
during the Falklands crisis, last 
night questioned a statement by 
the Prime Minister about the 
sinking of the Belgrano.

He disputed her claim that 
she and Cabinet colleagues were 
not told that the Argentine 

- cruiser was attacked while 
sailing towards home until 
November, 1982, more than six 
months after it was sunk.

“I think it highly likely that 
ministers were aware, from a 
verbal report, of the course of 
the Belgrano when she 
attacked, but because it was not 
important it did not sink in”, he 
said in a radio interview.

But last night Downing Street 
sources were quick to point out 
that Mrs Thatcher’s assertion 
about the details only being 
made known in November 
based on documentary evi
dence. “There was nothing 
before that on record to indicate 
ministers knew, or in their 
collective memories that they 
can recall”.

was

y'\

was
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BELGRANO1 CRITICS SUNK
MBS THATCHER IS RIGHT TO STATE, as she does 
in her letter to Dr David, Ovyen on the sinking of the 
Belgrano, that •*‘the proceeds of disclosure will 
never satisfy those determined to misinterpret the 
(government's actions.” The malice behind such
itiisinterpretation is both too wild and too bitter for 
the facts to restrain it materially. Fair-minded critics 
Will concede, however, that the Prime Minister has 
finally put to flight the remaning doubts ‘about the 
legitimacy of what was a tragic necessity of war.

The principal charge was that Ministers had j 
deliberately sabotaged peace negotiations by sinking 
the Bclgrano unnecessarily after it had changed 
course for home port. This allegation had already 
been refuted on the sufficient grounds that Ministers 
were unaware of the Peruvian peace initiative until 
after the sinking and that the Belgrano’s threat to 
the task force was not removed by its (perhaps 
temporary) change of course. But the seal is set 
upon this refutation by the. revelation that Ministers 
did not learn of the ship’s change of course until six 
months later. And Mrs Thatcher rightly points out 
that! Ministers could hardly, control both broad 
military and diplomatic strategy if they were 
intimately involved in local military engagements 
more than 8,000 miles away.

What, then, remains of the celebrated 
cover-up ” ? This is now reduced to the trivial 

complaint that-Ministers did not correct earlier 
inadvertant errors concerning a detail which, to 
repeat, was of no military or diplomatic significance. 
No doubt the most pettifogging disclosures seem 
sensible in retrospect, as Mrs Thatcher concedes, 
because of the storm of controversy that has arisen . 
over the Belgrano. But who is principally responsible 
lor that? Those who were negligent in that they 
revealed only 99 per cent, cf the truth? Or those, 
like Mr Tam Dalyell, who on the basis of wild 
suspicions unsupported by evidence alleged that 
Mrs Thatcher and her colleagues had committed 
mass murder for the sake of a temporary political 
advantage?

&
* ■

7^
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The two charges are brought 
under Section •2 (1A) of the 
1911 Official-Secrets Act. and 

.allege he passed information to 
an unauthorised person in the He vvas alleged to have said 
Citv of Westminster on or in the statement: “I copied 
about July 16 this year. the documents on. a machine

Reporting restrictions were in raV department, and typed 
lifted at the beginning of the envelopes on a friend’s 
commital proceedings typewriter. I regret my action,
yesterday. and any embarrassment it may

Mr Amlot said the two doeu- . e caused to the 
ments were an internal memo department.” 
regarding the rules of engage* r>rvntina wq; committedmerit for the Royal Navy’s task Mr old BaTey
force during the war and a for trial at the■■Ola B y. 
draft of a letter drawn up by Mr Richard Hastie-Smith, an 
Mr Ponting for Defence Secre- MoD dtputy u "^-secretary 
larv Mr Michael Heseltine on and the official responsible for 
how he might handle questions civilian security, giving evi* 
on the sinking from Mr dence for the prosecution, said 
Dalvell. he spoke to Mi Ponting twice

The documents had been during the investigation into 
posted m Paddington to Mr the leak.
Dalvell at the House of Com- He said that on August 10 
moiis in an envelope with a Mr Ponting had written a let- 
ivpe-written address on July ter of resignation from the 
IK MoD. But Mr Mastie-Smith de-

Mr Ponting, wiio lives in Is- njed a suggestion from Mr 
lington, north London, was Jonathan Caplan, defending, 
then head of Defence that he had told Mr Ponting 

• Secretariate 5 which was re- his resignation would ensure 
sponsible for advising the no prosecution, 
naval chiefs of staff. Mr Caplan suggested that at

The first document, the a second meeting Mr Hastie- 
memo from an MoD official to Srajth had told Mr Ponting: 
Armed Forces Minister Mr “Ministers are pumping up and 
John Stanley about the rules down and demanding that the 
of engagement. had been papers be sent to the Director 
marked confidential. 0f Public Prosecutions.”

The second, the draft letter, Mr Hastie-Smith did not re- 
had no security classification, caJ1 saving this. 
said Mr Amlot.

In the draft letter, which in 
the end was never used by Mr 
Heseltine, Mr Ponting advised 
the Defence Secretary how he 
could handle expected ques
tions from Mr Dalyell.

Mr Ponting suggested details 
of the course of the Argentine 
cruiser away from the task 
force were not classified and 
were best revealed in response 
to the answers, rather than al
lowing them to emerge as time 
went by. , . ..

Mr. Ponting had said in the 
draft letter that this would 
prevent “ any misleading im
pressions from the information 
available in London that the 
rules of engagement had been 
changed.”

Footing for trial over allege^

‘breach of confidence V*

No security risk
in Belgrano leak, 

ays prosecution 1

to

s-iii-i ess
□reach of national security but had not been altered.

' did breach the confidence-ex- It also referred indirectly to 
oected of a government cm- the fact that, another navy sub- 

• piovee Crown counsel claimed marine, HMS Splendid, had 
' yesterday at Bow street magis- failed to make coaUct with 
[rates court. the Argentine aircraft earner,

At]• Ponting aged 38, an as- The May 25.
“sistant secretary at the De- Mr Dalyell has passed the 

fence Ministry, is accused of documents to the chairman of 
leaking two documents on the the Commons foreign affairs! 
sinking of the Argentine select committee, Sir Anthony 
cruiser General Belgrano to Kershaw, who had returned, 
the Labour MP Mr Tam them to the Ministry.
Dalyell. J 4. All identifying marks had.

The MP has been conducting b(?en removed but the Ministry 
a campaign against the Gov- Qf Defence police began an in- 

■ eminent over the sinking of the qujry< on August 10, after 
warship by the submarine questioning, Mr Ponting was 
HMS Conqueror during the cautj0ned.

- Falklands war in 1982. allegedly replied : ” Good—r Roy Amlot prosecuting Spent me ? ”
s . . that Mr Ponting had at x’ p0iiCe chief inspector told | 
first denied responsibility for examination of the docu-
the leak when questioned bv showed thev had been1
police but later made a state- menu showe^ ma£hine in his
ment admitting it. rfpnartmenl Further examina-

In the statement Mr Ponting ?Xarl5 punchn»s in the;Sit1 Ss? I behove’nunis ^owedj.. l-d^come J

p,^;c!|h1od"enquesUonns held only by himself end his |

[fft Zuc XllTloVo- SrSot said that Mr Pont- 
feet their own political ing at first denied leaking the 
nos it ions ’’ documents to Mr Daly ell. but
pos tJ after consulting his wile Sally,

he had made a written state
ment. admitting sending the 
documents.

Mr Richard Hastie-Smi 
— two conversations

I
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ftI lip .vsent tor 

trial at
Old
Bailey

By Richard Norlon-Taylor 
MR CLIVE Ponting, the 
senior Ministry of Defence 

! official accused of sending 
documents to an MP about 
Government plans to with- 

ivhold from Parliament in
formation about the sinking 
of the Belgrano. was commit- 

j led yesterday for trial at the 
j Old Bailey.

Ih- is charged under Sec- 
! tion 2 of the 1911 Official 

Secrets Act. He was commit- 
j led at Bow Street magis- 
j trales’ court, where Mr Roy 

Amlot, QC, for the prosecu- 
tion, said there was no sug
gestion that national security 
was damaged. Reporting re
strictions were lifted.

The court heard that on 
August 10, Mr Ponting told 
Ministry of Defence police : 
“ Good God. you don’t sus-

'

' No security risk,' page 3: 
letter confirms Pum's doubts, 

page 2

peel me.” Later that day, Mr 
Ponting made a statement 
which said : “ I am sorry I 
have breached that trust the 
department had in me and 
that I photocopied and sent 
two copies to Mr Tam 
I)a I veil, MP,” the court w as 

i told.
| “ I did this,” Mr Ponting

allegedly continued, “ be- 
! cause I believe ministers in 

this department are not pre
pared to answ'er legitimate 
questions from an MP about 
a matter of considerable pub
lic concern simply in order 
to protect their own political 
position.”

Mr Jonathan Caplan, who 
led for the defence and said I 
he would question later the 
admissibility of some of the 
prosecution’s evidence and 
the accuracy of the police i 
evidence, cross-examined Mr 
Richard Haslie-Smith, respon
sible foltesecurity at the min- 

; istry, . and Mr Fichard 
Moltram/ principal private 
secretary to the Defence Sec
retary:, Mr Michael Hcsellinc.

Mr ;.Caplan put to Mr 
Hastie-Smith that u'hen he 
saw Mr Ponting on August 
10, he began by “ telling 
(Ponting) everyone in the 
ministry was convinced his 
was not an Official Secrets 
case.” Mr Hastie-Smith re
plied: 41 No, that rings no 
bell.’-*

Clive Ponting and his wife Sally, leave Bow Street magistrates’ court after the
Picture by Garrv Weasercivil servant was committed for trial.

He agreed that Mr Ponting 
had handed him a letter of 
resignation though it was ’ 
usual practice when a pros
ecution was being considered 
for a civil servant to be 
suspended.

Th’e\ court also heard that 
Sir Ewen Broadbent, second 
permanent secretary at the 

Turn to back page, col. 6

I
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Ponting sent for trial at Old Bailey
Continued from page one
ministry, had a meeting with 
Mr Ilescitine on August 13. 
Mr Hastie-Smilh wrote to Mr 
Ponting on (lie following day 
saying that a prosecution 
and disciplinary charges 
were still under consider
ation. Mr Hastie-Smith said 
it was wrong to assume that 
he wrote the letter because 
of what Sir Ewen had told 
him.

locopied two documents to 
Mr DalycII,

Mr Ponling, the court 
heard, had from last March 
consistently advised ministers 
to give fuller information to 
the Commons about the sink
ing of the Bclgrano and 
about its course.

There were many meetings 
to discuss the matter and 
those who attended included 
Mr John Stanley, Minister of 
State for the Armed Forces, 
and Sir Clive Whitmore, per
manent under secretary at

the ministry. There were 
also discussions with 10 
Downing Street.

In April, Mr Ponling asked 
Mr Mottram why his pro
posed draft letter to Mr 
Dalyell was never sent. 
Asked if he recalled telling 
Mr Ponting that it was Mr 
Stanley who said the in
formation should not be re 
leased, Mr Mottram told the 
court: “ Mr Stanley’s views 
on that matter are on record 
whether 1 told him 
(Ponting) or not.”

Mr Ponting is accused of 
posting on July 16 two pho-
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Belgrano leak 

confessiont
WHAT HE 

TOLD THE
minister

. . sunk \)V the ConquerorThe General Bclgrano ■
h i

By ANDREW McEWEN

TOP Defence Ministry Civil Servant Clive 
Pontine has confessed that he handed two 
documents, one of them classified on the 
sinking of the Argentine cruiser the General 
Belgrano to a Labour MP, a court was told 
yesterday.

committed for trial at the Old
two charges under the Official Secrets Act 

remanded on unconidtional bail.Bailey on 
of 1911. He was

v Amlot. prosecuting, alleged that Ponting- 
division which monitored naval movements—Mr Roy 

head of a <_ 
used his position to pass the 
documents to Labour MP Tam 
Dalyell, who has been a persist
ent critic of Mrs Thatcher over 
the sinking of the cruiser dur
ing the Falklands War.

He told Bow Street magistrates 
that before leaking the docu
ments, Ponting had advised De
fence Secretary ‘Michael Heseltme 
to answer all the MP’s questions- 

the grounds the Government 
had nothing to hide.’

In his memo, he recommended 
Mr Heseltine to include details of 
cruiser’s movements

Clive Ponting
of Cloudesley Road, Islington, 
N, then copied two documents 
and sent them anonymously to 
Mr Dalyell.

When interviewed by Detective 
Chief Inspector Glanmor Hughes, 
of the Ministry of Defence Police, 
Ponting at first said ‘Good God, 

don’t suspect me’.
Ponting then asked to see his 

wife Sally, who is aiso a semoi 
Ministry officer, and is not involved 
in the allegations. Mr Amlot 
alleged that he then confessed to 
‘breaching the trust the depart
ment had in me’, adding : I did 
this because I believed that Mini
sters in this department were not 
prepared to answer legitimate 
questions from an MP about a 
matter of considerable public con
cern, simply in order to protect 
their own political position.’

you
on

Cause
The most sensitive Information 

to be included was that the cruiser 
changed course away from The 
Falklands and headed back 
towards Argentina, 11 hours 
before she was sunk and four 
hours before a Cabinet decision 
that the submarine HMS Con
queror should be ordered to attack.

But Mr Heseltine did not accept 
Ponting’s advice and sent a reply 
which g 

i informati<
Mr Amlot alleged that Ponting,

Mr Amlot said there was no 
suggestion that leaking the docu
ments breached national security.

After the case, 
solicitor, Mr Brian Raymond, 
said : ‘I can confirm that he will 
plead not guilty.*

Ponting’s
ave almost no new
on.

• MRS THATCHER refused yesterday to disclose the 
of the Conqueror when it sank the Belgrano. Labour MP George 
Foulkes had asked her to place the submarine’s logbook in the 
Commons library but was told the log was ‘classified .

J
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1990s, there will have to be moves toward: 
fruitful negotiations between Britain, the 
Falkland Islands and Argentina so tha: 
permanent solutions to the problems of the 
region can be found. It was this last suggestion 
that was to lead to me being described as ar. 
“insolent gringo” by one Congressman whc 
had left the meeting early, having remained 
silent during it.

After a few days of intensive talks with a 
lenghening procession of politicians from ali 
parties, their advisers, businessmen, trade 
unionists and those linked with the defence 
establishment, we sensed deadlock at an 
official level, although we were encouraged to 
be told that the channels of communication 
via the Swiss and Brazilian Embassies 
open and in use.

Inevitably we wanted to talk about the 
immediate steps forward; for our hosts the 
distant scene was the most popular subject, so 
we covered both.

On our return to London we suggested to 
Lady Young, the Foreign Office Minister 
responsible, that Britain should lift the 
requirement for Argentinians seeking to visit 
the United Kingdom to obtain visas. At 
present Britain operates a far more liberal 
policy than Argentina and lifting the restric
tion would cost us nothing (presumably there 
would be a saving) and it would be seen as a 
sign of goodwill.

Once again we raised the humanitarian 
subject of a visit to the war graves in the 
Falkland Islands by the Argentine bereaved 
under proper Red Cross control (so it could 
not be used as a propaganda stunt). The 
British relatives of the fallen have already 
visited the Islands. Unfortunately there is 
evidence that the Argentine Government is

The search for peace in the 

South Atlantic
Cyril Townsend, the first Conservative MP to visit 
Argentina since the Falklands crisis, argues that we should 

towards normalising relations as soon as possiblemove

wereSenate Commission for Inter-Parliamentaryver two years ago the guns stopped firing 
Cy in the South Atlantic. Since then, Relations, 
depressingly little progress has been made in The aims of the Council are to secure long- 
patching up our quarrel with Argentina. Itisa term, peaceful solutions 1° ‘he problems o 
most ingenious paradox tha. the invasion of the South Atlantic, to establish good relations 
the Falkland Islands, which was designed to between the British Government and the new
buttress the unpopular and unsuccessfully democratic government in Argentina, and to
military regime in Buenos Aires, led to its safeguard the security and British way of life 
earlv and welcome downfall. Today, of the Islanders. I am currently Chairman of 
Argentina is blessed with one of the most the South Atlantic Council which embraces
liberal Governments in Latin America and a politicians (the majority of whomi are 
President who had the remarkable courage to Conservative), businessmen academics 
speak out against the invasion, as thousands former diplomats “d semor churchmen. On 
marched through the capital in support of it. two occasions we had talks in h 
/—allowing our visit to the Falkland Islands States, at the University of Maryland with 
i. -.983, the Select Committee on Foreign members of the Argentine Council for 
Affairs (which had a Conservative majority national Relations. On the mos 
under the chairmanship of Sir Anthony occasion, in Apnl 1984, we had welcomed two

in these Argentine Congressmen to our deliberations, 
discussions in Buenos Aires had been

recent

Kershaw) reported to the House
so our

“Your Committee do not believe that well prepared in advance.Esesssssis ^stsw/Jss^
sSSSre 

rlv’SsiSss » szsnsrfjxsz ‘SBKSSKSSBtThe passage of time has made^he s - £g imerest and is Government the interests of all concerned At present the
comings of Fortress haiKianas mo ,, . • (h jnteresrs of the waters around the Falkland Islands are being
apparent to the House of Isianders as it would reduce tension hopelessly over-fished by factory ships from
it risk the danger of delivering ^d[hus ^ the development programme such countries as Poland and East Germany.
^Smrting from a position of great moral and which has £n making little h^y.i,
military strength, we now find ourselves very would also be the r^e of the of stuS and the promotion of a whole
™hehp0nmee Mger's former aS on armed fo'rces, and to continue to scale down range of cultural activities are other obvious 
jreign affairs) was recently reported as ^“^fJlabTe forhealth! welfmTld ^Afo^Tefpresident of Argentina, whom we

^ “Hhink the international community will education, and to 1 PjW hls country S There*should
be waiting to see how much willingnesswe are sta88*"n8 “‘ ® ^ been reached weshall be two simultaneous unilateral declarations
showing to improve the situation. I do not When °organised behind the scenes by the Swiss
think that means people are necessarily th Faikland Is,ands and Argentina Ambassador but with no stnngs attached,
expecting us to make concessions which we between theFdktad^s and Arg^ wQuld fmally declare ^ hostilities
would regard as being against our principles as L ■ s!udies The Select terminated and Britain would at the same
and interests. I think that what the inter- admirab e economic studies The Select ^ ^ ,5(>ml!e protection zone
national community, which is sympathetic to Comrni ( situation poses other around the Islands. In themselves these
us, would Uke to see, wou“ £ Jems fPor the population of the Falkland actions are not difficult for the respective
towards normalisation of our with p^ ,hemse|ve^they ^ cut off from air governments, for hostilities on land have been
Argentina. forefront of mv links with the South American mainland, officially terminated and hostilities have not

H‘s T Tarrived in BuenosZZ » deprived of the local educational, health and taken place in the air or on the sea for over two

=~~H SHSS

words:
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trusteeship, shared sovereignty (a non-staner 
for me) and in particular leaseback and the 
autonomous zone concept.

To that diminishing but vocal minority in 
our parly, who ask why, having won the war, 
we shQuld ever discuss sovereignty with the 
losers, 1 would draw to their attention the 
editorial in the Financial Times on 2nd July 
following our return:

.. the present policy is enormously costly 
to the British taxpayer and its longer term 
aims require increasing justification — 
especially the drain on the defence budget and 
its consequent diversion of Britain’s military 
capacity from Nato. The moment is 
approaching when one should distinguish 
between the raw aftermath of battle and the 
longer-term fact that the Islands’ future is 
inextricably linked to Argentine goodwill and 
to normal relations between the two 
countries. Sovereignty was discussed for more 
than a decade before the fighting even when a 
military junta ran Argentina. To rule out 
discussion of sovereignty at a future date 
defies the logic of geography and ignores the 
economic cost of ‘Fortress Falklands’, and 
the political consequences of deadlock with 
Argentina.

After some eight years of military rule I 
found Argentine politics were bubbling with 
both excitement and frustration, excitement 
that an incompetent and monstrously cruel 
tyranny had been toppled, frustration that a 
country so blessed with resources and a well- 
educated population should be sinking 
inexorably into international debt. Argentina 
remains strangely isolated for nobody passes 
through, and it costs a small fortune to go

there on purpose from, say. New York or 
Paris. Intellectual life stagnates and myths 
abound. We had to tel! them, over and over 
again, that we are not importing nuclear 
weapons into the region and that the 
Falklands are not, and cannot be, a Nato 
base.

Our visit to .Argentina in June was the first 
real gesture of reconciliation since the 
conflict. What was achieved? Dr Caputo 
praised our visit during a TV interview, and 
the senior British diplomat left behind in the 
Swiss Embassy made it known that he had 
found our visit constructive. We were able to 
restore relations with the Argentine Congress 
and explain to them how the dispute was 
perceived at Westminster. We were able to 
make contact w ith a surprising!) large number 
of opinion-formers in Buenos Ares, the vast 
majority of whom welcomed our initiative 
and appreciated the need to improve relations 
with Britain. Even the small number of 
nationalist extremists, who demonstrated 
outside the hotel and pelted me with eggs at 
our third and final press conference, had their 
use, for their actions united local pressmen 
and politicians against them.

Since our visit Britain and Argentina have 
at last negotiated face to face in Berne. The 
breakdown in the talks is serious and there is 
no prospect of a resumption before the issue is 
debated at the United Nations. The need is for 
more contacts, better communications and 
bold confidence-building measures. As the 
‘Falklands factor’ in British politics turns to a 
minus for the Government the search must be 
intensified for a just, honourable and lasting 
peace in the South Atlantic.

except of a dissuasive or defensive character. ’ ’
If the political reality in London is that no 

British Government is going to make a major 
move over the sovereignty of the Islands in the 
next four years, the political reality in Buenos 
Ares is that any Argentine Government that 
has talks with Britain in the next few years and 
does not discuss sovereignty is likely to fall, so 
strong is the popular feeling on the issue. As 
Lord Kennet wrote on his return in the 
Yorkshire Post:

“There is a collective delusion that the 
occupation of the Fajklands for some ten 
years before 1833 by the Republic of the Rjver 
Plate, out of which Argentina was later to 
grow, establishes that they are ‘really’ 
Argentine territory'. A century and a half of 
peaceful and democratic British rule is 
brushed aside.”

The Select Committee on Foreign Affairs 
in the last Parliament did an admirable and 
largely unnoticed job of work, listing the large 
number of suggestions as to how- in the long 
run the dispute with Argentina might be 
resolved and the future of the Islands 
secured. These ranged from the idea that the 
Islands might become independent (nonsense 
in my view) to the proposal that they be fully 
integrated in the United Kingdom via a 
number of international options. To me the 

-^arch for the ultimate solution is premature, 
d one’s time is better spent on the 

immediate steps forward. That being said the 
possible solutions appear to fascinate many 
and it is helpful for people in this country' and 
in Argentina to appreciate there are alterna
tives to the present expensive and disastrous 
deadlock. During our talks in Buenos Ares 
most attention centred on United Nations

1
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More haste • * •
From Mr Tam Dalyell, MP for 
Linlithgow (Labour)
Sir, Where did Admiral of the Fleet 
Lord Lcwin (feature, October 2) get 
his information that the 44-ycar-old 
Belgrano was capable of making 30 
knots?
Yours etc,
TAM DALYELL 
House of Commons.
October 4.
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Thatcher admits more could 

have been said on Belgrano
O By Richard Evans, Lobby Reporter

Mrs Margaret Thatcher in the White Paper of December cover-up” at the MoD. Dr 
admitted last night that it might 1982 on the Falklands, or later Owen said: “All this could 
have been better if the govern- in the Commons. easily by put right if only the
ment had been more forth- “With the benefit of the Prime Minister would admit to
coming about the circumstances hindsight which is so evident in error.” 
surrounding the sinking of the this argument, it may be that it Mr Dalyell. the persistent 
General Bclgrano when the full would have helped to have said cnlic 0f thc Bcigrano sinking, 
facts became known to minis- something more at that time. saic]; ‘-The truth has had to be 
lers two years ago. consistent with thc need to dragged out of her.”

In a letter to Dr David Owen, avoid giving information of 
the SDP leader, the Prime operational significance,” Mrs 9 Mrs Thatcher last night 
Minister said she and cabinet Thatcher said. denied that defence ministers
colleagues were not told by Last month she confirmed in ^ad involved in the
defence chiefs for six months a letter to a Labour MP that the decision to prosecute Mr Clive
about the change in course of Ministry of Defence knew that p0nting, the senior MoD civil 
the Argentine cruiser on the day the Belgrano had reversed servant charged with the unau- 
it was sunk by HMS Conqueror course away from the Task thorize'd disclosure of docu- 
during thc Falklands conflict. Force on May 2. 1982. ments on the Belgrano sinking.

Ministers were only told in Last night Dr Owen and Mr with commit proceedings 
November 1982 “when all the Tam Dalycll. Labour MK tor against Mr Ponting due to start 
details were eventually con- Linlithgow demanded to know tociay, Mrs Thatcher, m a letter 
sidered to deal with parliamen- why the Prime Minister and lo Mr Nei! Kinnock, the Labour 
tan' questions”. minsterial colleagues had delib- parly leader, criticized “the

But despite learning about crately misled the House ot qUjte unjustifiable attacks in the 
the new information, which Commons and why ivirs media and elsewhere on the role 
contradicted ministerial state- Thatcher had misled the public of lhe Ministry of Defence 
ments in the House of Com- on television during the general ministers in this case” 
mons, no attempt was made by election. ,
ministers to corrrect the record Referring to P

O
Thatcher letters, page 2
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THATCHER’S LETTER TO OWEN 

ON SINKING OF 

THE BELGRANO

and position of the Belgrano, 
that there had not been * con
stant ” changes of course and 
that three torpedoes had been 
fired.

As I have explained many 
tiimcs, the. precise position and 

of the Belgrano werecourse
irrelevant; we do not have a 

and I repeated in December continuous record of the course 
that “the General which the Belgrano followed 

Belgrano and a group of British but certainly she made many 
rpi-IANK YOU for your wa£hips could have been with- changes of course during May 

further letter of Sept. in striking distance of each 2 which is allhwe J^tiof 
about the sinking of the other in a matter of some five claimed: and the question ot 

; 7? a?° , nl J & to six hours converging from a the number of torpedoes seems
General Belgrano. distance of some 200 nautical to have little bearing on he
The approach that underlies jjes.. rightness or otherwise of the

• your letter seems to take no rnnaueror’s report of the decisions taken, 
account or the circumstances , reversal of course The attack on the Belgrano
and pressures under which Mm- ^i0rd position at 3 p.m. occupied one paragraph in a
isters and their senior advisers 2 does not invalidate “White Paper on “ The Falk;
have to work when involved in - the Belgrano could lands Campaign: The Lessons
an extremely hazardous military •„ rLian^ed course again and and at the time of its publica- 
campaign conducted at a very Jf^^^^ements of the task lion Ministers and Parliament 
great distance from the United close a on eicu.c were morc concerned, and
Kingdom. 01 » rightly so. with the continuing

The overriding responsibility Ministers were aware defence of the Falkland Is-of Ministers during the Falk- distance between the two groups "ean° the lessons to be 
lands conflict was to address the ot ships to tne aeg learnt from the campaign.

sex s& JS5RE.5S srsae sttaat -krft
wishes of Parliament in relation the circumstances. .... tllfs aroumenl it may be that
to the recovery of the Falkland j do not see how ' J i would have helped to have

. Islands with the minimum risk operations could be conducted 1■ o th} * at that 
to those serving in the Task successfully on any other basis, said . need
Force If Ministers had sought to ai'void giving information of

Ministers could not discharge monitor every development in Operatj0Jiai significance, 
this responsibility on the basis the tactical disposition of forces P however, that
of minute by minute, involve- on bolh si(les and tried to con- I have to ^^ ecenr months 
rnent in events happening 8.000 lrol every engagement in detail J e en s ' proceeds of 
miles away. from London the results would suggest that }ne ^

N»r- « <7™'* 1 bdieve' have b“UK f rt thole determined to misinler-
early May with the I ask l orce jt was against this background t tbe Government’s actions at
under great threat could Mims- h j have already explained he time, but it might lead into
tors devote their time solely to Jhat Ministers were not m- lime’ 
establishing in detail the ar- formed at the time of the pre- a^as damage 
cumstances surrounding mdi- dse course of the Belgrano K
already K'pUce-Them prim when she was sunk. ThiAas been and will re-
cipal concern had to be to look Indeed main a crucial consideration for
ahPead and .o seek to anticipate « tb's Government^

eV]ohn Nott’s statement on Mav when all the details were even-
UaSd mv own comments at the tually considered to deal with nrnM SENT 
time must be seen in this con- Parliamentary Questions. l\L,TL,l X
text As well as making much ot

You seem to imply that be- the Belgrano's position, TO LABOUR
tween the evening of May 2 also refer at length to the ques XIX XJ1X U
anH Wav 4 the Defence Secre- tion ot whether the accompany
tarv’s sole concern would have ing destroyers were attacked m rri J}fT{
been to establish the precise any wa-v- • • 1 JU
facts about events concerning The facts are that the original 
the Belgrano on the afternoon statements by Ministers were 
of Mav 2. based upon Conqueror s original

Tn f™t hp had manv other report that two torpedoes had 
concerns^aml hhf'stalement that bit the cruiser. rpHANK you for your
day covered a number of events It subsequently emerged that letter of Sept. 28 in

^»-i- -
element. I am aware of reports that ip which you raise further

\s I have explained. Minis- the third torpedo hit the des- questions about the sinking 
ters took their decision on May troyer Hipolito Bouchard General Belgrano,2 to change the Rules of All I can say is that the des- ot Uie uenerai ueierdno 
Engagement in the light of the troyer was on the far side of and the prosecution ot Mr 
clear*3 and unequivocal indica- the Belgrano when the salvo Pouting, 
tions of the real and direct was fired, 
threat to the Task Force posed 
by the Argentine Navy.

They were aware 
general disposition of our own 
forces and of our assessment happened.
of the probable movements of There is therefore no need I am glad that you accept that 
the Argentine Navy. to correct my statement of May information relevant to military

Even where the position of 4 since it is a statement of fact dispositions and intelligence
an Argentine unit was known, that the Conqueror did not should not be made public, 
as in the case of the Belgrano, attack the destroyer. In my letter of September 19
this information could be up- Finally you suggest that the to Mr George Foulkes I gave a 
dated only at intervals and record should have been cor- detailed account of the events 
between such reports the units reeled on the eve of the publi- leading up to the decision to
concerned could move substan- cation of the White Paper on sink the General Belgrano,
tial distances in any direction, the Falkland* Campaign to take within these security con- 

It was the case, as John Nott account of the knowledge we straints. 
laid to the House in May 1982 then had of the exact course

The Prime Minister’s letter 
to Dr Owen reads:

1

which could risk irrepar- 
to national

The Prime Minister, in her 
letter to Mr Kinnock, writes:

It is therefore possible that On the basis of allthe imfor-
the third torpedo hit her but ™tion a''ailfble. Ah^„Ge"fItv 

of The there is still no conclusive Belgiano threatened [he safety 
f evidence available to us that it of our forces and the decision

to attack the ship was necessary.

I do not accept that, apart

a J
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The Argentine cruiser General Belgrano listing
1982, after being torpedoed by the 

submarine Conqueror.
May 2,

fore reaching their decision isSScSt’SiS?- "“^unnecessary for them . 

ment's conduct. to consult Treasury Counsel or
safthT'tHe TolZToi my *'^“do
letter conflict with information vention that they should oo 

have received from other either in this type of case or
in any other.

_ . , it is only where there is par-
Since you do not reveal what tjcu,ar djfficu|ty or complexity 

those sources are I cannot com- . t evidence or where the law 
ment on them but I can uncertain that the Law 
assure you that nothing in your officers or Director of Pub- 
letter causes me to withdraw ^ Prosecutions sometimes 
or amend the account 1 have $eej< advice from outside

Counsel.

you 
sources.

given you.
Your specific questions could jn the Law Officers’ view 

be answered only by publishing there were no such evidential 
the contents of confidential difficulties or uncertainties 
exchanges between officials and here.
Ministers, and between the Law you will appreciate that once 
Officers and the Director of the Law Officers were satisfied 
Public Prosecutions. that the evidence was sufficient.

It would be improper for me the decision
matter for their 

one else’s.
to do so and your questions are mgs 
anyway irrelevant to the ques- interest was a 
tion of the propriety of the judgement and no 
actions of Defence Ministers or ]n this context, and given the 
the Law Officers. quite unjustifiable attacks in the

As regards your other points media and elsewhere 0I1 ro e
about the role of the Law Offi- of Ministry of Defence Ministers

in this case, I would make the 
that cases mvolv- 

under the
n> cers, I made clear to you in my 

previous letter that the Director general point 
of Public Prosecutions first con. are entirely

for the Law Officers.
is the constitutional 

which

suited the Solicitor General on 
Aug. 13. 1984 and briefed him 
on the facts of the case.

l
cThat

of whether, if the evidence their department, 
proved sufficient for proceed* Mr Ponting’s case is sub 
ings. a prosecution under the judice and the committal pro- 
Official Secrets Act would be ceedings are now imminent, 
in the public interest.

On Aug. 17 the Law Officers me to go beyond what 1 have 
received a police report together already said about it: it would 
with the available evidence. be wrong for me to do so.

t
e
3

t
r
i
;

You will therefore not expect

The Solicitor General dis- As for the matters raised in 
cussed this with the Director of jast paragraph of your let- 
Public Prosecutions and also information which you
consulted the Attorney General. as]<ed for is always treated as 

The Law Officers satisfied confidential under every admin- 
themselves that the evidence istration.
before them was sufficient and _________
they then decided that a prose
cution would indeed be in the 
public interest.

The papers to be considered 
were very few by the standards 
of most criminal cases that 

before the Law Officerscome
and the suggestion that the 
Law Officers did not have time 
to study them thoroughly be- *

i
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BELGRANO 

REPLY BY 

THATCHER
By GRAHAM PATERSON 

]yjRS THATCHER said 
yesterday that Mini

sters in the War Cabinet 
did not learn of the exact 
course of the Belgrano. 
the doomed Argentine ! 
cruiser, until six months 1 
after it was sunk.
And. she. added that Mini

sters could not possible have 
been kept in “ minute-lo- 
minute”
happening 8.000 miles 
during the Falklands’

■

contact with events 
away 

war
because of the burden of all I 
their other responsibilities. .

She was replying to a letter 
from Dr Owen, the S D P leader, 
who had expressed surprise that , 
Ministers were not aware of the 
course and position of the Bel
grano. which sank with a loss : 
of more than 500 lives after i 
being torpedoed by the Rrilish 1 
submarine Conqueror.

1

I

;
Frank account 

In a remarkably frank account 
of how much detail Ministers 
were given of the operational 
side ol the war at the time Mrs 
Thatcher said that if Ministers! 
had tried to monitor every 
detail the results could have 
been ‘disastrous for the Task 
Force.”

She admitted that “with ihe 
bcnvfil of hindsight” afler 
hostihties had ended “ it may he 
that it would have helped to ’ 
have said something more.”

Text of letters—PI2
j
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PM reveals Belgian© time lapses
theand then only as a result of nautical miles.’ Prinfe^Mirdste^said!2

details prepared to deal with in separate letters which she , snq:»
The Prime Minister disclosed parliamentary questions. sent last night Mrs Thatcher But she
last night that she had not * cianifiranee of the date said that the fact that tence that the precise posiuon 
been told that tlhe General 15p^hnntS fust in the length of Belgrano had reversed course and course of Jh®
Belgrano was attacked while } !?ana°fLl the attack but also did not invalidate this, “since were “irreievant and added

’and S&C3&
wasersunke Argentin6 of the Gove™" closed, on elements of

She had already explained ^eforf'^ She did however, allow a
that ministers were not in- statement to the Commons m note of self-criticism to creep have been disastrous.”
formed of the precise course r)ecember 1982. in over the fact that the attack woum nave uec
of the Belgrano on May 2 .. . statement which she on the Belgrano occupied only In a response to the letter

SMS*""” oa sr & mk®& £%=“ HSSSbat«
But in a letter to the Social grounds that the General With the benefit of h it was impossible to justify not 

Democrats’ leader, Dr David Belgrano and a group of Brit- so evident m ^ the country the true
Owen, Mrs Thatcher said that ish warships could have been this argument, it.may be that factsein the white Paper of
this information did not come within striking distance of it would have he]Ped to ha e December 19S2.
to ministers’ attention until each other in a matter of some said somethin* more at tne He accused the Prime Minis
and then only as a result of five to six hours, converging time consistent with the nee a
the end of November 1982, from a distance of some 200 to avoid giving information ot Turn to back page, col. 4

By Martin Linton

r

Thatcher 

reveals 

Belgian© 

time lapses
Continued from page one
ter of allowing the Minisftry 
of Defence, from the Perma
nent Secretary downwards, to 
be involved in a complex 

of the true facts tocover-up . _
MPs and to the House of Com
mons Select Committee, and of 
deliberately misleading Mrs Di- 

Gould and the country at 
large in her answer in the 
election call TV programme 
during the 1983 election 
campaign.

“ All this could easily be put 
right if only the Prime Minis
ter would admit to error and 
correct the Parliamentary 
record in the proper way in an 
oral statement to the House of 
Commons ” he said.

ana

Mrs Gould had asked the 
Prime Minister why it was nec
essary to sink the Belgrano, on 
the programme and had been 
told by the Prime Minister 
that the warship was heading 
towards the British task force.

Mr Tam Dalyell the Labour 
MP for Linlithgow, said last 
night: “ Just supposing Mrs 
Thatcher did not know of the 
Belgrano’s change of direction 
until November 1982, then 
why, in heaven’s name, did she 
continue lying for another 23 
months of incessant 
questioning ?”
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Daily Mail 
9.10.84
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Ing information of operational sisnific- 
ance.By ALAN YOUNG

MRS THATCHER admitted 
yesterday, ‘with benefit of 
hindsight5, that the Government 
should have given more infor
mation 
sinking of the Belgrano.

it was November 1982 before Minis
ters knew that the Argentine cruiser 
was heading towards home w'1en 
was sunk, six months earlier, by the 
submarine Conqueror with the loss 01 
368 lives.

But Mrs Thatcher agreed that more 
might have been said about the sink
ing in the Falklands White Paper that 
December, which devoted only one 
paragraph to the subject.

She told SDP leader Dr David Owen 
who has accused her of misleading the 
Commons: With the benefit of hind
sight, it may be that it would have 
helped to have said something more, 
consistent ivith the need to avoid giv-

■I have to say, however that the 
events of recent months suggest that 
the process of disclosure will never 
satisfy those determined to misrepre
sent the Government’s actions, but it 
might lead into areas which could risk 

to national

‘If Ministers

theaboutsooner
irreparable damage 
security.'

And she maintained :
sought to monitor every develop* 

in the tactical disposition of 
both sides and tried to con- 
engagement in detail from 

the results would, I believe,

had
ment 
forces on 
trol every 
London, 
have been disastrous.

immediately repeated his 
Commons statcent,Dr Owen 

demand for a

mUted^that'fh^Government'has^eeb

misleading Parliament, Press and 
people.’

the

L
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Labour demands full
j

come to the Labour MP for 
Linlithgow, Mr Tam Dalycll, 
who has been in the forefront 

the campaign for an

By Julia Langdon, 
Political Correspondent

The Labour Party confer- ..
ence yesterday stepped up the 
pressure on the Government 
over the sinking of the Argen
tine cruiser, Bclgrano, by de
manding a full judicial tribu
nal of inquiry into the 
circumstances surrounding its 
destruction.

inquiry.
Mr Hattersley said that the 

sinking of the ship itself justi
fied an inquiry but that the 
subsequent revelations of Mrs 
Thatcher's “ web of deceit ” 
made such a move essential.

He specifically endorsed Mr ! 
Dalvell’s proposal that the nec- ; 
essary forms of inquiry should 
be under the 1921 Tribunals of 
Inquiry Act—the formula used 
for the massive investigation 
into the operation of the

The unanimous decision was 
taken at Blackpool with the 
full endorsement of the La
bour executive and after the 
party’s deputy leader, Mr Roy 
Hatterslev, had accused the 
Prime Minister of deceiving 
the House of Commons and Ciown Agents, 
the British people. Mr Hattersley said the Gov-

The motion carried required ernment tiied to justify the 
the next Labour government to £60° Vhp
enter immediate negotiations ?*** in 5e t S “ rwl n t
with Argentina over the Falk- debt owed to troops. Decent
land Islands. Any solution Pe°P^ resent the political
should not commit Britain, the exploitation of their sacrifice, 
resolution said, to “ a crip- ,ie Sald* 
plingly expensive and morally 
indefensible colonial role.”

Delegates gave a hero’s wel- back page.

-

Conference reports, page 4; 
Kinnock uneasy and Sketch,

■*

L i
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Ridley’s ‘ideal’ compromise/
safeguards flotation plan

A

Casablanca inStales and 
Morocco.

British Airways has also 
been awarded a potentially 
profitable contract to operate I 
twice-weeklv scheduled services 
between London and the Fait 
lands Islands when the new 
airport is finished next spring. 

BA is also prepared to offer
compromise package, ^o'£450,000 in grants

series of meet- BCal up■ help de-
TnU^' veloD services from Manches- 
Gove Birmingham, Newcastle,

Edinburgh,

By Michael Smith,
Industrial Editor

British Airways and British 
Caledonian are to exchange 
a package of international air 
routes to settle the long- 
running controversy over the 

of the UK airlinefuture 
industry 

The
agreed after a 
ings early yesterday 
offers little ot the 
ment’s promised greater com- 
petition /among airlines, and Glasgow 
will infuriate private operators Abeiaeen. 
who have been pressing for a In suppoit. 
radical shake-up.

It will also .
I backbench Torv MPs, who are m the 
likely to question the failure l0 back up 
of the Transport Secretary, mg that there aie 
Nicholas Ridley, to . reduce toi v fare wars.
BA’s monopoly of the industry Mr Ridley
at the Tory Party conference nigM that the net effect ° ^ 
in Brighton next week. . proposals was to icuuce Or

The formula unveiled in a share of the maiket onl i
white paper yesterday by Mr 62 l0 60 per cent, while BCal s 
Ridley keeps BA’s huge route stake will go up by the same 
network largely intact, and margin to 14 pci cen . 
therefore safeguards next Feb- evei-( he insisted that the pack- 
ruarv’s fl billion privatisation e was the ideal solution, 
of the state-owned airline. British Airways said the ef-

The compromise is a crush- fcct on the airline s piofits. 
inCT victory for BA’s chairman, wou|d be insignificant, cutting
Lord ICing, in his battle with aroun(1 « million off the ex-
BCal’s chairman, Sir Adam pected £300 million piofit foi i 

I Thomson. It is also a bitter lhe currcnt year.
I blow to the Civil Aviation Au- Rcai’S chairman, Sir Adam 

thoritv, the industry s regula- Thomson accepted that the for-
torv body, which had urged mu]a rcpresented a way of
greater competition and the hoOS^ng his airline, but said it 
transfer of some BA routes to wag nevermeiess a Government
BCThe key element in the plan comp1havc lost an 
is for BA to give BCal its 1 opportunity to restruc- 
lucrative air routes to Jeddah 1 f01^e°^dustry *t0 the bene- 
and Dhahran in Saudi Aiab . airlines, the airports

R ?i,=El: = fueaanSsffisrs sw-j^t0dDenver in the United had rejected its proposals

ter. and

the Government 
is planning to liberalise hcens- 

somo ing procedures ani has ca e | 
Office of Fair Trading 

the CAA in ensur- 
no preda- i

annoy

admitted last

I
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Falklands ours 

before 1989, 

says Argentine
Buenos Aires (AFP) - Argen- 

l'na will regain control of the 
Falkland Islands from Britan 
before 1989". Serior Rau 

Galvan. Undcr-Sccretary for the 
Interior, said yesterday 

He said that regaining the 
ralklands was the next aim o- 
the Government after the 
settlement ol the lerritoria 
dispute with Chile over island- 
in the Beagle Channel.

Scnor Galvan was "announc
ing 'o the world" that it woulc 
regain the Falklands Before tin 
end of President Alfonsin'- 
term in 1989.

f -\
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I
LATIN AMERICA

Raul Alfonsin’s
Time of Trial
To pull through the crisis, the Argentine president 
will depend on his deft touch—and popular support.
Tt is a time of reckoning for President Raul cy. And despite the worsening economic 
JL Alfonsin. About S25 billion of Argenti- news, labor unrest and mounting anger over 
na’s $45 billion foreign debt is falling due. theissueofmilitary abuses, Alfonsin himself
Inflation is running at the hyperactive annu- remains almost jovially optimistic about the 
al rate of more than 700 percent. And Argen- future of the country. Democracy in Argen
tines are clamoring for justice after seven tina, he told a group of Newsweek editors 
years of repression by the previous military last week, is “very firmly established for at 
regimes. Last week Alfonsin was trying to least the next 200 years.” 
grapple with all the troubles at once. He was His confidence is based on his assessment
visiting the United States and wrapping up a of the sentiments of most Argentines about 
politically risky accord with the Interna- the contrast between dictatorship and de- 
tional Monetary Fund when the news mocracy. From 1976 until 1981, a succes- 
reached him from Buenos Aires: a military sion of military juntas countered the threat 
tribunal that he had appointed announced of left-wing guerrillas with their own brand 
that it was absolving top military officers of of right-wing terror. Thousands 
primary responsibility for human-rights tured, and at least 9,000—los desapareci- 
abuses during the “dirty war” of the 1970s. ^—presumably murdered. The legacy of 
The rush of developments seemed bound to the dirty war, says Economy Minister Ber

nardo Grinspun, is that 
most Argentines now be
lieve that even an impover
ished democracy is better $ 
than a repressive military re- £ 
gime. “Argentina lived < 
without peace, without lib- | 
erty and with repression and § 
persecution,” he said. “It ^

were tor-

S

:

would be difficult for things 
togetanyworsethanthat.lt 
is better to have economic 
difficulties than to have ... £ 
prosperity without liberty.”

Wages: That proposition
a about to be tested. Al- himself led Latin America’s battle against 

fonsin’s agreement with the the IMF for months, criticizing its plans as
“recessionary. ” But threatened with a loss of

i,
*

c*

1
Demonstrating en masse in Buenos Aires to P

l ?
8
8 IMF requires that he clamp
5 severe austerity measures on future credits, Alfonsin had little choice but
i Argentina, including cuts in to agree to measures he had resisted. When

public spending, higher tax- word of the accord reached Argentina, the
es and a hefty currency de- powerful Peronist opposition launched its

shake Argentina’s fragile young democracy valuation. The touchiest part of the accord attack. Today in the north, said Peronist
iust as it was beginning to take root. has to do with wages. Alfonsin has repeated- Deputy Ruben Cardozo, “they have signed

To pull through the crisis, Alfonsin will ly promised workers that their wages would the death certificate for our economic
have to draw on the considerable reserve of rise in real terms at a rate of 6 to 8 percent a recovery.” .
good will that Argentines have set aside for year, and he maintains that the IMF agree- Many foreign bankers and American offi- 
him. It was nearly a year ago that the mili- ment concedes this point. Actually, the rials think just the opposite that the IMF
tarv_disgraced in the Falklands war with memo of understanding is vague on the plan could revive Argentina. They breathed
Britain and despised for its repression— subject. Alfonsin’s hope, apparently, is that a collective sigh of relief last week after the
stepped down and permitted the first elec- he will be able to trim inflation sufficiently so agreement was finally reached. Alfonsin
tion in a decade. Alfonsin swept into office in that he can argue that wages are worth more had earned a reputation as the most recalci-

even if they seem to be steadily dropping in trant of the Latin debtors. He had even gone
numerical terms. so far as to organize meetings of debtor

In any case, the austerity package will not nations to discuss the idea of joining forces to
go down easily, not least because Alfonsin bargain for more lenient terms from the

Alfonsin with Reagan: Drawing on a reserve of good will

an unexpected landslide. Ever since, he has 
been immensely popular at home and 
abroad, a beacon to those who hold that an 
autocracy can transform itself to a democra-

NEWSWEEK/OCTOBER 8, 1984
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bill 10 reorganize trade unions: A combustible mix of labor unrest, austerity and anger over the abuses of the military’■otest a
creditors. But the feared "debtors’ cartel" standing to Argentina to craft a follow-up inflation could have been slowed by now.
never materialized. Just last month, two rescheduling plan. In a series of gatherings “What is clear is that, despite the rhetoric
other major Latin debtors, MexicoandVen- in New York, first at Henry Kissinger’s and the delay, better conditions have not
ezuela hammered out individual deals with home and later at the Waldorf-Astoria Ho- been obtained said Alvaro Alsogaray,
the creditorT some bankers now see the tel, Alfonsin met with representatives of the leaderofthenght-wingUnionoftheDemo- 
agreement with Alfonsin as a watershed: if creditor banks and hammered out a quick cratic Center Party. .
not the end then the beginning of the end of agreement to pay some S200 million in inter- Illusion: That point may be debatable, but
".°*T ®in debt crisis “ est on loans that had already fallen due. But the sad reality is that Argentina is far poorer
th Boost-1 In anticipation of the accord, some bankers still seemed jittery about fu- than it ought to be, given its abundance of 
Washington went out of its way to reward ture negotiations over much larger Argen- grain, cattle minerals and other resources. 
Alfonsin U S Treasury Secretary Donald tine debts. “The Argentine government has In the early 1900s it was regarded as one of 
Regan met with him and said Washington kicked the banks around so extensively,’ the worldIs fastest-developing nations, ofen
was willing to propose an IMF-World Bank said one U.S. Treasury official, “that there compared to Australia and Canada But the 
meeting on Third World debt next April—a are a lot of nervous bankers around the eclectic blend of trade-union populism and 
conference that the Argentine leader has world who simply wantout.” fascism invented by the charismatic strong
beenoushingfor Alfonsingotanotherboost As the debate on the IMF accord heats up man Juan Peron eventually led to chronic
early last week when he mil with President in Argentina, Alfonsin will be particularly political and economic instability _More re- 
Reaean who expressed strong support for vulnerable to the charge that his months of cently, military governments artificially in- 
x S!HC'sfledM,nEdernocracV negotiating were, in fact, a waste of time, flated the value of the peso, fostering the

The IMF accord is now supposed to pave Some of his opponents argue that if Alfonsin illusion of wealth while the economy foun- 
the way for the 320 banks with loans out- had accepted the IMF plan at the outset, dered. In a speech last week, Interior Mims-

19
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their opinion that evidence taken from 
victims, their relatives and human-rights 
activists would be suspect, since those peo
ple were perceived as “potential national 
securitv risks.” Since he took office 10 months ago, Presi-

Reliable military sources say, however, dent Raul Alfonsin has been wrestling with
that the members of the tribunal may have Argentina's massive foreign debt and the
issued such a weak statement in part be- j political fallout from the military s dirty 
cause they feared for their own safety. In ! war. "In New York last week, bespoke with 
recent weeks the judges have become the j a group of Newsweek editors. Excerpts. 
targets of anonymous death threats. Some 
have received letters containing four feath
ers—a traditional Argentine military insult 
that brands the recipient as a coward. The 
threats, and four recent bombings in the 
provincial capital of Mendoza, are said by 
official and diplomatic sources to be the 
work of rightist groups both within and 
outside the military. The backlash is organ
ized, said James Neilson, editor of the Bue
nos Aires Herald, by “men who are experts

LATIN AMERICA cFor CJS9 Debtter Antonio Troccoli tried to prepare busi
nessmen for the hardships ahead. 
“Refinancing will eat up 50 percent of our 
export earnings,” he warned. “People must 
realize that Argentina is a much poorer 
country than it was 10 years ago.”

The biggest potential threat to social 
peace could turn out to be the Peronist labor 
unions. Last June some 2 million workers in 
government and in almost every major eco
nomic sector launched strikes, slowdowns 
and other job actions. The unrest was in part 
over Alfonsin’s moves toward acceptance of 
the IMF accord. Eventually Alfonsin man
aged to calm the workers, partly by promises 
to protect their wage increases and partly by 
cultivating ties with some of the more mod
erate or pliable leaders.

Despite the current truce, if austerity and
labor trouble combine with the combustible 

of the human-rights abuses, the mix

NEWSWEEK: What is your view of Ar
gentina 's agreement with the IMF?

ALFONSIN: You must understand the 
difficulties we've had . . . with the IMF. 
We felt that the measures that were origi
nally requested of us were strongly reces
sionary- Our country had already gone 
through an adjustment that was very strin
gent. Applying stricter policies would have 
destroyed our production capacity. We 

of course persuaded of the need to 
apply austerity; but austerity without re
cession. This, I think, is what we have been 
able to achieve in our new agreement with 
the IMF.

were

issue
could prove to be dangerous. Until recently, 
Alfonsin seemed to have the fallout from the 
dirty war under control. He handled the 
problem with deftness and caution. Just 
three days after he was inaugurated, the 
president ordered courts-martial for nine 
ex-junta members whose policies he said 
were responsible for the torture and death of 
so many Argentines. It looked like a savvy 

: it focused national attention on a few 
top brass, without threatening more than 
1,000 other high- and low-level officers who 
could, if cornered, still cause a great deal of 
trouble for the country. And by turning over 
the cases to the military courts, he gave the 
armed forces an opportunity to clean their 
own house and regain national respect.

A Searing Inquest: At the same time, Al
fonsin appointed a nonmilitary National 
Commission on the Disappearance of Per
sons—headed by the acclaimed novelist Er
nesto Sabato—to investigate the years of the 
dirty war. The commission’s 50,000-page 
report, which Sabato presented to Alfonsin 
two weeks ago, asserted that at least 1,080 
government security officers were involved 
in the systematic murder and torture of 
civilians! In ghastly detail, it told of atroc
ities and secret prisons, of tortures “un
known in other parts of the world” and of 
“ethical principles . . . trampled and barba
rously ignored.” It was asearing inquest that 
reflected the country’s pent-up rage and 
chronicled a prolonged horror that was, the 
document said, “the greatest, most savage
tragedy of our history.

The Sabato report ignited emotions only 
days before the military tribunal came out 
with its own limp findings. In an official 
statement, the tribunal concluded that the 
former military members of three juntas that 
led the country since 1976 did not them
selves violate the law when they issued or
ders for the repression of the opposition. At 
worst, said the tribunal, they could be held 
indirectly responsible for their failure to 
stop or punish illegal acts of those under 
their command. The military judges added

Q. Are you concerned that the plan might 
imperil Argentina's stability?

A. There is always the possibility of 
social conflict if one applies policies that 
are completely unpopular. But we believe 
that that will not happen—first because 

not going to apply those kinds of 
policies and also because we believe that 
the Argentine people are coming to un
derstand the difficulties ... and are will
ing to make more of an effort to help us 
solve those problems. We want to end 
forever this idea that authoritarian gov
ernments are a guarantee for security 
because they suppress social tensions. The 
only guarantee [for democracy] is the 
participation of the people.

Q. Mexico and Venezuela have both 
reached agreements with their lenders, and 
there seems to be a sense of optimism about 
the debt crisis. But the dollar is rising, 
interest rates are likely to increase and 
trade protectionism is growing. Is this a 
false sense of optimism ?

I A- I wouldn’t say it’s false optimism.
What you have here are two different ways 

I of looking at the same situation. When [the 
” | banks] reach an agreement, they have to

I feel more optimistic about it. But for us 
i debt is poverty, stagnation, lack of 
| investment.

Q. Do you think the IMF process is basi
cally fair?

A- In the final analysis, yes.

Q. But do you believe the international 
financial system can be better organized to 
alleviate some of these problems?

h. In the case of Latin America, what we 
are suffering right now is a discrimination

move we are

! |

L . ■ 9_______________ - ----------
Mother of one of the missing: A 4dirty war’

in the area, who are not inhibited by scru
ples or respect for life and have all the 
technical means they need.”

Some officials worry about what will hap- 
if Alfonsin does turn the cases over topen

the civil courts. Such a move is bound to 
heighten tensions between the military and 
the civilian government. ‘‘If the civilians 
keep pushing, things will get much worse, 
said one top-ranking retired officer. “And 
they ought not to count on the police to step 
in to help.” Alfonsin brushes aside such dire 
predictions. ‘‘I am the commander in 
chief,” he told Newsweek, “so I think | 
everything should work out really well.”

There are also groups in Argentina who 
say that Alfonsin should move with even

more offi-greater boldness against many 
cers. The most persistent calls for strong 
action come from a small and dedicated i 
group of relatives of los desaparecidos. I 
Many are mothers of victims; they have 
been marching in the Plaza de Mayo ever - 
since the days of the generals, and they are ;

NEWSWEEK/OCTOBER S. 1084
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the possibility—not the possibility but the 
certainty—of appealing to the civil courts. 
So in the the final analysis, it will be the 
[civilian] judicial branch that will judge 
these cases.

Q. Doesn’t the scale of official terror 
suggest that many people were involved?

A. I think there are different levels of 
responsibility. We said that in the presi
dential campaign [last year]. What we are 
doing right now is exactly what we told 
the Argentine people we would do. In my 
opinion, those who gave the orders and 
established the political climate in which 
the military felt compelled to act this way 
are fundamentally responsible. Those 
who exceeded the orders out of cruelty or 
just to take advantage of the situation 
are also gravely responsible. And those 
who earned out the orders, thinking they 
were legitimate, share a third level of 
responsibility.

Q. Your critics say that you have been 
slow in taking the military to task and that

in foreign trade. The terms of trade work 
against developing countries. We have a 
problem in finding markets for our prod
ucts in the north. That is what we have 
wanted to discuss with the north: the possi
bility of forming a new international eco
nomic order ... so we won’t have to pay 
more each time for what we buy and re
ceive less each time for what we sell.

Q. Doesn 7 that suggest an increase in the 
tension between the civilian government 
and the military?

A- No, I don't think so. I’m the com
mander in chief—so I think everything 
should work out really well. . .We all want 
to work for the prestige of the armed 
forces. Some believe mistakenly that work
ing with ... the armed forces implies that 
what some of the members of the military 
did—using the terrorism of the state to 
combat terrorism—was right. But in my 
opinion, we can add prestige to the armed 
forces by showing that what was done 
badly has nothing to do with the majority 
of the armed forces.

Q. What has your strategy been for deal
ing with military abuses during the
“dirty war”?

A. More than strategies I would rather 
talk about an ethic. We are convinced that
in order to build our country we cannot 
lo' back with a sense of revenge. But

Q. Has the time come for some new effort 
in negotiating the future status of the Mal
vinas [Falklands]?

A. What we want as a first objective is to 
return to the prewar situation. Of course | 
we will get the Malvinas back. I don’t 
think there is anyone in the world who 
has studied the subject who would say 
that Argentina is not on the right side of 
this problem. But leaving aside the ques
tion of sovereignty .. . we don’t want the | 
continued [British] fortification of the is
lands. We want the elimination of the 
exclusion zone, which is a great threat. . . 
We are ready to follow the spirit of the 
resolutions that were adopted by the 
United Nations. We also want to establish 
some sort of bilateral contact.. . We have
already reached the possibility that a dele
gation from Great Britain and Argentina 
will discuss [the Falklands problem] with 
an open agenda, but [British Prime Minis- j 
ter Margaret] Thatcher insisted that she

neither can we build a democracy without the Sabato commission was not aggressive will not discuss the problem of sovereign-
ethical standards. And that would have enough in getting records from the ty. I don’t need to explain to you that the
been the case if we had acted as if nothing military. president of Argentina cannot accept that
had happened in Argentina. We will be 
working within the framework of due 
process of law to find the truth.

Slums: Argentina is a country *much poorer than it was 10years ago'

A- There are others who say that we want provision,
to avenge ourselves against the armed 
forces. There is criticism from both sides.
The process is slow because that is the way ed that it was Jimmy Carter's human- 

Q. A great deal is still not known about justice works, not because we wanted to rights policy that helped the democratic
what occurred during the years of military stop the investigation. The most logical forces in Argentina. Do you feel in the years
rule. Is there anything your government judges for the military officers who com- since the Carter presidency, the United
knows that has not been told to the people of mitted these crimes are the military States has been as active as it should have

been in promoting human rights?
A. By the end of the Carter administra- 

Q. But the military authorities have tion, the problem was notably alleviated, 
marked cemeteries, but we are really far just announced that they are not going to The worst part was already behind, 
from knowing what happened to “the dis- prosecute any of the former junta meni- 
appeared.’’ The [military] governments hers or the commanders of the armed Q. You don't believe that the Reagan 
had ordered the destruction of many re- forces. administration should take a more active
cords, so many things are unknown. But A. So now the procedural question role in the human-rights issue?
the government has nothing more than moves on to the civilian courts, as the law
what has already been given to the [Sabato] establishes.. . . We have respected the mili- candidate? I’ll criticize the president, but

tary tribunals, but we are also opening up not a candidate.

Q. After your inauguration you suggest-

\tribunals.Argentina?
A- There are certain things that of course 

does not know. We have found un-

■

one

A- Why do you want me to criticize a

commission. i
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of Staff Gen. Ricardo Pianta, who gave a 
group of high-ranking officers a ringing de
fense of the military’s role in democratic 
Argentina. If. despite economic disaster and 
social unrest, the Peronist opposition and 
the armed forces are willing to stand behind 
an elected president, then Alfonsin may well 
accomplish his aim of supplanting the Ar
gentine dictatorial tradition with something 
refreshing: a lasting democracy.
KIM ROGAL with MARTIN ANDERSEN in Buenos 

Aires and RICH THOMAS in Washington

ly, “because what they want is to have their 
children back alive.”

For all his difficulties, the betting in Bue
nos Aires is that Alfonsin has a good chance 
of holding things together. “I think Alfonsin 
has been a very good president,” says Peron
ist deputy Julio Barbaro. “He ... is slow to 
get things done. But there is one thing that is 
not up for discussion, and that is his great 
effort and his honesty in this very difficult 
period for democracy.” Even more encour
aging was a speech last week by Army Chief

LATIN AMERICA
not likely to quit anytime soon. They have 
harshly denounced Alfonsin, accusing him 
of not pressing the military hard enough to 
turn over information about the missing 
victims. Alfonsin has described the moth
ers’ group and other human-rights leaders 
as people who can never be satisfied. “I’m 
afraid the government is not going to be able 
to do anything to accomplish what they 
ask,” he told reporters in Argentina recent-

times, too many times—like the dread knock on the door.
The threat to Argentina is not economic. Whatever austerity 

measures Argentines face as they try to pay off their foreign debt, 
hard times alone will not change the feeling of stability felt by the 
people. Argentina is a rich country, and its people continue to 
enjoy advantages unknown to most countries. The debt burden 
will undoubtedly be managed more by increasing sales of ex
ports abroad than by economic hardship at home—a more palat
able solution than those demanded of other debtor nations in the 
Third World.

No, the real threat to Argentina comes from a more familiar 
quarter: the military. Just one year after having voted for a 
democratic reconstruction, after having come to believe that 
Argentina’s principal problem was an economic one, Argentines 
have discovered once again—as they had dozens of times before— 
that their problem is the military. And surely Raul Alfonsin has 
found that he must invent a new response to the problem, because 
those that his hapless civilian predecessors came up with over the 
last 50 years were of little use then and are of no use now.

But there is something new in Argentina’s political atmos
phere. They are disappearing, those feelings of resignation that 
became almost indifference each time a civilian president was 
overthrown by the military. Spring has just begun in our southern 
hemisphere, and with it, it would seem, has come a message for 
Raul Alfonsin: that he will not be alone, that there are signs that a 
new civilian response to the military threat is being born. If 
Alfonsin calls upon his fellow civilians, he will be listened to.

Images: Every political analyst in Buenos Aires knows the 
extent to which President Alfonsin has studied and followed the 
events that occurred in Spain. And even if the conditions in 
Argentina today are not those found in Spain after Generalissi
mo Francisco Franco’s death, Alfonsin must retain very vivid 
images of the civilian hordes that flocked into the streets and

plazas of Spain’s major cit
ies to protest coup monger- 
ing by the military. A mil
lion people in the streets of 
Madrid made Spain’s mili
tary think again. A million 
Argentines in the streets of 
Buenos Aires could change j 
Argentine history more 
than the electoral act that 
carried Raul Alfonsin to 
the Casa Rosada presiden
tial palace.

But two questions re- 
< main: if there are rumors of 
g a coup, will Alfonsin call on 
a the people? I think so. And 
§ if Argentines are called out 
§ by Alfonsin, will there be a 
g million people on the streets 
5 of Buenos Aires? I' 

vinced there will be.

Stopping time Generals
By JACOBOTIMERMAN

Raul Alfonsin's surprise election victory last Oct. 30 showed 
just how deeply Argentines desired democracy. What is happen
ing these days, nearly a year after those elections, shows just how 
difficult it is to return to democratic rule.

The idea of a democratic reconstruction has its historical 
antecedents: West Germany, Italy and Japan in the postwar 
period, Spain in the post-Franco era. Given those successful 
examples, everything seems possible. More so in Argentina, 
where democracy was reattained by the most democratic means 
possible—elections.

Reality is not, however, so simple. In Germany, Italy and 
Japan, totalitarian powers were smashed by the end of the war. In 
Spain, Francoism in the political, social and economic realms was 
already dead even when Franco was still living. And with his 
death, totalitarianism was defeated, even if a few military men 
didn’t realize it at the time.

In Argentina, however, democracy emerged because a totali
tarian power—one run by the military—thought it better to effect 
an orderly return to the barracks and, for the moment anyway, 
cede its political position in order to keep its firepower intact. But 
the horror of seven years of military repression is no longer 
history. It has become a part of current events. Now we know 
what happened—every detail of the tortures and the assassina
tions that were the task of the armed forces.

No Shame: But something more is known too: even now, no one 
in the military believes that thepolicy of repression was an error or 
that the massacre could have been avoided. As more information 
comes out, the military becomes more aggressive in its defense of 
what it did. The military ar
chitects of right-wing terror 
know no shame. An exam
ple: every year the family 
members of victims of left-
wing terrorism celebrate a 
mass. This year, a few days 
ago, the former generals of 
the dictatorship made an 

for the firstappearance 
time. And for the first time, 
young officers appeared in 
uniform. One of those who
attended the event was 
heard to exclaim, “At last, 
they’ve come.”

At last they've come. No 
Argentine can ignore the 
meaning of these words. 
He knows well what they 
mean, because the military 
have come a number of

m con-
Alfonsin views a mannequin-soldier: Dealing with the military
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THE wide, wild horizons . . . mile after mile 
of moorland studded with peat bogs, stone 
runs, sudden holes and treacherous streams.

Watchful mountains and weather that seems to 
change as rapidly as the colours in a child’s kalei
doscope. Penguins, elephant seals more than six 
yards long, albatross.

That is the Falklands. You love them or loathe them. 
Here Ls a paradise for the horse-rider, the shooter of wild 
geese, the fisherman who fancies trout two-feet long and the 
lover oi natural history but hell for the city dweller who Likes 
smart shops, streets and pavements.

When I arrived Tor my son 
Richard's wedding, the sleet 
was falling horizontally and 
the wind was bitter. Typical,
I thought in mv ignorance.

Richard had "one to the 
Islands nearly eight years aeo 
as a travelling teacher. He 
had fallen in love—with both 
the place and a local girl 
called Toni Pettersson—and 
was now celebrating his mar
riage by bining Sussex, a 
small (by Falkland standards) 
farm of 7.500 acres.

He drove me to his future 
in-laws’ home where I 
to stav

There I met Toni. Her 
father. Tony, a marksman, 
carried the Falkland flag at 
the last Commonwealth 
Games in Australia, when he 
was one of the two 
representing the islands.

His son’s wedding took 

JAMES STEVENS to 

the South Atlantic. Now 

he is saving up to return
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their way among the eue;ts 
and gatecrashers alike offer- 
ing refreshments and. of 
course, cake.

One marvellous surprise 
for the newly weds was a 
greetings telegram from the 
SAS man who had shot up 
the farm where thev were 
staying during the conflict. He 
and his group had come clown 
from the mountains to inves
tigate what they thought was 
unusual Argentinian activity 
at the settlement.was

For those inside it was a 
terrifying experience. Thev 
were playing Monopoly. There 
had been Argentinians in che 
area.

Suddenly the lights went 
out. There were flashes, bangs 
and the sound of firing. Then 
came a hammering on the 
door and shouting. Confusion 
reigned and one of the 
farmer’s daughters banged her 
head scrambling under the 
table to safety. Shft began to 
crv.

men

DEMAND
Her mother. Heather. Is. 

like all Falklanders. horse 
mad and now the proud owner 
of a blood Arab stallion from 
Surrey.

Falkland homes are designed 
differently from ours. They 
all have sculleries, used exclu
sively for washing up. washing 
clothes, preparing food and 
storing utensils. Cooking is 
oone in the main living-room 
—callea a kitchen—on a 
modern peat-burning stove 
which also works the central 
heating. Beside everv stove, 
ready to sweep away the 
fallen ash. is a goose wing.

In the sitting-room, furn
ished with couch and easv- 
chairs, is tne television set 
used to plav back video film 
for which, because there is no 
television.
Insatiable demand.

Loos and bathrooms are 
downstairs and both front and 
back doors have an 
apart
muddied clothes can be dis
carded.

Meals usually consist of 
huge helpings of delicious 
lamb or mutton with potatoes 
and at least one other veget
able. There is no shortage of 
beef or Dork. In one house I 
visited the deep freeze 
filled to the brim with 
mous trout.

Fresh fruit is not easv to 
come by

Terrence Phillips and his wife Carol, who fooled 
the Argentinians with a broomstick. Home for the newly weds . . . Sussex, the farm bought by Falklands settler Richard Stevens.

High tide means a further 
two hours of camp travel and 
all that that involves. Or vou 
can abandon the Land- 
Rovers." paddle across the 
shallow bit, scramble up a 
young mount
across a country mile of 
moorland, keeping a sharp 
lookout for peat bogs, hidden 
holes, sudden streams and the 
occasional dead sheep.

Then the door burst open. 
" Sorry we woke the baby, 
love.” said the SAS man.

happened at Estancia 
where several davs earlier a 
young Argentinian conscript 
had staggered m ravenously 
hungrv and with frost-bitten 
feet. The family gave him first 
aid and food-

Later, as a ’* thank you ’* he 
offered to hoe the vegetable 
patch. Consternation among 
his hosts and a firm refusal. 
Farmer Tony Heathman had 
hidden his guns and ammum- 

unrier the cabbages ! 
first real experience of 

Falklan- 
■ acres

cookhouse where the single 
men stay during1 the shearing 
season, found us room lo 
sleep.

Next day we limned Into 
Fitzroy in pitch darkness.wit.n 
the snow still falling. Tired, 
hungry and cold, with tem
pers beginning to fray, we met 
wonderful Fanny Ford. She 
found us a room to sleep and 
promised, hot soup in 20 
minutes.

The hot soup turned out to 
be a massive feast but Fanny 
was unimpressed by our 
thanks. “The most I’ve evnr 
fed in one night was 118." she 
said, referring to the conflict.

She also had 18 men 
billeted on her. but refused 
any compensation. So a police
man was sent out from Stan
ley to try to persuade her to 
change her mind.

Fanny Ford . . . Gladys 
Robins . . . the Pettersson 
family . . . the Phillipses . . . 
Andy Clarke . . . just five of 
many good reasons quite 
apart from my own flesh and 
blood why I shall never.for
get my visit to the Falklands 
and why I am already busy 
saving up for the next.

climate ls not suitable for 
much more than berries. So 
" pudding ” is usually tinned 
fruit, cheese or cake.

In all the homes I was in. 
the custom was for the food 
to be cooked, carved where 
necessary, then left on the 
stove or table for peoDie Lo 
serve themselves—often to 
several helpings !

Falklanders have the 
relaxed

they never thought of the 
broomstick.

Although for long-distance 
travel the motorcycle

gateway In a wire fence or 
a rackety bridge crossing a 
treacherous scream.

At Green Patch, to the 
North of Stanley. Terrence 
and Carol Phillips keep a 
visitors’ book. This revealed 
that in July alone. 70 people, 
mainly servicemen, drooped in 
for a cup of tea. a drink, a 
meal, or even a night’s lodg
ing. Hospitality given freely 
and happily.

large crowd was there to 
greet the couple as they came 
out of Stanley Cathedral, 
famous for its whalebone 
arch. But the breeze was 
just too strong to allow 
confetti throwing.

Then, as is apparently the 
custom in the Falklands. the 
immediate family, best man, 
bridesmaids and close friends 
went back to the bride's home 
for a Dhotographic and video 
session before gome on to 
Stanley's onlv hotel. The 
Upland Goose, for a slap-up 
meal.

This

camp
is beginning to make its mark, 
no Falkland farm is without 
its troupe of sturdy local 
horses, still invaluable when 
it comes to fence inspection 
or rounding up sheep.

But their saddles and tack 
—thev call it gear—are very 
different from ours. The 
saddle, for example, is more 
like an armchair, a sheenskin 
spread over a wooden frame.

On mv next camp trip it 
took eight hours from Stanley 
to reach Richard's future 
farm at Port Sussex, but three 
davs to get back. The weather 
broke and so did the fan belt 
of che accompanying Land- 
Rover.

The approach to 
Sussex is down a precipitous 
bank of treacherous blue clay 
into a creek aptly named 
Hell’s Kitchen. At low tide 
a Land-Rover can run along 
the boulder-strewn seabed, 
round the point at the sea
ward end and up a gentle 
slope to the house—an easy 
drive bv Falkland standards.

easy.
manners and 

behaviour of people with con
fidence in themselves and 
their neighbours Life can be 
hard—but it is the 
everybody. So there 
social pretensions 
sures.

In every Falkland home I 
visited, hanging in pride of 
place was a metal picture of 
a Harrier jump jet flying over 
the Fleet. To the islanders, 
tne Harrier is a symbol of 
hoc-ration as it was the first
2i?£ac?umost of them had Mtn the avenging 
forces.

The day of the wedding 
ln Stanley, was like a 

pei feet autumn dav in 
Britain, sunny with just a 
slight nip in the breeze. A

BLIZZARDS
tion We chose the latter, grab

bing what we could in the way 
of cooking pots, food, candles 
and one-time Argentinian 
stoves so that we could create 
some feeling of comfort in 
the deserted building while 
waiting lor low tide and the 
chance to fetch the Land- 
Rover ana our sleeping bags.

The journev back was rio 
ioke- The sick Land-Rover 
fought its wav gamely through 
blizzards, but several times 
it was boggea and once hung 
up as it forded a stream.

On the first night we stag
gered into Goose Green where 
local teacher Andv Clarke 
and a kindly Gladys Robins 
who is in charge of the

SEARCHEDMV name ; 
to the vast

camp—the
flprc ffiye ......... ....
of moorland form their
world outside their settle- 
ments-came with a journey 
to Green P*tcn- The 
weather was snfl superb, yet 
Richard’s ^nd^rtaggecl

t n e r e is an same lor 
are no 

or pres-
Carol. incidentally, is the 

mother of three who kept the 
Argentinians fooled with her 
broomstick.

The Falklanders' onlv real 
means of communication 
between their remote farm
steads is the radio. Carol 
devised a way by which she 
could poke her broomstick out 
of the window to alter the lie 
of her aerial so that informa
tion could be passed to the 
British forces.

The Argentinians knew some
one was transmitting from 
Green Patch and searched 
her home several times. But

INFORMALarea set 
boots andwhere But that was just the start. 

Afterwards it was time to go 
oi- to the town hall for the 
reception proper — the cake
cutting, canapes, drink and 
to meet what seemed like 
half the population of Stanley 
who wandered in and out and 
sometimes back again, 
danced or stood around talk
ing in what was a ztrange'.y 
informal sort of occasion. The 
bridesmaids in pale-blue off- 
the-shoulder dresses weaved

four times
h0IU began tp realise- that the 
word “ track “ the Falk
lands is elastic term
covering to J°m amile-wide valle> jo a narrow 
ford (water ^ 0 the wheel 
caps) where Pick your
wav as best y°u cah between 
two fi«d P°ints’ ^aliy a

two Port

British
was

enor-

the Falklands
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SIR ANTHONY: “ We have been critical of the 
Government on several occasions ... we infuriated 
Sir Geoffrey Howe ”
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B >om (he Winter Gardens at 
ip Blackpool, Atticus brings 

JSL you what must be the most Falkland 

lobbying 

hots up

I Interesting contribution for 
some months to the exception
ally tedious analysis of 1'affaire 
Beigrano which masquerades 
as investigative journalism.

Jim Callaghan, only reluc
tantly allowed to speak to the 
brothers and sisters, was later 
standing around chatting to 
some friends, when one asked 
the ex-Labour prime minister. 
“Jim, we haven't heard from 
you on the subject of the 
Belgrano, have we? Why have 
you not spoken up?*'

A very good reason, Callag
han replied, “if I’d been in 
Number 10 at the time. I’d have 
sunk the thing too.”

nd yet another Bclgrano 
exclusive: Atticus’s gritty, 
purposeful investigations 

reveal that when Michael 
Heseltine took over the Minis
try of Defence, he decided, being 
a minister of some political 
acumen and more than a little 
brain, that this was an issue 
where there might he trouble - 
and he knew very little about it.

He asked for a detailed brief, 
and eventually got a 40-page 
document. Heseltine 
impressed with this excellent bit 
of work that he asked for the 
name of the civil servant who 
did the work.

At the time the name meant 
little to him, and he could not 
have anticipated that this would 
be the very same man for w hom 
the three opposition leaders, 
Messrs Kinnock, Owen and 
Steel, have now sponsored a 
defence fund : no less a person 
then Clive Ponting, now charged 
with leaking confidential infor
mation on the Belgrano from the 
Ministry of Defence.

n

by Maria Laura Avignolo 
Buenos Aires

ARGENIINA is lobbying Bri
tain’s European allies furiously 
to back a United Nations 
resolution challenging Britain’s 
hold on the Falkland Islands.

Past attempts to sway 
European countries 
Argentina’s side in the Falk- 
lands dispute have failed. But 
this time, the Argentine foreign 
minister. Dante Capulo, has 
side-stepped the thorny issue of 
sovereignty altogether. Copies 
of the resolution, which Argen
tina will put forward at the UN 
genera! assembly in November, 
were circulated to all European 
embassies in Buenos Aires last 
week.

west 
over toA

President Raul Alfonsin of I 
Argentina will himself seek I 
backing for the resolution later I 
this month when he visits the I 
French president, Francois I 
Mitterrand, and gives a speech I 
to the European parliament in I 
Strasbourg. j

Argentina wants the UN to I 
mediate in the dispute. Its latest I 

moderately I 
phrased compared to its last I 
two unsuccessful resolutions 
put before the UN. The British 

longer referred to as 
“colonialists’’, and the issue of 
sovereignty has been delicately 
phrased as the “controversy 
that exists in the Malvinas/ 
Falklands”

An Argentine foreign minis
try source said this toned-down 
version would enable “France 
and other key members of the 
Common Market

was so

demands arc

11
arc no

to apply 
pressure on Britain” to reach a 
settlement on future ownership 
of the south Atlantic islands.

I
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(labour party conference ) •Falkland

Hattersley backs inquiry
Into Thatcher’s 

conduct over Falklands
Reports by Alan Wood, Robert Morgan, Sheila Beardall,

Stephen Goodwin and John Winder
bring"1,!,"® law mfo'disrepu'te l^me^mslifiedTh^'inT 31E°Wer’ the Gove™”ent had

s? rz«tyw;r» asar-*—
deception, Mr Ro.v Hattersley, sciouslv and Ccyn]caNy ™rst r-”, Eileen Macdonald

^ wodvedan°erLeborateweb ^te
Labour conference ,n Black- of deceit ,o cover up the ^

He made that dear reference Mr Thatcher posed as the Y!’,"*' Went. t0 lhe South 
jo the prosecution of Mr Clive guardian of the law hui nmHmo Atlantic carried nuclear wea- 
Ponting under the Official was more likely to brine it into pKons* The Tories were terrified 
Secrets Act in his reply to a disreputethannm P , Ln that the truth would out. 
debate on the Falkland Islands. under outdated and discredited <i Jones» Chelsea, said

A national executive slate- Acts of civil servants who ltal the £nPe Mm,ster was in 
deploring Conservative believed thev had a moral dmv ^harge of formidable military 

government policy towards the to expose deception ^ forces, including nuclear wea-
islands was approved by the “Such prosecutions arp P?nl' and from what they knew 
conference, with a motion call meant simply to S other a , htS ac<ions in the South 
£r an jnquiry into Mrs exposures of truth aho„t .h!c Al,antic she was not fit to 
Margaret Thatcher’s conduct of Governm^t S T S control a penknife.

SUPP°rt "trhaveano llEln^ ^^U^theN^onalUmon

- Si *wss-1 ™ ssSr?"“ N“' sa-■'°"i ** -
1 teuIdeMh'I3',nqU(°LSh0uld 'a>er and should bogiVn°o0wner0r . .^r Tam Dalyell, MP for 

be under the terms of the 1921 The annexation of fhp ^iandc L,nl,thgow, said it was a 
(Tribunal of Inquiries) Act by Argentina had tn hn ^ueslion of: “Oh what a tangled
hav^of lhf3- IS lFCr CSt hope we hut Britain's proper response*^ Web We weavc when first we 
have of getting the full truth”. that act of apprp^ilnS ( practise to deceive.” He con-

He said that the Commons mean that Fortress Falkindc linued: “Ministers and ?he
for°ei!n amkalth?COnduClofits could bc supported forever ^nme Minister have told
foreign alTairs select committee The£600m annual met nf.i ’ ldfnilfiable lies and we have to
on the matter when it returned, poliev was the nrici f1 -5 caI1 lhem t0 account.”

ment

Swiss mediation, page 5 
Leading article, page 9
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Swiss hint/ 

of Falkland 

mediation
From a Correspondent 

Buenos Aires
Speculation about efforts to 

bring Britain and Argentina 
back to the negotiating table has 
been aroused by the three-day 
' isit here of the Swiss Foreign 
Minister, Mr Pierre Aubert.

Mr Auberl met lop Agentine 
officials and local British 
diplomats. Switzerland has 
officially represented British 
interests in Argentina since the 
conflict over the Falkland 
Islands. Talks between Argen
tina and Britain began in Berne 
last July but soon broke down.

The speculation in the Argen
tine press increased on Thurs
day when Mr Aubcrl met Senor 
Dante Caputo, the Foreign 
Minister,

But despite Mr Aubert’s 
public affirmation that his 
country is willing to provide it; 
“good offices” once again foi 
talks, a local diplomatic sourci 
familiar with the visit cautioner 
against concluding that this \va 
the purpose of Mr Aubert’ 
presence in Buenos Aires.

Many people here believ. 
that support for Argentina’s cal 
tor a negotiated settlement t< 
the Falklands dispute has beei 
greatly strengthened by tin 
announcement late on Thurs 
day that Argentina has reachcc 
a diplomatic solution to it: 
long-standing territorial dispute 
with Chile over jurisdiction ir 
the Beagle Channel.

1
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THE SUNLIT EMPIRE
Ey WC" thr0Ugh the W«‘ neither first nor last to cam the 

boast about the sun never setline Bui wlnt ahnnt „ u . V,’ wJ1Ich neither Caesar
the British Empire has almost Union Jack comes down C m "wf C°U'd £VCr lay claim

gone the way of other super- Hongkong in | 'n i°' rWblle our empire was
animated political cliches like able disnmV, ho u ^ndersland- confined within a few embattled
‘‘<hc white man's burden''’ and in some , PCC" =xprcssed stockades in the New World
'two acres and a cow". So has its possibility ?hat the sun's' n™ Spamsh adventurer of the

s bversive corollary, which stagine-nosi , 1 '390 s c°'ncd it, contemplating
alleged that the reason for the habited Chagos arch'lnT'"' Phr"' Mcxlco' Peru and the 
empires happy stale was Urn mnh 8 archipelago Philippines on the Globe Can-God, seeing wliat the British got turtles afnd the UsTfa'vvUs sn7° braid Smi,h’ who em'
up to by broad daylight, wasn't west of Pitcairn that niehAvJi^ ihnl l,lat very good s,ory 
going to trust them ,n the dark. It last fall bneflv on the e ‘i^ ,h °Cah?L’las' rec°''ded in 
would be natural to assume that from time to time in'the HeT iwt The brave Spanish
aftei almost 40 years of launch- of the Southern winter adfiPths md'erS ,bra§’ thc sunne nevcr 
mg former colonies into inde- day lasting well over 200 veil 3 h? . In th?.Spanish dominions, 
pcndence, ihe boast ceased lo be “ ^ca,s- But ever shineth on one part or
strictly accurate long ago, except Happily these fears arv* ^nolh.cr have conquered for 
m an attenuated sense, applied groundless. According to the mlL i taler the Dulch

“1“• c°“- »£ssss5«£| gsg?*u&s»!
*■£ass SrSrr
Stt&S IS1, STIS ,s'“: !»8 K *,S,MbX1;,pi, izsz.“t “edT;V"nine "vt- ™ rs'K;

the’ worldd disVn rCdChing r°Und crosion of the line in fiUurc'lUs !a“nching of a British ’satellite

pm HP iiS§ipfn'Ko^on^and^on To ^°nuilous dispositfon^Sral Sning^sm^” (P£rhapS
orestall a pounce from M° Tam ^ar,emenJs of Metropolitan Brh sh soll and n„■',ty ° 

Dalvell nii«011 1 ,am France in thc West Indite Th,.c 11 . and Bag) similar todlairful sclref ShmT'fh" 1?' *r™ colonial ri.alrics'»3ch InSialdTT before ,1"li'U “

;*'fSe^rx'„"«,so,s,fs is-ffiars »”~™»r ,ta ”enw"°r ‘r.ft.tsMaw;longitudinal chain can be traced il ,l wou,cl Be small consolation nrotVriin^ nj8Jllec!. '''or,cl-
traced then to reflect that we were prot®clIon °r the cliche would be

vcic worth the cost.

noron
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Pope prompts pact- 

on Beagle Channel
By Henry Stanhope 

Diplomatic Correspondent CHILE

Chile and Argentina have E 
reached broad agreement in the 
100-ycar dispute over 
ship of the Beagle Channel, with 
the help of mediation by the 
Pope, the Vatican said yester
day.

TIERRANc 
DEL FUEGOowner- ARGENTINA

Beagleii 
TUT^Channel^A

Nueva
50 miles Picton

r
But rumblings of discontent 

in Buenos Aires mean that 
parliamentary ratification is not 
a foregone conclusion.

Britain will be watching the continental shelf to the east of 
reaction closely for the possible the islands, 
effects of the final treaty on the The dispute over the islands 
Falklands dispute. and, more recently the rights to

No text has yet been released exploit the surrounding terri- 
bul it is understood the terms lorial waters, began when 
allow Chile to retain sover- sovereignty was given to Chile 
cignty over Lennox. Picton and in 1881..
Nueva. three islands in the A referendum has to be held 
channel. Argentina is said to before final agreement is given 
have been granted oil and to the draft proposals which 
mineral rights on the Atlantic should be ready within days.

Civilians try junta caser

1
From a Correspondent Buenos Aires 

Argentina's civilian federal Armed Forces’ summary courts 
appeals court has taken over martial proceedings, 
from a high military court the 
trials, involving alleged human 
rights abuses, of nine com
manders from three military December. The former corn- 
juntas that ruled successively manders arc charged with 
from 1976 until the end of the committing kidnapping, torture 
Falklands conflict.

The civilian court decided to the disappearance of at least 
intervene directly in the trials 9.000 Argentines during a 
because “unjustified delays” in military campaign against dissi- 
thc Supreme Council of the dents known as “the dirty war”.

s
s

e
President Raul Alfonsin 

ordered the courts martial last3

2

and murder in connexion withi
s

i
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Hattersley condemns 

‘cynical deception’ 

over Belgrano
MR ROY HATTERSLEY,
Labour’s deputy leader, yester
day gave full support to claims 
that the Prime Minister misled 
the House of Commons aver the 
sinking of the Argentine cruiser 
General Belgrano during the 
Fa 1 Islands War.

Mr Ha tiers! ey told conference 
it was beyond dispute that Mrs 
Thatcher deceived the Com
mons and the country “con
sciously and cynically.”

The Government withheld 
and distorted the truth and 
wove a web of deceit to cover 
up its initial deception, he said.

Conference called for an 
independent judicial inquiry 
into the circumstances sur
rounding the sinking of the 
Belgrano.

A statement approved by 
delegates said allegations that 
the Belgrano was sunk to abort 
a peaceful solution to the con
flict had been met with “ r 
Government orchestrated cam
paign of obfuscation and deceit 
in which ministers made state
ments to the House of Commons 
which were later admitted to accused of leaking confidential 
^ untrue.” information relating to the war.

Hie statement said it was an Mr Dalyell told delegates: 
affront to democracy for the “ Ministers and the Prime 
Government “to continue with Minister have told identifiable 
this cover-up in the teeth of lies. We have to call them to 
such widespread public disquiet account.” 
about this affair, and of the Mr Hattersley, speaking for 
shattered morale of senior civil the national executive corn- 
servants who have been induced mittee, said the behaviour of 
to participate in a campaign to the committee was “ one of the 
hide the truth.” extraordinary things which has

Conference called for new to be investigated.” 
talks with Argentina on the

<n

a Mr Tam Dalyell: Given a 
L_ standing ovation for his per

sistent questioning over the 
Belgrano

He said the use of the Official 
future of the Falkland Islands, Secrets Act against civil servants 
and deplored Britain’s “ crip- who believed they had a respon- 
plingly expensive and morally sibility to tell the truth, was 
indefensible colonial role.” likely to bring the law into 

Delegates gave an ovation to disrepute.
Mr Tam Dalyell, MP for Linlith- The Official Secrets Act meant 
gow, who has conducted a long show trials, which should have 
campaign against the Govern- no place in a democracy, 
ment’s conduct of the war. Ms Eileen MacDonald, from

Mr Dalyell was applauded as Livingstone, opening the debate, 
attacked Conservative said Mrs Thatcher had begun the 

of the Commons Falklands War for her
he
members own
Foreign Affairs Committee for political purposes at a time 
publicly defending the sinking when the Government 
of the Belgrano in advance of extremely unpopular, 
the committee’s investigation.

He urged conference

was

Mr Jim Slater, general secre- 
. „ _ to tary of the National Union of
instruct the next Labour Govern- Seamen, said the Government’s 
ment to release all documentary decision to attack the Belgrano 
evidence on the sinking, and while it was outside the Falk- 
called for an early parlia- lands total exclusion zone had 
mentary debate on the prosecu- created a precedent for other 

• ^n5?er% Section Ar0fnrhe countries to ignore war zones, 
Official Secrets Act of Mr Clive which could threaten the lives 
Ponting, a senior civil servant of British seamen. <Z^

mi
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INQUIRY CALL INTO 

‘WEB OF DECEIT’ 

OVER BELGRANO
By WILLIAM WE EKES

^ JUDICIAL inquiry into the sinking of 
the cruiser General Belgrano was 

demanded by the Labour conference which 
ended in Blackpool yesterday.

Mr Roy Hattersley, deputy leader of the 
party, said an inquiry under the terms of the 1921 
Tribunals of Inquiries Act was the best hope of 
getting the full truth.

Editorial Comment — PI 4
“ The fact of the sinking,

loss of life and the effect on houses in Great Britain. The 
the propects of a negotiated £600 million is the price we pay 
peace in itself justifies an for Mrs Thatcher’s pride.” 
inquiry,” he claimed. . The resolution demanding an

inquiry also urged the Govern-
made and the truth began to DfW l?lks \v’,th
drip out, another fact has ^ t0 try to get a settle*
Sal t0 ”ake thE inqUiry » committed the next Labour 

„ T. . ' . , government to start immediate
,s„ now beyond dispute negotiations to seek a perman- 

tnat the Prime Minister deceived ent and peaceful solution to 
the House of Commons, and the status of the islands with- 
through the House of Commons out committing Britain to a 
deceived the people of this “ cripplinglv expensive and 
country. morally indefensible colonial

Government con- ro!®*” _
sciously and cynically withheld T.A?.r1_TAM Dalyfi.l, MP for 
and distorted the truth, and J-in,,thgow, who has refused to 
then wove an elaborate web of Jet the Belgrano issue be for- 
deceit to cover up the initial §°ftcn- received an ovation from 
deception.” delegates.

He declared: “Ministers and 
Price of pride -5e ?JiT,e Minister have told

Tha .. . rr , identifiable lies. We have to 6
The behaviour of the Com- call them to account.” 

mons Select Committee on Mr Jim Slater, general secre- 
oreign Affairs was “ one of the tary of the seamen’s union said 

extraordinary things which has some of his members died ’when 
to be. investigated.” the Atlantic Conveyor was hit

Mr Hattersley agreed that the by an £xocet after the sinking 
Government had been right to ,,the. Belgrano. 
resist the Argentine invasion , “British seamen want to 
but he followed other delegates know whether an honorable 
in condemning the £600 million peafe „ was deliberately and 
annual cost of fortress Falk- £yi?lcaI,y sVnk a,on§' with the 
lands. Belgrano. We want to know

“Mrs Thatcher would rather i;?0c er BrilIs.h and Argentine 
spend her monev building an ThatcW«San^ivedi lVave Mrs 
airfield on the Falkland* “than pXal futu^.'^31 fa“ a"d

“ Since that demand was first

“ The

1

i
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DECISIONS 

OF THE 

WEEK

ARGENTINA 

LETS CHILE 

HAVE ISLES

£
S
e

e
r

By MARY SPECK 
in Buenos Aires

Argentina and chile, 
e ^ with the help of the 
d P°Pe, have reached

e By Our Political Stafff
this week’s conference * 
the Labour party sup

ported the “ historic 
struggle ” of striking 
miners, and accused police 
of “ organised violence ” on 
the picket lines.

h

agree-
o ment to end a century-old
e dispute over islands off

I i err a del Fuego which led 
them to the brink of 
in 1978.

l! * d°ze“ tiny islets in the
1- ^h/VhecBoeag,e Channel,

the tip of South America, 
Jj are to go to Chile.
,f News of the

Iwar
It also rejected the proposals, 

backed by Mr Kinnock, for 
constituency parties to have 
the option to ballot members 
on reselection of sitting Labour 
MPs. It also:BuenUnCel sira^aneoSsniyWin 

& A,rCS' »"d
ir

a-
H J„h^fChiIean and Argentine
tim?5ait °nS \n Rome wil1 con
tinue to work on final touches

•d Demanded an independent in
quiry into the sinking of the 
General Belgrano, and con
demned the “ Fortress Falk* 
lands ” policy;

<s
Ir
r- ) %ss

A TLANT/C\Ir ARGENTINA/
OCEAN
FALKLAND

ISLANDS

\
Rio

0 hj^ ^Gaflegos 

° 'vtMTjewdelFuegae-
ta

i
ru3gle 1 P'sputedf
Channel} jjslandsl j'

c-
al

n-
0__ Miles 300it

i.

jg statement. “

a saidThe^treaty'gavtTsovereigntv
fe over about a dozen islands at 
at p eastern mouth of the
- hBasg,„eceCuhpaine2el which
'e since the end 

century.
rRutv ,,the agreement also 

> reporfedJy guaranteed Argen- 
fna rights to the waters 
WVvfC? t-e continents of South America and Antarctica.
• , ?en**na had previously re
jected any agreement which
prindol/”6 S°'calIed " JLoceanic 
principle, giving Argentina
rights to the Atlantic and Chile 
rights to the Pacific.
• p°pc’s ^mediation began 

f thp1?79, after Tcidents between 
h close™ war"1"65 br0Ught them 
•; .7ro°Ps were mobilised on both

of '197? 15? Andes -atend 
?f /j78’ after a senes of frus- 
trated negotiations.

most of them 
of the 19th

n
a
a

n
n
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Inquiry urged into the Belgrano 

sinking and ‘Thatcher cover-up
FALKLANDS

LABOUR'S deputy leader,’ 
Mr Roy Ilatiersicy, yesterday 
accused the Prime Minister, 
i'rtim the party conference 
platform of deliberately mis
leading the Commons and 
the country over the sinking 
of the Argentine cruiser, 
General Bclgrano.

In a Falklands debate 
dominated by the sinking, 
Mr Haltcrslcy said : " It is 
now beyond dispute that the 
Prime Minister deceived the 
House of Commons and, 
through the House of Com
mons, deceived the people of 
this country. The Govern
ment. consciously and cyni
cally. first withhold and dis
torted the truth, then wove 
an elaborate web of deceit to 
cover 
deception.”

He demanded an “ immedi
ate. objective and open ” in
quiry into the affair, and 
condemned the Government’s 
prosecutions of civil servants.

lie said, in an implicit ref
erence to Clive Pouting, ac
cused of leaking documents 
referring to the Belgrano : 
“ I say this to Margaret 
Thatcher: she poses as the 
guardian of the law, but 
nothing is more likely lo 
bring the law into disrepute 
than prosecution under an 
outdated and discredited act 
of civil servants who believe 
it their moral duty to expose 
deception.

“ Such prosecutions arc 
meant simply to deter other 
exposures of the truth about 
this Government. They are 
show trials 
trials should have no place 
in a proper democracy.”

lie demanded that the 
Government open immediate 
negotiations with Argentina 
on the Falklands’ future. 
Four years ago. when the 
junta was in power, the Tory 
Government was willing to 
give the Falklands to Argen
tina and lease it back. 
“ Now,” he said. “ they will 
not even open serious talks.

“ I have always believed 
that annexation of the Falk
lands by the Argentine junta 
had to be resisted. But our 
proper response to that act 
of aggression does not mean 
that the policy of fortress 
Falklands can be supported 
forever, certainly not at a 
cost of nearly £600 million 
tliis year.”

Mr Ilattersley called that 
the price we pay for 
Thatcher’s pride.”

Mr Tam Dalyell, MP for

the initialup

mmm.
and show

Mr Tam Dalyell — posed five questions to national executive on Falklands policy
Linlithgow, was received 
with tumultuous applause. 
He made it clear that he did 
not regard the matter as 
closed by using his time to 
put five questions to 
Labour’s national executive.

Tie asked whether the 
NEC would reaffirm its ex
isting policy of demanding 
an inquiry and Mr Ilattersley 
confirmed that he felt it was 
“ the best hope we have of 
gelling the whole truth.”

Mr Dalyell then asked the 
NEC to query the propriety 
of the chairman of the Select 
Committee on Foreign Af
fairs in the House of Corn- 

prejudging 
Bclgrano issue on The Week 
in Politics television pro

gramme on Channel 4 in 
September.

Labour's representative on 
the select committee, Ian 
Mikardo, Nigel Spearing, De
nis Canavan and Mick Welsh, 
had restrained themselves in 
their pronouncements, he 
said, but he was concerned 
by the remarks made by Sir 
Anthony Keishaw. the com
mittee chairman, Ivan Law
rence, and Norman St John 
Stevas.

He asked whether the next 
Labour government would 
give a specific undertaking j 
lo publish the documents - 
known as The Crown Jew-' 
els—the intercepted orders 
of the Belgrano and the log

book of the submarine Con
queror which sank her.

Would it also undertake to 
release the full details of the 
Peruvian-American 
proposals, he asked, ancl 
would the NEC also commis
sion a lull report of the ac
tion taken by the police 
against newspapers like the 
Observer and the New 
Statesman, which published 
documents relating to the 
Belgrano ?

He called for a full debate 
on section 2 of the Official 
Secrets Act in Parliament be
fore the trial of Clive 
Pouting.

The motion was over
whelmingly carried.

peace

them on s

process.
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a Chinese puzzle

on

group which is empowered 
__ to consider all matters “ re

lating to the smooth transfer 
of government in 1977.” It is 
not clear how these different 
strands of decision-making 
will mesh together.

District board elections Some local politicians 
next March will help pave claiming to be in tune with 
the way for an electoral col- Peking are more in favour of 
lege to choose the first non- indirect elections and the 
appointed Legislative Council “ functional constituencies ” 
members. The registration (business and other profes- 
campaign for it has been sional bodies) proposed by 
quite successful — with the the Green Paper for the Leg- 
left-wing trade unions for islative Council, 
the first time encouraging Britain’s motives for en- 
their members to sign up. couraging democracy in 
Over 600,000 new voters are Hong Kong after so many 
enrolled, making a total of years are not very flattering 
about one and a half million, to China, nor to the people 
or fifty per cent of the num- of Hong Kong who have no 
her of eligible voters. illusions about it. We had a

Young Hong Kong profes- good system going, say the 
sionals — doctors, academics, British, with Hong Kong ' 
lawyers and business people ruled by Letters Patent from 
— are beginning to weigh the Crown, and by the “ con- 
their careers against a politi- straint of custom.” But one 
cal plunge. Many of thorn cannot transfer unwritten 
first found their voice when rules to China, and so one 
tne Smo-British negotiations encourages reforms some of 
began two years ago, with which were spoken of not so 
me Hong Kong Observers long ago with amused con- 
Group in the lead. tempt by Hong Kong govern-

A number of the younger ment officials, 
and more recently appointed If in the next few years 
members of the Legislative Peking leans too heavily on 
Council may also submit to Hong Kong’s hesitant demo- 
the democratic test, and a crats, or the British behave 
shake-out of the council too cynically, it would be a 
could occur in September fatal start, 
next year when the two-year It will be hard enough 
appointed terms of all its anyhow to find real potential 
members expire. leaders for the future in suf-

But the lawyers and other ficient number. “ We have to 
professionals who are often look for people,” says one 
cynical about China and the pressure group leader, “who 
agreement, and the “ Legco ” have retained an indepen- 
members who praise Peking’s dent way of thinking under 
smeenty and the “ fine a colonial administration 
print in the agreement, which has so often repressed 
agree on one thing. ability.”

“ We just don’t know what Business leaders and Gov- 
they really want,” said one ernment supporters look 
of the latter group, “ but we warily on the whole pros- 
somehow have to evolve a pect, in some cases fearing 
system of administration the emergence of radical 
which will dovetail into Chi- ideas with a primitive hor- 
nese strategy.” At the mo- ror. In fact there is 
ment Hong Kong’s demo- chance of it. Those who are 
cratic reforms are in a concerned about the 
holding pattern, circling polarisation of wealth, the 
until the pilot gets the right gaping holes in Hong Kong’s 
signals from Peking airport. social security net, the high 

The pressure groups who rents and sometimes dread- 
are calling for direct elec- ful working conditions, know 
lions, with their broader that they must put their case 
socia base among church with care, 
social base among church No one wants to give the 
and wefare organisations, ei- impression of advocating 
about Chinese tolerance or what is often called a “free 
are more determined to pre- lunch ” society. It is noted 
empt any objections at the by Hong Kong visitors to 
New China News Agency. China that some welfare 

In the more optimistic provisons — particularly pen- 
view. the Chinese are play- sions in the large state see
ing it by ear. “ How much tor of industry and com- 
they allow,” says a leading merce — are way ahead of 
pressure group figure, “ de- Hong Kong. Chinese wages 
pends on how much the maY be low, but so are rents 
Hong Kong people want to and medical fees. Peking’s 
get.” own visitors to Hong Kong

It would be nice to believe have endorsed the need for

Who’ll had expected. But the route 
lo this destination still has 
to be worked out.

In July this year the Hong 
Kong government, which for 
years had claimed that its 
consultative processes were 
the summit of democracy, 
produced a Green Paper on 
representative reform. It was 
largely a holding operation, 
which helped ensure that the 
government will have a stake 
in the necessary process of 
change towards 1997.

It proposes a cautious shift 
to indirect elections for part 
of the at present wholly ap
pointed legislative council, 
with a review of the political 
system fixed for 1989. A 
White Paper on the same 
subject, promised for mid- 
November,

the
.new
Hong
Kong?
THE Chinese posters in the 
Hong Kong metro urge 
people to register as voters 
so that they can express 
“the voice from your 
hearts.” Suddenly, after 140 
years, democracy is a public- 
issue and will become more 
so in the build-up to 1997.

Could it lead to heart-to- 
heart speeches from election 
platforms in Statue Square, 
which woud surely disturb 
the colonial spirits of long- 
dead judges of the Supreme 
Court and directors of the 
Hong Kong and Shanghai 
Bank ?

Or in spite of the growing 
call for untrammelled direct 
elections and full democracy 
by 1997 from articulate pres
sure groups—taking Peking’s 
slogan of Hong Kongers rul
ing llong Kong at face 
value—will it be a rather, 
more subtle process ?

“ Whatever you call the 
new system,” 
who may become active in it, 
the Chinese will be the el
ders. You can’t gel too far 
out of line. But it’s up to 
the people of Hong Kong to 
arrange things intelligently 
so that they don’t have to go 
up to the New China News 
Agency (Peking’s unofficial 
embassy) for everything.”

he Sino-Brilish

is unlikely to 
yield much to the growing 
demand for an element of 
direct elections, 
hint at 
change.

The Governor

but mav 
greater post-1989

. °f Hong
Kong, Sir Edward Youde, 
said yesterday that changes 
to' the system of government 
should not be introduced loo 
hastily so as to “ endanger 
Hong Kong’s stability at this 
crucial time.”

He gave no support to 
public calls, expressed since 
the Green Paper 
sentative

on repre
government was 

published in July, for direct 
elections. In his speech to1 
the new session of the Legis
lative Council he did hold 
out the possibility of advanc
ing the date for a review of 
the process by two years to 
1987.

Zhao Ziyang, the Chinese 
premier, has publicly sup
ported the 
democratisation 
Kong. Chinese officials 
avoiding comment on the 
Green Paper, saying that 
they do not intend to inter
fere, but they appear to 
share Sir Edward’s insistence 
on the need 
cautiously.

Yet the real constitutional 
authority for the adminis
trative structure after 1997 
must, derive from the basic 
law to be drawn up over the 
next few years in Poking. In
terim reforms in Hong Kong 
may bo discussed bv the 
joint

t
principle of 

in Hongsays someone
arc

i
no

a to proceed

agree
ment states simply that “ the 
legislatures of the Hong 
Kong special administrative 
region shall be constituted 
by elections,” which is a 
good deal clearer than many Sino-Brilish liaison

that China supports an un- reform but cautiously. Per 
trammelled system of a di- haps it is balanced by their 5 
rectly-elected legislature and concern for the continued |igovernment. But its reserva- health of entrepreneurial
tion about the number one capitalism,
job is already written into
the joint agreement. The
post-1997 chief executive will
be “ selected by election or
through consultations held
locally ” — a distinct echo of
China’s own consultative
process. I
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Opposition leaders rally round Ponting
Bv Richard Norton-Taylor time that leading political tig- Havers, insists that it is in the General that he had also told

The leaders of all three ul'es have joined publicly to public interest to prosecute Mr the Commons six years ago 
I main opposition parties — Mr support a civil servant charged Ponting. He says that he that “ when any prosecution is 
I Neil Kinnock Mr David Steel under the widely-discredited would not want to prosecute brought for the disclosure of
and Dr David Owen __ «ave section 2 of the act. Mr simply as a result of unau- information, the question of
their support yesterday to a Ponting, an assistant secretary thorised disclosure of official whether the information was 
campaign to have the prosecu- in lhe Ministry of Defence, is information. correctly classified should be
tion of Mr Clive Pontin'g under accused of sending documents “ if i did that I would have considered not by the minister
the Official Secrets Act lo the Labour MP, Mr Tam to prosecute civil servants al- responsible but by an indepen-
withdrawn. Dalyell, which showed how the most every day of the week,” dent committee.”

The campaign, which has set ^a^The6 CommonsC about "the ?jr ??ich.ael says. But in reply Mr John Ward, general sec- 
up a defence fund to help Mr thl® 0ut lh Mr Gostin and Mr Des Wilson retary 0f the FDA, said that
Ponting fight the case, is being slT^nt= of the Belgiano. chairman of the Freedom of this Government had shown it-
organised by the First Division There was clearly no politi- Information Campaign, re- selc t0 be more secretive than
Association, which represents cal or public consensus about minded Sir Michael yesterday jts predecessors at a 
about 8,000 senior civil ser- section 2, yet the criminal law that six years ago Mr Leon when informed opinion was 
vants (including Mr Ponting), "as being used here in the Bnttan, the present Home Sec- moving in the other direction, 
the 1984 Freedom of Informa- name of the public, Mr Larry retary, described section 2 as “ a big gap is opening up be- 
lion Campaign, and the Na- Gostin, NCCL general secre- “ indefensible,” and that he tween the Government and the 
tional Council for Civil tary, said yesterday. himself Jiad called it public, and this puts civil ser-
Liberties. In a letter to Mr Gostin the “outdated.” vants in an extremely difficult

It is believed to be the first Attorney-General, Sir Michael They reminded the Attorney- position,” he said. "
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f
!TAM DALYELL, . „ , - produced

>et another leaked document 
during tne course of a lunch- i 
time fringe meeting—a docu- l 
rnent with a difference, since 
it was once intended for 
open publication. The docu
ment blankly stated that Mrs 
Thatcher was not at Che- 
Quers but at the operations 
room of naval HQ at the 
time the Bclgrano was sunk.

Mrs Thatcher, says the 
document, “eager to be in on 
Uie .. klll’ slipped into 
A01 tlnvood on her way back 
to Downing Street that eve
ning. It adds: “The Chur- 
cmilian atmosphere was fur
ther enhanced... by the 
abandonment of sophisticated 
electronic mapping equip
ment. which none of their 
lordships could handle, in fa- 
vour of a large table-map, 
cardboard cut-outs of the 
ships, and billiard 
push them around.” cues to

The document in question 
was an article 
printed, and due to already
in the Times of August^1.

told the meeting 
that the item was pulled out 

the Editor of the Times 
after, I understand, a con

versation with Mr Murdoch ” 
Mr Dalyell added that the 
claim in the article had been 
corroborated by two indepen
dent sources. Downing Street 
has always denied the story.

The Times 5/10/84 
Argentine crisis

cAafpEa”t™1IRadi-
™ie'of ii"dwhen
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Future of Hongkong
From Mr Arthur Gavshon
Sir, Sir Geoffrey Howe, the Foreign
Secretary, told the United Nations
General Assembly on September 26:
“The Falkland islanders, like any
other people, have the right to self-
determination.”

Fair enough; but any other 
people?

At a news conference in New 
York the same day Sir Geoffrey said 
the British-Chinese agreement on 
the future of Hongkong is not open 
to amendment or revision and will 
have to be accepted by the people in 
its entirety or not at all.

Understandable in the circum
stances, too; but aren’t his standards 
becoming dangerously double? 
Yours faithfully,
ARTHUR GAVSHON,
19 Stormont Road, N6.
September 28.

Daily Mail 
4.10.84

Andrew's pupils
ST HELENA : A new school Is 
to be named after Prince Andrew 
who visited the South Atlantic 
island earlier this year as part 
of celebrations marking 150 years 
as a British colony.

The Times 5/10/84

chiefs back

aid fund
B.V Richard 

Lobby Reporter
A Clive Ponting Defence 

1-und was launched officially
■ yesterday with Mr Neil Kin-
■ nock. Dr David Owen and Mr 

David Steel as its patrons.
The open support of the three 

Opposition party leaders for 
civil servant charged under 
Section 2 of the OfTicia! Secrets 
Act is believed to be 
ccdcntcd.

Mr Ponling, aged 38, an 
assistant secretary at the Minis
try of Defence, is alleged to 
have passed unauthorized docu
ments concerning the circum
stances surrounding the sinking 
,of the Argentine Cruiser, the 
General Bclgrano, to Mr Tam 
Dalycn, the Labour MP for 
Linlithgow.

Evans

a

unpre-
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Latest appointments
Latest appointments in.cludc:
Mr A. I'. Hutchinson. Q£\ to be a 
Circuit Judge on the North Eastern 
Circuit. '
Mr Mi I). Kennedy. QC. to be a 
Circuit,Judge on the South Eastern 
CiyeuiL .
Mr Peter Davis to be a special 

.adviser to Mr Kenneth Baker and 
Mr William Waldegravc. at the 
Department of the Environment.
Mr Alastair Cameron.,a Falkland 

be the Falkland’Islands 
representative in

islander, to 
Government 
London from October.I,

3

m
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Kong banknotes to drop royal arms
&

From John Giltings also visited the Bank of China Ping, who said^ that Hong ^appeared in to People's
in Ilong Kong Sir Philip said his talks with b*[eras. thc Chinese are pru- tial foreign policy adviser, Mr

The word “colony” will be instructive ” Thc^ Premier dent housekeepers who do not Huan Xiang. Just as Chinese 
struck from Hong Kong ^ d™ I»t ‘ the “fit ^ivrTen^
banknotes and the Royal Coat responsibility for the colony other nanus. and foreign joint companies
of Arms will disappear from up to 1997 rested firmly and sir Philip said that Hong and investment on the main*
the S100 note from February, squarely with the Britisn Gov- Kong planned to turn in a bal- landf s0 it can perfectly well 
the next Chinese lunar vear, eminent, operating thiough th- anced budget ovei the next coexist, he said with Hong 
the chairman of the Hong Hong Kong Government. couple of years He was rather Kong.s’capitalism.
Kong and Shanghai Bank, Mr It was a perfectly acceptable neatly able to thank China tor Another article employed the 
Michael Sandberg, announced message, but it is also a re- supporting, in the joint agiee- anaiogy of peaceful coexistence 
vesterdav in Peking. minder that, from now on, the ment with Britain, J-iong and competition between
* . . . Chinese leaders arc going to Kong s policy of selling land a*, S0Ciaiism and capitalism on a

It was a nice gesture to feel much freer l0 pronounce extremely high prices to keep WQrld scale> The difference, it 
make at the end of the first on Hong Kong. government expenditure out of says is that the outcome has
visit by a Hong Kong sovein- chief Secretary had a the red. been deferred in Hong Kong’s
rolon^s Chie°f Secretary Mr problem on andving in Peking Meanwhile,. China has had case until 2047 at the earliest,
phiiin Haddon-Cave discussed for the National Dav celebra- some explaining to do about Those who oppose the idea are Ho gVong’s Mfme foJ nearl? [ions over an off-the-cuff re- the “ 50 years, of capitalism ’ compared with John Foster

hours yesterday with the proach from one of the main to its domestic audience.■ - flontation in the*1950s
Premier Mr Zhao Ziyang. He Chinese negotiators, Mr Lu serious theontical explanation frontation in the 1J5US.two

o
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Dirty war’ 

dossier 

handed over
From a Correspondent 

Buenos Aires
Dossiers on the summary 

courts martial of nine former 
Argentine military junta mem
bers were turned over yesterday 
to the civilian Federal Appeals 
Court by the Supreme Council 
of the Armed Forces.

The council has been trying 
the officers since December on j 
charges of human rights viol
ations connected with the 
disappearance of at least 9,000 
people after the 1976 military

The Daily Telegraph 3/10/84

Where the sun will set
S/ln' consequence of the ending of

1 ?9975v.ere«nty over Hongkong" in 
IS«7 will be that we shall no loneer
around Thf01^ m dePendent territories 
neve?dsets on which the

coup.
The transfer of the docu

ments followed the Supreme 
Council's declaration last week 
that it was unable to pass 

the accused officers

0
sentence on 
by the October I 1 deadline set 
by the Federal Appeals Court.

That declaration, which in
cluded what many observers 
here consider a thinly-veiled 
defence of the former junta 
members, has been generally 
taken as a signal that the 
military court has no intention 
of continuing the prosecution of 
those officers.

Now that the Appeals Court 
has the 60.000 pages of court- 
martial information it can 
decide to terminate the military 
trial and transfer the pros
ecution of the former com
manders to civilian courts.

It is highly probable that the 
Appeals Court will authorize 
civilian courts to carry on the 
prosecution not only of the 
former junta members but also 
of hundreds of upper and 
middle-ranking officers who 
have also been implicated in the 
torture and murders that cha
racterized the “dirty war".

sun
p-A1 Present it is always day over either 
Gibraltar or the Falkland*, or Pitcairn
OceaPn0nT^rnf’ °r the British Indian 
Ocean Territory, and then Gibraltar
a^ain. But when Hongkong drops out
l! te.1V*tin,e prance of about
BrnTUSnb-Weeu Pitcairn and the 
5*0T- the lon& winter nights

S. M. GORDON CLARK 
Carlton Club.

J
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Powell blames defeatists 

for Belgrano controversy
i By Colin Brown, 
Political Staff that the General Belgrano was 

_ sunk- we might rather have
Government ministers and complained that 

civil servants who were op- dc Mayo remained
posed to Britain’s military re- afloat.” Mr Powell said. “Some 
covery of the Falkland Islands of us. in fact, did wonder why 

i were at the heart of the con- did.” 
j troversy surrounding the sink- Richard Nonon-Taijlor adds •
, ig® olrIie Argentine warship. Mrs Thatcher brushed aside at- 
the General Belgrano. Mr tempts by members of the war 
Enoch Powell told Young Con- cabinet to persuade her to con- 
servatives at Epsom, Surrey sider the Peruvian peace plan 
last night. during the Falklands conflict

He suggested that it was be- Mr Dalycll said yesterday 
I cause of their doubts that the Hp cn,ri Government liari limitnri ;« - St.icl the infoimationuuytimncm nact limited its came from Lord WhiteHw
military operations to such an war cabinet member_at a nn-
mlnumum*r ford 2 wKich^

Powell said, was incompatible Lo, d WIlltelaw, according to 
with the principles of wan FuLetsts „‘71., lhe. Unction, said

, B Tf*? , row . about the urged Mrs1 Thatcher to 
Btlftianos position and course the Peruvian peace initiative 

.derived from the decision of the Prime Minister made it I
i destruction2 irettlu° a'ok1 ,?he Pleal' lhat slK' did not want to 

,hc Argentine have anything to do with it navy, tins decision had an es- t - JI rj •»* i„tasste £BU“ K 1| who we. opposed to the"S ft- “he ftM &

! _* So far from complainir cont"rove?syUeStl°nS ,bout thc

o thc

colleagues 
- pursue

J

M
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No light at the end of a tunnel visit)

V. Setting sail in Raymond Briggs's The Tin Pot Foreign General and the Old l.ron Woman

NICHOLAS But behind the serialised' very much. Like chessmen. jt is essential for a political
• imaacrv the two main points politicians move across the cartoonist ... . . *_n

PAPT ANT-) of the cartoon are very dear.) same old .ground and confiont tjnij^ • to discriminate b^^n
LrArCL/AiN L) namelv that Ihe war resulted variations of the same old prob- politicians, however
. „ ^lU„r «vfie+,c in nothing bul pointless butch- lems. Each move in the game timcs they give the tired’ old

on a iellow ai lists 'cnrv an{, thc desolation of Ihc oilers a choice from an infinite CXCUSCs for making the jjjd
. . disputed territory;}} ..and -that number of responses, and new miliar cock-ups. ,°1ncl‘.vi53S;

over-simple View Ol there is nothing: to choose be- players try diflerent comb in a- bcgin lo he overwhelmed
twoen General Galtieri.and Mrs (jons of attack- and dotcnce. their similarities ‘you, JW

fhp Fa kr ands War Thatcher. I But there are never absolute |onoCr make any kind of staie-
I he first of these two asset- solutions to political problems. ment about them' cxcent tha 

RAYMOND BRIGGS, a much- tions js 'frecjucnllv macle and They are only better and worse they are all various kSjhtls bi
loved illustrator for children. qiiil0 defensible, though.it is ways of dealing'With theni. A rat-bag. But there lS
has said goodbye, or perhaps expressed here with such ex- checkmate nL politics is .invari-oncc between loin Benn*ana
an revoir. to the world of treme vicioii'sness that it makes ablv followed)by a new game. Gerald Kaufman.--and between
children's books. me wonder how deep the That is-why politicians David Owen and Rov JA»ikins

His chilling horror comic, author's pacifism goes: the pretend that all -our Roubles which has('t0^cAnri
•‘Where the Wind Blows,” had seC0nd point is less convincing, 'would be /over if- on!ly This or not a wa>s .emphms ^gr^ntl
already reached a borderline po)jJa| cartoons ahvays ^ tre°a“cd as ’™ ^ ^her^Stri
br‘,'f / „ihi . H simplify matters. 'I hey arc not ‘’, ‘nndrels^ because--they are and Mrs Thatcher no . ni'Sflcr
^h^ThePr«!aFoS; course: ,vor*>hc knows J'^^itlnM^r^cafe

WomJUi ’’ ^(Hamish Hamilton" £3fe£J£SS6l ™ ^ ^^*SS aft

s&AJrjsuu -gsss srssta «s sr «.Heal cartoon about the Talk- hisIumIc] vision is able to make fond of pctnUng out this '.m «ols 's no a ^ pH - .
lands war. easily understood and therefore portant ancient truth ka J o[“?,* noliUcal naivete and

He expresses his passionate powerful comments. (But the weakness for a 11 e L f;11 uncomfortably against,
feelings with a new savagery, paradox that confronts egrtoon- own. Their lie is the one that .... ‘ics 0r the reai complex.
The war is connected in the , }sls is that politics are only in- «0es” ALL POLITICIANS ARE Fa "Pdv
author's mind with a violent • teresling when they are comp i- THE SAME.” . Thatcher is not vulner-'
sexual encounter. cated. Too much crammed into ..... • * Statement and ,,'1 inatenw ts-.-nui >u. .c*

The Old Iron Woman, naked a cartoon will make'it incom- mJy ci0sclv:!M related racn' abuse ° No one is If -abuse

tm T.«$£&"■ ,‘E: Kjfls 'HSLSrtMBI ns.jssg'srjie wr8t-Ksrwtr X-’teJS fS/ffiBt “““1!? »T* «&ffiSi'iEsSssg I
ArkJrjs m %r “ ” “ ’ '• S J4^“«
Foreign General cabras an up- if.one follows political events , For ,al1 . • “ne. C0 0f‘iright dagger wh&, forever ]]on« enough, one will notice beautiful pxinFng and careful
drips shiny red blood. In her ^al;;in a Wciv nothing changes drawing this whole book does
moment of victory* Mfc Old fnai noL pack half• ttie wallop of.
Iron Woman has become grosslv sayfi..one of Michael Heath s

while, in defeat,1 The; w^pi§hf and comic little pocket
cartoons. The effectiveness ot 
a cartoon depends on its 
accuracy and its wit, not on its 
size and display of anguish.

to be able to con-

pregnant 
General shrinks and his weapon 
is broken.
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The Belgrano controversy drags on 
wearying the great majority8 who -
have long understood the military M 
imperative that convinced respon- 11 

that HMS Conqueror m authorized to attack. It is '-M 
to believe that the motivea^ lll 

°We who still doubt the relatii^^w 
ulWP°rX*ncc of the Belgano’^ ‘ H 
codrse at any particular time are: 
other than political, but it might- ' : ^ 
help them clear their minds if sonic ^ a,
out hi mor^detah! aSpeCts wcre spe*1.

A commanding officer making 
contact with the enemy repons to 
nis operational commander in the 
traditiona! form, “What, where,
whither, when”. “Whither” is an _, ---------
™,!!U!tl0n,40f the, enemy’s present have been briefed on the during the-night Recentiv ^
course and speed. It is no sure imitations of communicating with she might be Drenarino rC^UC ecL’ 
indication of his future movement submarines deep in the '««.!!? of the • p£epann8 to pass south 

All that can be said with certainty Atlant;f- The Chief of DefenceVaffi ^emly reestawSfed^maii^1^ 0Ur 
when the signal is received-after a g,vcs details of HMS Connnpm!? in Smith •ed sma11 Samson variable dday-is .tharthe enemy «port that she is in'the* P^cted by a
must be within a circle whose centre Be,8rano and asks for political ah • i xi/ 
is the reported position (where) and aPProvaI to attack. This is given r Admi.raI Woodward had no 
whose radius is the enemy’s known Would the doubters have wished ' aircraft t0 warn him
maximum speed (30 knots in the .to apply a caveat to the decision’ if thanh aBr erln°S-approach Qthcr

% afjawaafss &£. S, ssr-ss, *sraspvt? 'snah-d‘ a* sm^sjsr*sS»«ar«S2 der- Yhich Admiral Wood- split and go in different directi?™ ' ipin,.sters> against strong
ward certainly was, must take That HMS Conquer!* w ^ ^ adyi<*> did decide to
account °f the most dangerous contact cannot be euarTnwn approvaI t0 attack. They
possibility, that the enemy could be Communication between thp^nh’ ?°U ? have been reminded that the 
fhprfrPi°,nt °n lhe Jlrcumfcrence of marine and Northwoocfis far fmm £eycrs*n8 the order could take
the circle nearest to him. immediate. In ”00^LiS ho,urs t0 reach HMS Conque-

Lel me ask the doubters to put must be taken while thevTxkt^hi'• !dr kn,ow now lhat the original 
^enip,v.e.s ,n the position of the may riot be a second chance ' h'C 2^°^ -more than four hours
^82 m no,°n Sund3y.’ May 2’ At3-4°Pmon May 2 N6rthwood when fe0" l° receplio")- Since, 
1982 in possession of all the received an amplifying renn t Zm ZzP a Permission to attack was 
intelligence that is summarized in' HMS Conqueror stillfn innrh the commanding officer of

,fl°8I0flheannext0the lhe Belgrano and her escort Tho Conqueror would immedi-
Pr.meMimster;5 letter °f ^ptember postition gave a nil datum & ^1 start the tactical monoeuvres 
19 to Mr George Foulkcs MP furthest-on circles- this ‘ ,J1IS approach to a firing position
(report. September 20), but with with course and ctvv'h ’ °8dher these would be incompatible with 
no™ °f the information now indicaSmte■ expofnS an aerial to receive further

^^.nrimsters- Sv

in .L a d k".ow,cdgc that virtually ministers to take’' Caned IkS1 and mentions on May 1 and 2 than 
a e ? aware n? ^ ^ They prCvious approval^ l a«qck?Vhere : From Admira"

szs? “ -swass us ‘rsi-g- oJHkksihk ——» bbsss .is gM>‘ arfrtrs »
our snips Admiral Woodward’s

:*1 rd Lewih, Chief of 
; Defence Staff 
iring the Falklands 
ir, puts the military" 

case for sinking the 
flp Argentine cruiser and 

: T argues that all 
1 subsequent evidence has 

j shown the Cabinet 
| decision was right

mm
11

and

and that 
assessment
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IhS orders'for
submarines°o iSTck'h1 $hipS and 
initiative was in*p ogress^H .j!*
nCo"Thyeykndernffil'thi'e-^y

attitude to negotiations. 'h° Bntlsh 
all this had been hnum uIgfssMi

“he Bete™„oPEriin,iy 10 remove 
OrT"af,net^,Sh0U,d^akeTn,ine 

•rag,, but tl,r“^ndfe

I

can

/

squarely with
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crimes against ih." Argentina for
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Dalyell claims 

Thatcher vetoed 

peace plan
By Our Political 
Correspondent

Lord Whitelaw, the Lord i 
President, has said that Mrs 
Thatcher personally vetoed any 
pursuit of the Peruvian peace 
plan during the . Falklands 
conflict according to Mr Tam 
Dalyell Labour MP fo Linlith
gow.i

Mr Dalyell said in Blackpool 
yesterday that Lord Whitelaw’s 
comment had been made at a 
private luncheon parly at 
Windermere during the sum
mer.

One of the guests present at 
the lunch, which took place in 
June, last night confirmed that 
Lord Whitelaw had said that 
while all the members of the so- 
called War Cabinet had thought 
that the Peruvian proposals 
were worth considering, the 
Prime Minister had been very 
firmly agaisnt them.

Government sources said last 
night that Lord Whitelaw would 
not comment on Cabinet 
discussion.

But Mr Dayell said he had 
been told that Cabinet ministers 
had discussed the plan on May 
2. 1982, the day the cruiser, 
General Belgrano, was tor
pedoed.

No alternative, page 14
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As debite about the Belgrano continues, ARTHUR GAVSHON, 

vgieran American correspondent and co-author of The Sinking of 

th| Beigrano, talks to two of the principal protagonists in the 

drama, Admiral Lewin, left, and Alexander Haig, right

LEWIN — Neither side 
was going; to step dow n, 
so that was it
ACCORDING to Admiral Lord 
Lewin. the British war 
cabinet abandoned hope of 
negotiating a Falklands set
tlement with Argentina at 
least a week before the sink
ing of the Belgrano on 
Sunday, May 2. 1982. This 
suggests that a military solu
tion was then decided upon — 
so conflicting with official 
British policy as stated at the 
time This was that minimum ^ w '
force would be used in pursuit . «> ,Uv ;:AU-A>
of a diplomatic outcome

ra
if' ■:

In the course of a six-hour 
interview about the Falklands
conflict Lord Lewin. Chief of so that was it From my point 
the Defence Staff during the of view that was the end of 
South Atlantic crisis, also negotiations.” 
said that British ministers 

i concluded something of a 
1 deal with Alexander Haig, the 

JJS Secretary of State, while 
he was still formally 
mediating.

British Vulcan flew from 
Ascension Island with a load 
of 21 1.0001b bombs for the 
first major attack on Argen
tine positions in the Falk
lands. "As far as Whitehall 
was concerned, negotiations 
were at an end.” Lewin recal
led. "The only thing to do was 
to land on the Falklands and 
repossess."

he termed inaccuracies in 
The Sinking of the Belgrano, a 
book I co-authored with 
Desmond Rice.

He felt his own role had 
been portrayed less than 
fairly. Some of his sugges
tions for better balance will 
be incorporated in any new 
editions that may be pub
lished. Other of his . more 
controversial proposals for 
change clash with our own 
independent researches. 
They do not affect our central 
argument for a judicial 
inquiry into the circumst
ances surrounding the sink
ing which we believe has 
been more than justified bv 
the recent spate of revela
tions contradicting the gov
ernment’s changing cover 
stories. Our intention, never
theless, is to use as much of 
Lewm's material as possible.

Among the main 
Lewin made:

Haig fulfilled the secret 
arrangement to the letter 
Earlyr on April 27 he 
submitted a Memorandum of 
Agreement to both sides. It 
embodied his formula for

Speaking of the situation solution He asked for
around April 23 or 24. afler responses by midnight
Haig had twice conferred with although he had London s
Argentine leaders in Buenos prior assurance that his plan
Aires> Lewin said "Haig would be considered Two The Admiral stressed that
save the war cabinet the days later Argentina prop- others in the British oolitical
impression that the iunta osed certain ampnrimpn q * n •{*? ttnl,sn P°lll,cai
^^^"3 rejection318 " 3 “S

Parliament6 ^ft'wasVgreed „ 0nRF”da-v' April 3° - 'he in thiwaTcfbinetlnl &rg
that hewould nulMish ?ome vay Br,(a,n s To»a' Exclusion tainly in the military by April
fhfng to Thow how reasonable Zone cam® into force - he 25 and 26, that a negotiated

vfas no'way'you were going to

able as couldbe expected sa,ne Um? suspended miljt- ' would settle for something
*1 expected.... ary exports and'fin ariosi ere- v that would mean they would . -----------

I was convinced we were . dits,to Argentina and offered ; <be defeated in Parliament (Sir) John Nott was "talking 
dealing with a government in Britain logistic help — which and would have to go to a nonsense” when he told the
Buenos Aires which could not finally involved $75 millions general election.” Commons on April 3 1982
agree to a settlement keeping worth of missiles and other , pwinvr#vanu a! . that Preparations for dealing(!sas ■ ..."5:.Srk.ndss suwsfssw, ««a*»-Soso*, sajsasi

a

points

*
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But was Pym. in Washing- ^ 
ton on Sunday May 2. told of 
the Chequers decision chan
ging the Rules of Engagement 
so that the Belgrano and all 
other Argentine warships 
could be attacked outsioe 
territorial waters?

“Certainly he knew." Lewin 
answered. “Sir Anthony 
Acland, the head of the Fore^ 
ign Office, was deputising for 
him at Chequers and phdned 
him. either around lunchtime 
(London time) or after .the war 
cabinet's afternoon session 
ended. He was advised’of 
what went on.” Pym saw no 
need to transmit this sort of 
operational information on to 
Haig. •

At another point-hi! our 
discussion Lewin was asked if 
he would have favoured 
delaying the attack oh the 
Belgrano if he had known (a» 
that Galtieri had accepted irr 
principle Belaunde’s propo
sals with their provision for 
an Argentine withdrawal, and 
(b) that, the whole Argentine 
junta was due within hours 
eitherto ratify or reject that 
acceptance.

“YeS. if I’d known all that’' 
Lewin said.
;STh4n he quickly added a 
gVftltfeeC ;“It wouldn’t have 
been.my decision. My job was 
to ' give . military advice I 
Would-‘KaVe^said this is not a 
miJubaiyjinatter?All I can say 
JsTliatw^.think we are now in 

■ Tjpsitiori to sink the Bel*

- 3

the debate (a day alter Argen- targetted against the Rus- 
tina invaded), when he put up sians in the Northern Hemis- 
such a disastrous show.” Pre- phere." He said that GCHQ 

arations hadn’t been made monitoring support and facili- 
ecause “we didn’t think ties also were limited because 

they'd invade ... obviously a they. too. were directed
misjudgment." against the Russians.

^ffihii^aris^and Americans 
Belgrano and her escorts in weVe'providing some intelli- 
the late morning of Saturday ’gen'c^ -information among 
May 1. but the submarine's other'unidentified.countries, 
report did not reach North- US naval authorities, for inst- 
wood Naval Headquarters ance. warned of "a tricky 
until after midnight (London Argentine tactic once used 
time). He and the Fleet Com- against US 'nuclear .^sub-
mander. Admiral Sir John marines during , joint naval
Fieldhouse, were both asleep exercises. "The two German 
and were informed only on submarines the Argentines 
Sunday morning. There had had were very quiet .‘"'they
been no reason For them to be sat at the bottom of the sea.
awakened. very quietly, until a nuclear

submarine came clanking by 
and they fired at it. So we 
were warned."

torship were to be allowed to 
succeed.

He was convinced Presi
dent Leopoldo Gaitieri's 
strategy had been to stall, 
knowing an Antarctic winter 
was approaching, and that 
inside two months “the Brits 
would be finished." unable to 
keep wallowing around those 
stormy South Atlantic waters. 
“We were scared stiff and 
even if. hypothetically, we 
knew Galtieri was ready to 
negotiate. I bet the war 
cabinet would have said 'we’ll 
attack the Belgrano anyway 
and that’ll make him think 
even harder' We had no 
expectations whatsoever that 
a negotiated settlement 
would ever be found which 
could be accepted and keep 
this government in power."

1
HMS Conqueror sighted the

o

British ministerial claims 
that the Belgrano was 
engaged with Argentina’s air
craft carrier 25 de Mayo were 
essentially speculative. It was 
an appreciation based on acti
vated broadcasts and moni
tored call signs combined 
with “an assessment of what 
you would do if you were 
Argentina."

The Task Force had no 
satellite coverage from the 
US a9 widely supposed, 
because "all satellites are

a
of Lewin was asked how Haig.

■ In the light of these considera- 
Formally the Americans tions. could have identified 

offered the British noi Odvice himself so closely with the 
on how to deaf with the peace proposals of the Peru-

Argentine invasion; infor- vian President Fernando “i would have said yes. not
mally, though, the Thatcher Beiaunde Terry After all as good a chance as we have
government was encouraged Hai£ was on Britain s side. now but a reasonable chance,
to act against the “terrible "That’s what Haig says because once a nuclear sub is 
undermining of our western now." Lewin replied. “But- hddked>t>nt{>ta surface ship it
ethic of deterrence” if the that’s not what Pym says. Pym ,j should-be able to tail her."
aggression of a military dicta- didn’t get that impression." Lewin responded.

And what if Mrs Thatcher--' 
then were to have asked 
whether the cruiser could still 
be attacked in four hours?
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HAIG — Tlnw wasn't any tension helwei»n 
Fym and myself '

Yet he was cautious enough

|F?rHr¥ls?Sthen telephoned to speak to or sovereignty. It woiua De 
him as he was about to fly to Argentina which would have 
New York. Pym declined the to yield. For Haig, in what he 
call and asked Ambassador called “three bloody goddam 
Sir Nicholas Henderson to horrible weeks ofm.ediation 
respond. Blandly Haig this was a fact of life and he 
explained: “There was no felt free to pass it on to the 
reason for it . . . just to be Argentine junta.
JSmX^JSSSSSI Militarily, he - told themgffijawv “ ■ strsrs-mfair shake. would win. Politically, he

warned, Americans could not 
drop their most stable Euro
pean ally. If the junta could 
not see that they should not 
complain when, retribution 
came. It was impossible for 

In fact Haig throughout the both the junta and Mrs 
crisis was portrayed by those Thatcher to survive 
with whom he dealt as expli- gave ground. An<r Mrs 
citly supporting Britain and Thatcher — a lady who can 
admiring Mrs Thatcher. He outface statues r.was: not
made no secret of this to about to vield. ' ‘
Argentine leaders 

From a US standpoint it 
made sense. The Thatcher 
government had taken the 
lead among the European 
allies in backing the deploy
ment of US cruise missiles as 
a counter to Soviet SS20s. It 
also had supported Reagan's 
militant anticommunism.

Haig said Britain’s Amabas- 
ALEXANDER Haig rejects sador in Lima, Charles Wal-
the proposition that Britain s jace> “was jn on every bit of
war cabinet ordered the sink- the negotiations in Peru. He
*ng of the Belgrano in order was rjght in with tjie Presi-
to wreck the Peruvian- dent” Closely questioned,

/American initiative for peace Haig Mid that Wallace had
in May 1982. been in Belaunde’S office

would have been the
S°f?r.afedragtadl%te assume? wldlcl

have ^ep^nTtomLo„don.

been inconceivable for me to ir trne, Mrs Thatcher's 
believe that perfidious insistence that /ministers
Albion was still alive and learned of the peace plan only
well” after Belgrano went1‘down

The general-turned-politi- would be suspect. Wallace
cian who once was Supreme himself says he learned of the
Commander Allied Forces proposals about two hours
Europe (SACEUR) acknow- after the sinking (at about
ledges that to be “one man's 20.00 hours London time), 
opinion.” He- stresses his jn ^ memoirSt "Caveat,” 
unwillingness to be drawn jfaig says flatly that Britain
into the current controversy ancj Argentina accepted the
because “clearly 1 dont know Peruvian proposals in princi-
all the details.” pie. But then Conqueror sank

Three times this year the the cruiser outside the block-
former US Secretary of Slate ade zone “and the Argenti-
has nevertheless, disclosed mans, reacting angrily to the
information which has fuelled bad news, rejected the new
the controversy. Protagonists peace proposal. Francis
and antagonists of Mrs Pym, who met Haig twice on
Thatcher’s rationale for the May 2, contradicts tl 
sinking have been able to saying Belaunde s plan was 
bandDick bits from Haig's never more than a “sketchy 
observations to reinforce outline” offering a promising 
their arguments over whether basis for peace but needing
essentially military or essen- more work, 
tiallv political factors moti
vated the attack.

assurancethat

At one point Haig volun
teered. “There wasn't any 
tension between Pym and 
myself on any issue.” That is 
not the way some British 
authorities saw things.

Haig appeared phllos

with intrigues against hirajai 
home and tensions abroitf. 
He displayed no bltternftfs 
towards the President. 
scars remain. One showed 
when Haig recently addres
sed the National Press Club in 
Washington. “I support Presi
dent Reagan, he told m 
listeners straight-faced. 
will work for his re-election. 1 
would like him to read nfy 
book. That’s why I wrote’a 
short one*’!

Against this background 
Europeanist, 
against the 

advice of Washington’s Latin 
American lobby — that he 
could safely look past the 
protests of America’s hemi
spheric friends and tilt 
towards Britain. He could not 
risk the unpredictable dan- 

of a hostile, disen-

In the BBC’s Panorama 
programme (April 16, 1984) 
Haig said he and Pym 
“arrived at some articula
tions that appeared they (the 
peace proposals) might" be 
aceplea by Britain. "We were 
down to words, single words,” 
he recalled, Pym, also on 
Panorama, disagreed, saying

Haig, the 
reckoned

Haig’s position as mediator

fathom. He says he lost his job 
as Secretary of S’ate because 
some of President Reagan s 
advisers judged his Falklands 
diplomacy had failed.

He also disputes that his 
Falklands diplomacy failed. 
A major achievement, he 
related in an interview, was to 
prevent the breakup of the 
Ajato alliance. ‘They 
(member-nations of Nato) 
* ready to break from Day 

he says and cite? 
West Germany anq 

’0t>

gers 
chanted Britain.

From the outset he con
veyed to Mrs Thatcher that, 
notwithstanding the Presi
dent’s public posture of neut
rality over the Falklands 
crisis, Reagan in the end 
would stand foursquare 
behind Britain.

there was “no text ... no 
actual words.”

Haig repeatedly expressed 
his own “profound sceptic
ism" over tne prospect of the 
Argentine junta confirming 
Galtierfs acceptance of the 
Balaunde proposals. But he 
had told Panorama of the 
“enthusiams” he, Belauride 
and the British felt when they i 
thought they saw the chance > 
of a breakthrough to peace.

Haig once told the Council ! 
on Foreign Relations in New 
York: “If you knew every
thing I know you'd agree with 
everything I'm about to say." 
That was the impression he 
gave me in our talk.

were 
One,”
France,
Italy in that context.

Haig’s contributions focus 
on the events of the taught 
weekend of May 1 and 2. It 
was then - after US media
tion had formally ended — 
that President Belaunde of 
Peru and Haig launched a 
last-ditch attempt to head off 
a sftpoting war. Their simpli
fied^ peace plan provided 
among other things for a 
mStual force withdrawal an 
administration of four outside 
oowirs, and talks on the 
islands’ future with no men
tion of the sovereignty issue.
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n Tory MP calls for Belgrano statement
MR CYRIL TOWNSEND, Con- gramme
servative MP for Bexleyheath, “Various statements have been happened.

ia the P”]110 made by Government ministers “ I think the Prime Minister 
wSormni-?!# d consider and replies have been given to would be wise to consider with 
hpmarfp^?>hiip lhm.tHv,11 C({Uld !otters There has been a seri- her Cabinet colleagues what

nfdetif0 b! r?b°f the S!nk‘ ous leakinS of an Official more can be brought into the
tT?*iOTl5nnt\neiCrUdocument to an individual, public domain, make a state- 

Falklands^Va® dUr "e 016 Many of these statements con- ment to the House of Commons, 
u ‘ .. r^,7 tradict each other. There is a answer questions and then shut
He said on the ITV pro- certain amount of confusion in up on the matter.”

Weekend World: the public mind about what

i
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Thatcher is 

challenged 

on sinking
By Richard Evans 
Lobby Reporter 

Mrs Margaret Thatcher was 
urged yesterday to tell the 
House of Commons when it 
assembles later this month why 
her ministers “lied” to MPs on 
at least six occasions about the 
circumstances surrounding the 
sinking of the Argentine cruiser 
the General Belgrano, during 
the Falklands conflict.

Mr Denzil Davies, Labour's 
chief defence spokesman, said 
a full inquiry, set up under the 
Tribunals and Inquiries Act, 
might ultimately be the only 
way to “get behind the facade 
and smokescreen the Govern
ment is putting up”.

Speaking on the Independent 
Television programme Week
end World, he said that half 
dozen statements had been 
made to Parliament by minis
ters which were “clearly 
true”.

a

un-

^n a further development, Mr 
George Foulkes, Labour MP 
for Carrick Cumnock and Doon 
Valley, who last month 
obtained the fullest account so 
far from Mrs Thatcher about 
the affair, including the ad
mission that the Belgrano had 
been sunk while heading away 
from the task force, yesterday 
wrote again to the Prime 
Minister expressing his dissat
isfaction at her explanation and 
demanding replies to 15 
questions.

According to a report in The 
Mail on Sunday yesterday, 
defence chiefs kept 
Thatcher in the dark for six 
months about the change of 
course by the Belgrano before it 
was sunk. Last night. Ministry 
of Defence and Dow ning Street 
spokesmen would not comment

more

Mrs

J
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Argentina seeks $3-$4bn of new loans
° By ANNE SEGALL

ARGENTINA is seeking $3-$4 by paying off roughly $150 ^T^^mon^TaX
billion of new loans from its million owing fo credit with tough, economic

size ofthecallfo  ̂new con t̂Q
ing package put forward at key money’ ‘ha*h^>13“<i still hpuncli- pay off one month’s interest still 
meetings in New York over the bankers who are s“ntfs of gJ lhe country owing
W b" banks could be asked inconclusi^tate’with the new roughly $1 billion m overdue

s ss&s^-S SHH J. Ssfiw sarsMSjsHSs S&.-3 m ®r“' “
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‘THATCHER 

LIED ’ SAYS 

BENN

f
I

Daily Telegraph Reporter
The allegation by Mr Tam 

Dalyell that Mrs Thatcher had 
lied to the Commons over the 
Belgrano affair was supported 
by Mr Wedgwood Benn at a 
Labour conference fringe meet
ing in Blackpool last night.

“ J think there is no doubt 
she is a liar and a liar should 
not be Prime Minister.” said 
Mr Benn. He and Mr Dalyell 
called for an inquiry into the 
Belgrano sinking.

9
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Maggie 

‘guilty of 

murder’
LABOUR MP Mr Tam 
Dalyell last accused Mrs 
Thatcher of calculated 
murder.

# Labour 
fringe 

Blackpool he 
his familiar 

theme that the government 
was operating a cover-up of 
the facts about the sinking 
of the Argentine cruiser 
General Belgrano

Speaking at a 
conferenceparty 

meeting in 
returned to

Using the strongest langu- 
of his campaign Mrage

Dalyell said: ‘The British 
Prime Minister is guilty of 
gross deception, of lying to 
the House of Commons, and, 
I choose my words with ex
treme care, of calculated 
murder for her own domes
tic political ends.’

Mr Dalycll was enthusi
astically backed by Mr Benn.

He told the meeting : 
'There is no doubt she is a 
liar and a liar should not be 
prime minister.

§
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Harvesting of krill 

the Antarctic challenge

:

Krill — the food of tomorrow
Prolonged fishing periods in severe weather con
ditions call for comfortable accommodation facili
ties. sheltered working areas and highly sophisti
cated machinery to process and store the catch.

The krill is a tiny crustacean rich in protein, a food 
reserve still to be exploited. The catch areas are 
within the Antarctic Convergence where severe 
weather conditions and icy waters make fishing a 
real challenge A substantial research and development program 

combined with Wartsila s deep involvement in polarSuccessful operation in these waters requires pur
pose-built vessels with characteristics matching the shipping has made it possible for the company to

offer vessels for krill catching and processing.grim conditions and equipped with special trawl 
gear designed for ice-operation

W'^RTSEL'^
Shipbuilding Division
TURKU SHIPYARD • PERNO SHIPYARD 

SF-20810 TURKU 81 FINLAND 
TELEX 62-173 wry si
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THE FALKLAND ISLANDS
A British fishing company has a plan 

to conserve valuable fish stocks and 

give a boost to the islands’ economy 

— if the UK declares a 200-mile EEL
By Major R N Spafford

for 100 000 tons/year (Spain 40 000 
tons. Italy 30 000 tons) and in the 
Far East, principally Japan.

While on a recent visit to Hull — 
once Britain’s main fishing port — I 
was told that they had that day 
purchased from Russia 25 000 tons 
of Falklands squid ‘tube’, which is 
about 50 per cent of the squid, repre
senting some £10M. They said that 
this was not abnormal. J Marr and 
Sons Ltd trade in fish on a world
wide commodity basis, exchanging 
bulk fish stocks between countries, 
and constantly monitoring the world 
market; their conservative estimate 
of the annual squid potential within 
200 miles of the Falkland Islands 
and Dependencies is 250 000 tons a 
year, or some £100M.

If this is true, it dramatically 
doubles the fishing potential around 
the Falkland Islands and Depen
dencies from £108M to a conserva
tive figure of £200M per year, and 
makes for a financial operation 
which it would be scandalous for 
the British Government to allow the 
Falkland Islanders to miss.

The Falkland Islanders them
selves are already fully employed 
with the sheep farming industry; 
they have no traditional interest in 
fishing and have no desire to catch 
any fish themselves, neither do they 
eat a great deal of fish.

British fishing fleets are not 
organised to catch fish 8000 miles 
from home. In view of recently 
increased costs and present wage 
levels it would not be economic for 
ships with British crews to do so. 
However the fishing fleets of such 
countries as Russia, Poland, East 
Germany, Spain, Japan and Taiwan 
are organised for a distant 
operation with crews spending 
exceptionally long periods at sea, 
and. because of lower wage levels, 
they still find such operations 
economic. Furthermore they are 
already doing this successfully and 
fishing as hard as they can. Indeed, 
Simon Lyster, Secretary of the 
Falkland Islands Foundation, 
has produced statistics to show 
that over-fishing by these foreign 
fleets around South Georgia since

Perhaps one of the most remarkable 
and costly failures of the British 
Government is their omission to 
have declared a 200-mile fishing 
limit around the Falkland Islands 
and their Dependencies. Their 
failure to do so is almost certainly 
coating the Falkland Islanders a 
healthy income of larger propor
tions than that gained from sheep 
farming, the Islands’ staple 
economy. Further, because, at 
present, the British claim only a 
three-mile territorial sea around the 
islands, at least six foreign nations 
have for some years been over
fishing as hard as they can before 
any restrictions or controls are 
imposed. They are still doing so.

The situation is remarkable 
because everyone with any interest 
in the area has been informing suc
cessive British Governments about 
this situation for some years, and 
yet Britain remains tight lipped and 
apparently inactive.

1969 is already, and increasingly, 
seriously depleting the fin fish 
stocks there. This statement is 
based on assessments of catches, 
by type, of fin fish over successive 
years and these show a marked 
decline, though equally it could be 
argued that this is because of a 
change to squid fishing, for which 
figures have not been included. 
However, in a letter to The Times, 
published on June 29 this year, he 
reported a conversation he had in 
January with a Polish skipper who 
“thought we had completely lost our 
senses but was determined to profit 
from the bonanza while it lasted”.

The revenue from harbour dues 
received from foreign trawlers by 
the Harbour Master at Port Stanley 
over successive years reveals the 
escalating fishing interest.

1974/75 £1.561
1975/76 £1,756
1976/77 £1.940
1977/78 £4,683
1978/79 £20,331
1979/80 £80,005
1980/81 £89.896
1981/82 £44,507
1982/83 £163.910 
1983/84 £261,324

(figures for March 1984 not included)
Current opinion favours a Falk

lands fishing industry licensing of 
these foreign vessels, and indeed 
others such as those of Chile or 
even Argentina. Such licences 
would allow them to catch fish 
within a 200-mile limit, with associ
ated quotas to ensure that the fish 
stocks are adequately conserved, 
and that the industry is preserved in 
a viable economic form for the fore
seeable future. This makes sense 
not only for the future of the Falk
land Islanders, but also for the 
future prospects of the fishing 
fleets themselves.

Clearly the first step in organising 
the Falkland Islands fishing 
industry is to declare a 200-mile 
limit. The next stage is to employ a 
system of surveillance and policing. 
Although some testing of fish 
stocks in the area has been carried 
out over the last ten years, no really 
detailed long-term research has

WORLD FISHING. OCTOBER 1984
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Squid
The White Fish Authority Report 

of 1979* estimated the annual fish
ing potential around the Falkland 
Islands and Dependencies at 
£108M. However this was for fin fish 
only, particularly the potential of 
Notothenia rossii (Antarctic cod), 
Merluccius hubbsii (Patagonian 
hake) and Micromesistius australis 
(Blue whiting), the latter being so 
heavily parasited that it was unsuit
able for marketing except as fish 
meal.

One benefit of the 1982 Falkland 
Islands War was the discovery by a 
Polish fishing fleet, driven from their 
familiar fishing grounds around the 
Falklands, of large stocks of squid 
off South Georgia. No one had pre
viously considered fishing for squid 
and no investigations had been 
made. Two types of squid are found 
off the Falkland Islands and Depen
dencies, Lolligo patagonia and L. 
illecabbrosus.

Squid is a highly desirable com
modity in certain countries, 
currently selling at around £400 per 
ton. The chief markets are in Europe
10



FRV G A Reay, owned 
by J Marr & Son and 
said to be ideal for 
stock assessment 
studies and surveil
lance in a Falkland 
200-mile zone

mean that many of the desired pro
jects in developing the Islands 
could be achieved out of the Falk
land Islanders’ own pockets.

Other sources of income to the 
Islands might include: charges to 
seamen for medical and hospital 
treatment; sale of electrical spares 
for navigation and detection equip
ment; sale of replacement fishing 
gear; bunkering facilities; sale of 
tourist goods, clothing, liquor etc.

Allowable Catch, and this cannot 
accurately be determined until more 
detailed and extensive research has 
been carried out.

J Marr and Sons suggest a 
license fee of 5 per cent, paid in 
advance, which, if their conserva
tively estimated annual TAC of 
£200M per year proves to be correct, 
would produce a revenue to the 
Falkland Islands of £10M, which 
makes the industry very profitable.

The Russians and the Poles, lack
ing western currency, like to pay 
their licence fees in fish, and if such 
a firm as Marr were controlling the 
operation for the Falkland Islands 
Government, there would be no 
problem: Marr would sell the fish 
within their normal business opera
tion and hand over the cash to the 
Falkland Islands Treasury.

been undertaken, using a proper 
research vessel, and no research at 
all has yet been done on Falklands 
squid, which has now assumed 
such importance. It would take time, 
and a vessel employed solely on this 
task would be expensive.

J Marr and Sons, who now own 
and are presently refitting the 

^fcheries research vessel G A Reay, 
confidently believe that the 
necessary surveillance and control 
could be exercised by such a vessel 
while carrying out detailed research 
over a continuing period, and 
operating in conjunction with a par
ticular type of Dornier aircraft that 
they have in mind. This vessel has 
the capability of sailing to the Falk
lands without refuelling, and would 
carry on board a complete module 
for the maintenance and repair of 
the plane, as well as all the long 
term spares needed, and a special 
workshop facility. Thus they see the 
boat and the place as a complete 
team both for operation and main
tenance.

The 2500hp G A Reay, gross ton
nage 998.92, was built in 1968 as an 
Ice Class 3 Research Vessel, and is 
"jtted out with adequate dry and wet 

'boratories and with very compre
hensive navigation and detection 
equipment. She has a service speed 
of 14.5 knots and an endurance of 
over 40 days. The G A Reay was 
previously operated by the Torry 
Research Station of the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, 
and was mentioned in Lord Shackle- 
ton’s Falklands Islands Economic 
Study of 1982 as being a vessel of 
suitable size, and suitably equipped 
for such a task.

J Marr and Sons say that the G A 
Reay, or a similar vessel, could be 
adequately fitted out to operate 
around the Falkland Islands and 
Dependencies at a cost of less than 
£5000 per day, or under £2M a year. 
The plane would cost a further £1M 
a year, making a total cost for sur
veillance, policing and research of 
£3M a year.

The precise license fees would 
have to be calculated on the Total
WORLD FISHING. OCTOBER 1984

Urgent action required
It is hard to understand why the 

British Government have been so 
dilatory over the declaration of a 
200-mile fishing limit, and one can 
only surmise that they had been 
holding it as some sort of trump 
card in possible negotiations with 
Argentina. The latest attempt at 
talks have now failed with little 
prospect of any further attempt 
being made for some years to come, 
so it would seem that any obstacle 
has now been removed. Certainly, 
failure to declare the limit two years 
after fighting a costly war to regain 
the Islands, must make other 
nations wonder if Britain now 
doubts her own sovereignty claim. 
But until a 200-mile limit has been 
declared, all other efforts towards 
establishing a fishing industry are 
pointless. Meanwhile we have to sit 
back and watch, while countries of 
the Eastern Bloc take freely that 
which rightly belongs to the 
Falkland Islanders, and then sell it 
back to the West.

Perhaps the Polish skipper was 
correct, and the British Government 
has taken leave of its senses, for 
unless action is taken urgently, the 
rape of the Falklands seas will con
tinue, and very soon, there will be no 
fish left to catch, and a profitable 
industry will have been lost.

* Fisheries Opportunities in the South 
West Atlantic, White Fish Authority 
Industrial Development Unit, ODA, 1979.

Krill and the Falklands
See page 12

Fish meal
Licensing regulations could also 

include other conditions; for 
example if there was a requirement 
for fish meal for animal feed or as a 
fertiliser to improve the soil of the 
Islands, then a condition could be 
made that the first licences would 
be issued to those vessels carrying 
a fish meal plant. Once a licensing 
system has been established, there 
may be other side benefits to the 
Islands which could be made con
ditional.

It would be desirable to consider 
other penalties in addition to fines 
in cases of regulation infringe
ments. The withdrawal of a licence, 
even temporarily, is a very serious 
penalty for a Russian or Polish ship, 
for this can mean the recall of the 
vessel to the home port, and the 
skipper would almost certainly 
never appear in the area again.

Assuming that Marr’s estimates 
are correct, license fees (5 per cent 
of TAC) would earn £10M a year 
which, less cost of surveillance, 
policing and research at £3M would 
leave profit to the Falklands of £7M.

The present income to the Colony 
from sheep farming is £3.5M per 
year, and the addition of £7M would
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FALKLANDS — the krill factor
Although the relatively new krill 
fisheries lie outside the possible 
200-mile Falkland Islands EEZ, the 
200-mile zone around the associ
ated South Orkneys and South 
Sandwich Islands would include 
some of the most fished of the krill 
grounds. Although Britain has not 
so far expressed much interest in 
krill, there would seem to be equally 
attractive back-up opportunities 
available to the islands as exist in 
the case of foreign squid and fin 
fish fisheries.

To put the krill fishery in perspec
tive, combined Soviet and Japanese 
catches seem to be running in the

region of 36 000 tons a year, involv
ing nine factory trawlers 
catchers and a mothership in the 
1979/80 season (Marine Policy Vol 
8/3). Other nations have mainly been 
fishing for experimental purposes, 
and include Poland, Norway, Argen
tina and S Korea.

Although the Soviet fleet has 
been using bases in the Kerguelen 
Islands in the southern Indian 
Ocean, the adjacent grounds do not 
appear to be so prolific as those 
nearer the S American continent. 
Facilities at S Georgia, S Sandwich 
and S Orkneys are limited, and 
harbours may not be ice-free all

10

Dots indicate krill grounds (Falklands 
arrowed). Courtesy Marine Policy 
year, whereas the Falklands can 
offer a reasonably well equipped 
operational base. ED

Modern Handling
The strong, safe boxes ensure efficient
and speedy handling and transportation.
With the aid of the versatile grip claw, the
box dumper and the box washer, handling
methods can be dramatically simplified.

Pers Box
A revolution in preservation and handling
methods. Ensures a fresh, untainted pro
duct and maximum profits.

O Per S. Stromberg A/S, N-2011 strommen, Norway
P.O.Box 65, Telephone: + 47 (0)2-716278. Telex: 17238 pers n
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about 70°r, strong winds and a fairly 
low rainfall evenly distributed 
throughout the year. The mean annual 
rainfall and the average annual hours 
of sunshine are nearly the same as 
London. Snow has been recorded in 
every month of the year except 
February but seldom lies for long.

The first stage of the 8,000 mile 
journey to the Falklands is a fairly 
conventional flight in an RAF VC10 
to Ascension Island, with a refuelling 
stop in Dakar. After a short night in 
the tropical heat of Ascension Island, 
passengers were woken in time for a 
greasy breakfast at 4.15 am, before 
embarking on the ‘Airbridge’ for a 
flight of about 13 hours to Stanley. 
The Airbridge is a Hercules, which is 
refuelled in flight so that it always has 
enough fuel to return to Ascension if 
it cannot land at Stanley due to fog or 
strong wind.

The Hercules is barely equipped for 
passengers with canvas lattice bench 
seats down the sides and middle of the

lire consultancy partner, felt mat they 
could justify the cost of travelling all 
the way to Stanley - or perhaps they 
did not relish the somewhat

PEAT MAKwiCk has undertaken 
work for the Falkland Islands 
Gpvdrmient (FIG) since 1971, when a 
transportation study considered, 
amongst other things, links with 
Argentina. Following that, we were 
appointed auditors of FIG and have 
normally visited Stanley in alternate 
years to audit the accounts for two 
years together. However this time, the 
routine was somewhat put out by the 
ten week stay of uninvited guests from miles which is about two thirds the

size of Wales. The population is about 
1,800 of whom 1,000 live in Stanley 
and the rest are scattered between 
about 30 settlements in Camp, 
(everywhere outside Stanley is called 
Camp from the Spanish word ‘campo’ 

from London office, headed by James meaning countryside).
The settlements are devoted to 

farming the islands’ 650,000 sheep. 
Each settlement is almost totally self- 
sufficient with its own store, electrical 
generator, social club, and produces 
its own milk, eggs, butter, vegetables 
and mutton. Although it is possible to 
reach some settlements by Land 
Rover, it is an extremely slow method 
of transport. Settlements rely on the 
quarterly boat for bulk stores and on 
the Islander aircraft of FIGAS

unconventional journey involved.
The Falkland Islands lie about 500 

miles north-east of Cape Horn in the 
South Atlantic. They consist of about 
200 islands, far the largest of which 
are East Falkland and West Falkland, 
and cover an area of 4,700 square

Argentina in 1982 and Harold 
Rowlands, the Financial Secretary, 
had requested that the audit be 
delayed for a year to allow time for 
things to settle down again. So in 
January of this year the audit team

Orr (London manager) and 
comprising William Maltby 
(Matthew’s department), Crispin 
White (Newall’s department) and 
Francis Miller (Johnston’s 
department) found themselves in 
Stanley auditing the accounts of the 
last three years.

At the same time, John Parsons 
from MCF was carrying out a three 

^aonth consultancy assignment aimed 
^Pstreamlining the procedures in the 

islands’ Treasury with help from 
Barrie Collins (MCF senior manager) 
in two week-long trips. Most of the 
procedures had remained unchanged grass landing strip. Even the time is 
for nearly 50 years and Harold 
Rowlands believed that in order to 
cope with the increased volume of 
activity since the end of the conflict, 
the procedures needed updating. He 
therefore asked the Overseas 
Development Administration if they 
would finance a study, with a request 
that it should be carried out by Peat 
Marwick.

Neither Colin Wright, the audit 
partner involved, nor John Fielden,

plane. The Peat Marwick team were 
thankful for the inflatable cushions 
they had been advised to buy. The 
person opposite you is so close that 
you have to interlock your knees with 
his. However, apart from take off and 
landing, one is allowed to move 
around the^cramped aircraft, where 
you find people swinging in 
hammocks, perching on top of piles of

(Falkland Islands Government Air 
Service) for mail and passenger travel. 
Nearly every settlement has its own

different in Camp — Stanley puts its 
clocks forward an hour in summer but luggage and sleeping on the floor. 
Camp does not. ...

The climate of the Falklands is took 18 hours because .there
characterised by a narrow temperature was a 60 mph wind 
range with maximum temperatures of . at Stanley and

The audit team’s first flight
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1. James Orr, Francis Miller and William Maltby at the 
summit of Two Sisters on a tour of the battlefields.
2. A Magellan penguin at the entrance to its burrow.
3. James Orr with some equipment left 

the Argentinians.
The Upland Goose hotel, Stanley.

5. A scarf produced by-The
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One Gi iiie most fascinating 
of our work lay simply in the fact that 
our client was a complete central 
government in microcosm. Although 
its budget, which normally balances, is 
only about LV/i million, it has to 
finance all aspects of a modern state 
from that sum. Services provided by 
the Government include pensions, 
health service, education, post office, 
police, telephone, broadcasting, air 
service, roads, water, electricity and 
housing. It also has its own judiciary 
headed by an Attorney General.

One of its biggest sources of 
revenue is the Philatelic Bureau. 
Stamps raise nearly a £1 million a 
year. Another large source apart 
from taxation is harbour dues from 
Polish, Spanish, Russian and 
Japanese factory ships which anchor 
just outside Stanley to collect catches 
from their trawlers.

Before starting this audit it is 
unlikely that any of the 
Peat Marwick

they had to turn back. On tne second variety of guests ranging troin tne disc 
attempt, the Hercules tanker that was jockeys on the British Forces radio 
to refuel ffie Airbridge failed in its station to engineers from Cable and
attefnpt to be refuelled by a Victor Wireless. There was also a constant
tanker, and so they were back to the stream of journalists from national 
volcanic dust of Ascension again after and provincial newspapers being 
eieht hours absence. They landed flown out by the Ministry of Defence,
successfully on the third attempt and The diet at the hotel was, not 
only just missed the Airbridge record surprisingly, mainly mutton.
of 42 hours. However, one benefit of arriving in

It was necessary to take out an the middle of summer was eating
enormous quantity of ‘audit supplies’ strawberries from the hotel garden 
since the contents of the audit several times a week. As autumn
cupboard left by the previous team approached, local sea trout also
had not survived the conflict. General became a regular feature on the menu.
Menendez had personally demanded When we came to start our work,
the keys. The Argentinians apparently we were amazed to discover how little 
became particularly excited at the hostilities had affected the
discovering a book of random business of the Treasury. Harold
numbers which they clearly thought Rowlands, the only senior 
was a codebook for spies. They also Government official allowed to 
took the ‘audit gumboots’ to give to remain in Stanley, together with most 
the poor. Harold Rowlands suggested of his staff, had managed to keep the 
to the General that he was more likely Treasury operating throughout the
to find poor people in need of occupation. There were one ortwo
sumboots in Argentina than in gaps in the audit trail but these could

have been caused by Harold quietlyStanley.
The Peat Marwick staff stayed at disposing of the more sensitive 

documents which he did not want the continued
the Upland Goose, the only proper 
j^el in Stanley, with a beautiful view 
^phe harbour and an interesting

over pageArgentinians to see.
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the labour will be local. John Parsons 
was able to help the Cockwells in a 
small way, when staying the weekend 
with them, by giving them some 
accounting instruction around their 
kitchen table.

Another aspect of FIDO’s 
operations is to assist Falkland 
Islanders to buy sections of some of 
the big farms that are being 
subdivided and sold off. Most of the 
people buying these subdivisions have 
had absolutely no previous experience 
of running their own business. Peat 
Marwick was able to help again here 
when a group of them were flown into 
Stanley to learn some elementary book 
keeping and about the importance of 
cash flow planning from John 
Parsons. A classroom in the Senior 
School was taken over for the 
purpose.

Weekends were mostly devoted to 
enjoying the wide open spaces of the 
Falklands, walking round the battle 
fields and spending many hours failing 
to catch trout in the rivers near 
Stanley. Indeed Peat Marwick’s 
piscatorial failures became legendary. 
Stanley is a small community where 
reputations travel fast. However, John 
Parsons and Francis Miller eventually 
hit the jackpot when they managed to 
arrange a lift to Port San Carlos in an 
Army helicopter for a memorable 
weekend’s fishing on the River San 
Carlos.

The whole team spent one weekend 
at Carcass Island on the north west of 
West Falkland. After a hair-raising 
journey in an Islander aircraft, when 
we skimmed the waves at less than 100 
feet, we were met on landing by the 
island’s entire population (of three) 
and driven to the small cottage we had 
rented. The island, which is about 
4,000 acres and carries some 1,600 
sheep, is an absolute haven for 
wildlife. In the head-high tussock 
grass, we were ambushed by 
frightened penguins careering out of

conjjptf&i from page 21

staff had given much thought to how 
a central bank disposes of damaged 
notes. In Stanley we were able to 
witness the process taking place in the 
Treasury. By law, each note has to be 
stamped ‘cancelled’ on both sides in 
the presence of two witnesses, and 
then individually burned by two other 
people. An old age pensioner on 
hearing of this complained to the 
Financial Secretary that instead of 
burning money the Government 
should give it to the poor!

As well as enabling Peat Marwick to 
sign the audit report and write a long, 
and hopefully, constructive 
management letter, the audit work 
provided invaluable input to the 
consultancy study. Carrying out the 
fact finding and analysis stage of the 
consultancy work concurrently with 
the audit helped to identify the 
changes needed. Potential 
management letter points were taken 
into account and new ideas were 
discussed extensively with the audit 

flbm before being incorporated into 
^e proposed procedures.

The long term objective of our 
recommendations on accounting 
procedures must be to transfer all 
Treasury accounting to a 
microcomputer system, but with 
software and hardware support 8,000 
miles away this is not something to be 
rushed. The study therefore 
concentrated on lightening up the 
existing manual systems in preparation 
for later computerisation. The 
Treasury procedures were all 
documented for the first time in a 
detailed manual which incorporated a 
small number of important changes. It 
was essential all along to ensure that 
the changes we recommended were 
capable of being implemented.

The detailed work of producing the 
procedures manual was largely done

by Francis Miller who stayed on in 
Stanley after his fellow auditors had 
left. Having gained a detailed 
knowledge of FIG’s operations during 
the audit already, he was able 
immediately to make a valuable 
contribution to the consultancy study.

It was a great advantage during the 
assignment to be able to have regular 
discussions with senior members of 
the Government. These included 
several meetings with Sir Rex Hunt, 
the Civil Commissioner, who took a 
keen interest in our recommendations.

The Falkland Islands have only one 
chartered accountant and he is in the 
private sector. So a number of people 
in the Government took advantage of 
the sudden influx of Peat Marwick 
staff to seek advice on matters not 
strictly within our terms of reference. 
We were, of course, delighted to be 
able to help them.

One of the most important 
developments in the islands since the 
conflict is the setting up of the 
Falkland Islands Development 
Corporation (FIDC) to encourage the 
development of new businesses. This 
is headed by David Taylor who is on 
secondment from Booker McConnell 
for a three year contract as Chief 
Executive of FIG. He is currently 
giving a high priority to getting FIDC 
operational; James Orr and John 
Parsons were able to assist him in this 
by preparing two short papers 
covering the presentation of the 
financial accounts, accounting systems 
and management reporting.

One of the first businesses that 
FIDC has helped with loan finance is 
the Falkland Wool Mill being set up at 
Fox Bay in West Falkland by an 
enterprising and energetic couple, 
Richard and Griselda Cockwell. They 
are going to spin Falkland wool and 
then produce knitted garments for 
export — both the raw material and

i
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6. Gentoo penguins queue up to dive into the sea. 7. In the middle of a colony of gulls on Carcass Island. 
8. HMS Endurance in Stanley Harbour. 9. Richard Cockwell demonstrates ideal 
Falklands transport at Fox Bay East settlement. 10. A Night Heron.
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Those soldiers that manage to meet 
some islanders, discover some of the 
history of the islands and learn about 
the wildlife, normally become 
enchanted by the place. For the 
remainder it is a dreary life with a 
hard six day working week, the only 
evening entertainment being alcohol 
and videos. The one thing every single 
soldier knew was the number of days 
left before he was due to go home. 
Some even started counting on the 
ship on the way down there. 
Everywhere in army buildings one 
would see the days chalked up on the 
wall with each being successively 
crossed off.

The acronyms used to describe the 
different military functions on the 
islands provided much amusement. 
There is BFFI (pronounced ‘biffy’ and 
meaning British Forces Falklands 
Islands), FILOG (Falkland Islands 
Logistics), JENGO (Junior 
Engineering Officer) and SCOFI 
(Senior Catering Officer Falkland 
Islands) to name but a few. The prize 
undoubtedly has to go to SNOFI 
(Senior Naval Officer Falkland 
Islands).

The journey back home was 
comparatively straightforward. Every 
member of the Peat Marwick team 
reached Ascension Island at the first 
attempt in a mere 11 hours. We had 
all enjoyed this unusual assignment 
for a number of reasons. First, there 
was the cooperation and enthusiastic 
support we had received in our work 
from all members of the Government 
staff; the warm hospitality of the 
islanders, especially Harold Rowlands 
in whose house we spent many happy 
evenings; and lastly, the beauty of the 
islands and their wildlife.

Back in London, we are continuing 
to help the islands’ development. The 
new General Manager of FIDC 
recently came to Puddle Dock to seek 
advice on microcomputers from 
MCAS. As a result of this meeting, he 
took two Apricots with him to Stanley 
— one to use and one as a spare.

JOHN PARSONS 
(London MCF) 

and FRANCIS MILLER 
(Johnston’s department, London)

CatcasS

WEST FALKLAND

EAST FALKLAND

Yet now the wheel is turning full 
circle — there are some, particularly 
those recent immigrants who went to 
the islands for their peace and quiet

their burrows at the sound of 
footsteps, while on the beach we 

Jumbled on elephant seals basking in 
sun. We were amazed to discover 

that one species of penguin disappears and undoubted beauty, who refer 
into burrows like rabbit holes in order darkly to the British presence as ‘the 
to breed. Luckily, we had a second occupation’. As another
gloriously hot weekend of cloudless convoy of military vehicles streamed 
skies, which was ideal for our new down the main street of Stanley and a
found enthusiasm for bird watching fully armed Phantom roaring 
and wildlife photography. overhead temporarily stopped all

The future of the islands is the conversations, it was easy to see what
question on everyone’s lips. The they meant. But most of the
Argentinian legacy runs on as much in population would not have it any 
the minds of the islanders as in the other way and welcome the protection 
tracts of land strewn with unexploded provided by British servicemen, 
bombs and the dimpled golf course Most of the servicemen stationed
where vou are allowed a free drop if near Stanley live in ‘coastels’ which 
your ball falls into a shell-hole. Those are massive floating accommodation 
on the outer islands who did not have blocks made of containers welded 
to suffer an Argentinian occupation together on barges. Each of them has 
are prepared to allow the Argentinians room for 800 people to live in very 
a little more say in the future of the cramped quarters. Even a Major does
islands, but it seems unlikely that not have a cabin to himself. One
those who suffered theft and daily senior RAF officer was so keen to 

treats of violence during the have a bath, after two months of
^Occupation will allow the Argentinians showers, that he gave us a 2Zi hour

foothold on their islands guided tour of the airport in exchange
for our arranging his bath in the 
Upland Goose.

to gam a 
while they remain.
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AH the photographs were taken by John Parsons.


